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ManuscripUlllustrations Preparation
1. Manuscripts need to be submitted on disk (along with
hard copy): ASCII file format, Word Perfect or Word for
Windows preferred. AII submitted materials, including
abskact, text and notes, are to be double-spired on one
side only per sheet, with wide margins. Recommended
number of manuscript pages is not to exceed 25-30. Sub-
mit five copies of the manuscript accompanied by a 50-
to 100-word abstract and a brief biographical statement.

2. All notes, both citations and explanatorv are to be
numbered consecutively in the text and placed at tte end
of the manuscript.

3. Illustrations are to be considered as figures, num-
bered consecutively and submitted in a form suitable for
reproduction.

4. Number all tables consecutively- All tables are to have
titles.

5. Whenever possible, include glossy photograPhs
which enhance the manuscript.

6. Title of article should contain no more than six words
including an active verb.

7. For uniformity and accuracy consistent with our edi-
torial policy, refer to the style rules i\ The Chicdgo Manual
ol Style.

THE BATLARD AWARD

MANUSCRIPT SUBMISSION

INFORMATION

The editorial board of Rea/ Estote lssues fREI) is accePting
manuscripts in competition for the 1994 Ballard Award.
The competition is open to members of The Counselors
of Real Estate and other real estate professionals. The

$500 cash alard and plaque is presented in November
during The Counselor's annual convention to the au-
thor(s) whose manuscript best exemplifies the high stan-
dards of content maintained in the journal. The recipient
is selected bv a three person subcommittee comprised of
members of The Counselors of Real Estate. Any articles
published in REI durirg the 1994 calendar year are eliSi-
ble for consideration and must be submitted by October
1, 1991.

RICHARD D.
SIMMONS, SR.,
CRE, RECEIVES
1994LUM
AWARD

Tl ichard D Simmons, Sr., CRE, chairman of
!{ Sirn-onr Associates Limited, Saugus, Massa-
l\ chusetts, has been named the ld4 recipient
of the Louise L. and Y.T. Lum Award. In receiving
this award, Simmons is recognized for his distin-
guished contribution toward the adlancement of
knowledge and education in the real estate counsel-
ing profession. The award was established by the
late Y.T. Lum, CRE, to encourage the continuint
professional education of those engaged h real es-
tate counseling through an understanding of its
principles, theories, techniques and practices. Sim-
mons' career as a real estate counselor reflects with
honor the criteria this award sets forth.

Simmons has been a real estate Practitioner for
40 years. He was invited to membership in The
Counselors of Real Estate (American Society of Real
Estate Counselors) in 1970 havhg counseled clients
in real estate matters concerning land use, taxation,
brokerage and property management. As a mem-
ber of The Counselors, he has served as a vice Pres-
ident and as chairman and member of numerous
committees including Education, Publications and
Strategic Planning. Simmons is a Past chairman of
the New England Chapter, and he also served as its
first secretary/treasurer. Simmons has been recog-
nized by the Massachusetts Board of Real Estate
Appraisers with the Scholastic Achievement Award
in his name to recognize his many contributions to
appraisal education. Currently, he is working with
fellow CRE, J. Daryl Lippincott on the privatization
of the real estate industry in Central Europe. Sim-
mons regularly contributes articles and columns on
real estate counseling to tlrc Neu England Real Estate

lournal and lhe ktnker and Tradesman.

Previous recipients of the Louise L. and Y.T.

Lum Award include CREs Eugene G. Bowes, (1993)

John McMahan (1992), Wayne D. Hagood (1991),

Charles W. Bradshaw lr. (1990) Jared Shlaes (1989),

John R. White (1988) and Thurston H. Ross (1987).

Richard D. Sirnmons, Sr., CRE
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CONTRIBI.]'TOR INFORMATION

FOR REAI ESTATE ISSUES

The joumal is published three times annually (April,
August and December), and reaches a lucrative segment
of the real estate industry as well as an impressive cross
section of professionals in related induskies.

Subscribers to Rroi Eslate Issttrs are primarilv the owners,
chairmen, presidents and vice presidents of real estate
companies, financial corporations, property companies,
banks, management companies, libraries and Realtorc
boards throughout the country; professors and univer-
sity personnel; and professionals in S&Ls, insurance
companies and law firms.

Reol Estate Issrrcs is published for the benefit of the
CRE (Counselor of Rea[ Estate) and other real estate Pro-
fessionals, planners, architects, developers, economists,
government personnel, lau'vers and accountants. It fo-
cuses on providing up-to-date information on problems
and topics in the field of real estate. ManuscriPts are
invited and should be addressed to:

Halbert C. Smith, CRE, Editor in Chief
Redl Estllfr Iss &,s

The Counselors of Real Estate
,130 North Michigan Avenue
Chicago, IL 60611

Review Process
All manuscripts are reviewed bv three members of the
editorial board ivith the author's name(s) kept anonv-
mous. When accepted, the manuscript, lvith anv recom-
mended changes, is returned to the author for revision.
lf the manuscript is not accepted, the author is notified
by letter.

Everv effort rvill be made to notifv the author on the
acceptance or reiection of the manuscript at the earliest
possible date. Upon publication, copyright is held by The
Counselors of Real Estate (American Society of Rea[ Es-

tate Counselors). The publisher will not refuse any rea-
sonable request by the author for permission to
reproduce anl.of his contributions to the iournal.

Deadlines
All manuscripts to be corrsidered for the April edition
must be submitted by February 1; for the August edition
by Iune 1; for the December edition by October 1.
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I s Counselors of Real Estate, we know that to
fl stay on top of our profession and our poten-
I I tial, we must change and progress. Sb it is
with Real Estate Issues (REI); it, too, must change
and progress in order to continue being regarded as
one of the best joumals in professional real estate.
And so with this issue we are implementing plans
for increased service to our member CREs and val-
ued subscribers by expanding and modifying the
scope of Real Estate lssues.

First, REI will be published three times per year
(up from our previous frequency of two times per
year), with issues coming out in April, August and
December. The April issue will be a "regularr' issue,
containing articles on a rariety of topics, as deter-
mined by the selections of the editorial board from
the articles we receive. Second, the August edition
will be a "Focus" issue, in which approximately
one-half of the articles will relate to a particular
topic, with the remaining articles covering a variety
of topics. Third, the December issue will continue
our practice of having a "Special Edition," with all
the articles devoted to a particular topic or theme.
Our most recent special edition, Counselors and
the Law, as well as our previous special editions on
contaminated real estate and capitalization rates
and yields, have generated a great deal of interest
within the real estate industry. They illustrate the
broad-based competencies that Counselors bring to
the community of professional real estate.

Finally, the REI Editorial Board is committed to
bringing the most meaningful, interesting, relevant
and useful information to our readership in the
pages of REI. I encourage you to write and submit
articles on topics that you believe are useful and
interesting to other members and nonmember pro-
fessionals. Your participation can help insure that
REI continues as a top-rated journal and that its
articles contain the information you want to read.

As the new editor in chief of Real Estate Issues,l
pledge to maintain and attempt to build on the
high standards and progress made by my
predecessors -Jared Shlaes, CRE, and Rocky Tar-
antello, CRE. They and Linda Magad, managing
edito(, as well as the entire editorial board, deserve
our appreciation for the fine publication REI is to-
day. I feel honored to have been asked to carry on
this work, and my goal is to be worthy of the trust
placed in me. I hope you feel proud, as I do, that
Renl Eslnte lssars is our publication.
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THE
PRESIDENT
SPEAKS

A GARDEN
GREW

George M. Lovejoy, CRE, our president in 1982,
reflected on the 80s by highlighting 'long range
planning, a commitment of growth, service to
members, institutional and offshore memberships
and promotion of the CRE Designation.' He added
that "The Counselors have reinforced my o<peri-
ence and belief that people make the difference.-
Wayne D. Hagood, CRE, president in 1985 added,
"The CRE Designation is more than just an honoq,
it is an obligation." He wrote of respect for each
other, a commitment to improve one's level of per-
formance and a recognition of the privilege associ-
ated with being a member. l. Daryl Lippincott,
CRE, 1988 president, "visualized the opportunities
of expanding intemational activities into a world-
wide counseling network." L. Dckson Flake, CRE,
our leader in 1989, reminisced that, "lt was not the
formal organization, but rather the close association
with the most genuine, interesting gloup" that was
his most lasting memory. He called the society a
"body unique" and spoke of intellectual curiosity
combined with breadth of interest.

In recalling 1990, his year as president, James E.
Cibbons, CRE, penned these meaningful words,
"We dedicate ourselves anew and with heightened
intensity to the mission of increasing awareness of
the CRE Designation throughout our broad econ-
omy." He further described The Counselors as the
preeminent organization in real estate consulting.

As John White pointed out, 'A year is too brief
a period to achieve any recognizable improvement."
But I believe that each of our presidents and our
other leaders in their time planted the seeds that
were nurtured and cultivated by their successors in
bringing the society to its esteemed position of
prominence in the real estate profession. As we be-
gin our 41st year, we are planting again with the
hope that the harvest will be fruitful.

Franklin Hannoch, fr., CRE
Presfulent

The Counselors of Real Estate

,f s we begin our 4lst year, The Counselors of
fl Real Estate build on an unprecedented foun-

I I dation of integrity, accomplishment, excel-
lence, professional ethics, fellowship networking
and service to the users of real estate problem solr.
ing and counsel. We celebrated this tradition in
convention last November and recorded some of
our history in an anniversary iournal. As part of
that production we asked several of our distin-
guished members and past presidents to contribute
some of their memories and fond recollections of
years in which they fulfilled a leadership role.

In recalling the early years, Hunter Moss, CRE,
wrote, "fb become a Counselor a man or woman
had to be at the top not only in real estate but also
in community life... We worked hard on deciding
the criteria for becoming a real estate counselor."
John R. White, CRE, president in 1969 recalled, "l
stressed educational programming as a maior
goal." In 7970, Abel E. Berland, CRE, and Carrie
Maude ]ones, the first executive directoq, proposed
"sponsoring an educational session in an interest-
ing location which would be designated as a Hrgir
Leul Conference." During the presidential term of
Neil l. King, CRE, the society published its first
book on real estate counselinS.
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I
Office Buildings and the Role of
Downtown in the Polycentric City
Wayne Archer and Marc T. Smiih

Urban form has evolved rapidly in the past two
decades as economic functions have become
increasingly suburban. As suburbanization
continues, the role and viability of the downtown
is unclear. Using data from Jacksonville, Florida,
office building rental rates indicate that downtown
buildings have been a better investment than
suburban building in recent years. Therefore,
according to real estate market participants, there
is a continuing viability for downtown as a unique
office center.

7
Commercial Mortgage
Securitization - An Overview
Harold "Skip" Ilerry, Jr, CRE

Commercial mortgage securitization has been
around for over a decade traveling many bumpy
roads with stops and starts. Due to the current
limited access to capital, commercial securitization
is in overdrive. This article discusses securitization
from the differences between residential and
commercial, various structures, the process, credit
enhancement issues, the problems and pitfalls and
its commercial potential.

13
The Intangible Business
Component of Commercial
Real Estate Investments
Jeremy G. Hall

This article identifies the operating business
component of investing in real estate, its
importance in property operations and how it is
priced at both the portfolio and property levels.
The thesis presented here is as follou's: real estate
is an operating business which renders it both an
asset class n,ithin the investment w,orld and a
distinct business area within the real economy.
The broadening scope of real estate management
has made propertv and asset managers more like
CEOs able to control and add value to individual
properties through comprehensive strategic
planning and marketing.
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Environmental issues, particularly value
impairment from contamination, are relative
newcomers to the real estate business.
Consequentlv the literature on valuation contains
Iittle to guide the real estate counselor faced with
an unusual environmental problem. This article
presents an actual case studv which analyzes the
various forms contamination damage can take.
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the Law
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The article describes the unique federal laws
which gwern the planning and disposition of
military bases. These laws directly impact the real
estate community seeking to advise on the reuse
of a military base. Described are the Base Closure
and Realignment Act (BRAC, the Federal Property
and Administrative Services Act, the Surplus
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A new ruling by the IRS facilitates taking
discounts for lack of control when valuing
minority interest of real estate partnerships for
estate tax purposes. Counselors need to be aware
of this ruling when advising estates and others on
the value of such positions. [n preparing
valuations, discounts should be taken for the lack
of liquidity and other factors which make the sale
of minority interests in real propertv difficult if
not impossible.
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In today's troubled real estate market, govemment
agencies and the private sector are reverting to the
real estate auction to sell real property. The
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The article investigates the relationship between
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again at the high end. The initial decrease is
ascribed to economies of scale, and subsequent
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The Counselors of Real Estate, now in its 40th year, is
an international group of high profile professionals
including members of prominent real estate, financial,
legal and accounting firms as well as leaders of
govemmentand academia who provide exPert, obiective
advice on real property and land-related matters.

Membership is selective, extended by invitation only
on either a self-initiated or sponsored basis. The
organization's CRE Designation (the Counselor of Rttl
Estatt) is awarded to all members in recognition of
superior problem solving ability in various areas of
specialization such as liti8ation suPPort, asset
management, workouts, valuation, feasibility studies,
acquisitions/dispositions and general analysis.

Networking is the hallmark of The Counselor
organization. Throughout the year, educational
programs provide Counselors with opporhrnities, both
nationally and locally, to meet with fellow members and
professional colleagues to discuss the latest trends
affecting commercial real estate. A publications
program, highlighted by our award winning
professional iou rn al, Real Estale lssues, Provides a venue
for members to showcase their knowledge of such areas
as office buildings, retail centers, hotels/motels, real
estate counselin8 , etc.

Wtat is a real estate counselor?

A counselor is a real estate practitioner whose primary
business is providing expert, exPerienced advisory
services to clients for a6;reed-upon fees. Counse'linp;
denotes an activitv that is, by its nature, relational. The
client relies upon the counselor for skilled and objective
aid in the client's real estate needs, implying both trust
on the part of the client and trustworthiness on the part
of the counselor. The counselor tvpicallv has acquired
a broad range of experience in the real estate field,
possesses technical competency in more than one real
estate discipline, and place's those competencies at the
service of the client. Whilt'objective in analysis, the
counselor directs his efforts toward the client's best
interests through the development of particular
strategies, evaluating options available to the client,

advocacy of the client's interests, and - where required -
execution of strategy on the client's behalf.

Those designated as Counselors of Real Estate (CRE)

have been recognized and esteemed by their peers as

persons meeting the above definition in an exemplary
fashion. They have demonstrated knowledge,
experience, integrity and judgment in their real estate
expertise. The CRE subscribes to and is bound by The
Counselors' Code of Ethics and Standards of
Professional Practice and endeavors to generously assist
fetlow CREs who are performing client services in a

spirit of collegiality. Thus, the commitment to the
individuaI client is complemented by a commitment to
raise the standard of counseling practice for the industry
as a whole.

Users of counseling sentices

The demand increases for expert counseling in realestate
matters worldwide. Through the years, institutions,
estates, individuals, corporations and federa[, state and
local governments have recognized the necessity and
value of a Counselor's obiectiviW in providing advice.
These real estate professionals honor the confidentiality
and fiduciary responsibility of the client-counselor
relationship.

CREs service both domestic and foreign clients.
Assignments have been accepted in Africa, Asia, the
United Kingdom, the Caribbean, Central and South
America, Europe and the Middle East. The Counselor
has the benefit of proven knowledge and experience
which qualifies him for practical application and proPer
interpretation of trends affecting real estate. A maior
player in the technological revolution, the Counselor
regularlv accesses the most advanced methodologies,
techniques and com pu ter-genera ted evaluation
procedures available.

D et.nfi inant s of compens ation

The CRE is compensated bv pre-agreed fee or salary
for services, rather than by commission or contingent
fee. The counseling fee itself is assured and rendered
for advice rather than achievement or outcome of the
transaction. Overall compensation can be determined
by the complexity of the service performed, its value to
the client, the time and expense involved, the breadth
of the Counselor's knowledge and experience, and the
responsibilities assumed. Anyone involved in real
estate should consider consulting with a CRE.

For more inlormation onThe Counselors of Real Estate,
contact The Counselors' oflice, 430 North Michigan
Aaenue, Chicago, lllinois 60611; 312.329.8427; fax
3-12.329.8887. t
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unchanged. Even with unchanged per capita ex-
penditure, if a county's total full value assessment
increases by less than 5%, then the residents' tax
rates must increase to pay for the newcomers.

This study shows that a 5% increase in popula-
tion causes a 5.3% increase in total expenditures,
which results in higher per capita expenses. [n or-
der for the tax rate to remain the same, the countv's
total full value assessment must increase by 5.3%.
If 5% more houses are built, the full value assess-
ment might not increase by the necessary amount
because the vacant land is already on the tax rolls.
Only the additional value added by the new house
increases the appraised value.

Although we may look for economies of scale in
the schools to offset the costs of growth, this may
not be the case. While school expenditures fall, per
capita total school expenditures rise. If the popula-
tion grows by 57c, school expenditures increase by
4.587o. If the full value assessment does not rise by
4.587o, then residents will experience a tax increase
from the school portion as well as from the non-
school portion.

Conclusion
This study makes clear that the preservationists are
correct in terms of governmental expenditures.
Even if governments do experience economies of
scale in schools, this is outweighed by the dis-
economies of scale in other government functions.
Population Browth increases the tax burden on exis-
ting residents, and new residents should expect
their taxes to be higher than current taxes.

Sug8estions For Future Research
These results motivate the consideration of a pay for
savings program. Under such a program, the gov-
ernment purchases undeveloped land and thereby
limits population Browth and preserves open
space. Frequently pay for savhg's schemes do not
appear economically viable, but the savings are for-
ever, therefore the payoff period should be similarly
long-lived. If there are other benefits to the open
land, the purchases are more easily justified. This
study projects the costs of growth and provides a

minimum on what a municipality might pay to
limit development.

NOTES
1. Robert Hanley, "Explosive Growth Jams Schools in a Jers€y

Town," Irr Nao ydrt Tim6, N@. 30, 1987, F.82.
2. The data analyzed in this study is the 'financial data for all

dasses of municipal gotemments summarized by county." It
irdudes e(penditures b), the counlv, cities, towns, villages, fire
districts and school districts. Ihe data excludes New York Ciry
,oint activities, librarv systems, community colleges and coog
erati!,e and \ocational education progiams. Oflice of the State
Comptroller, State of New York. Sperul Rcl,oll on Municiryl Af-
fairc lor Ld;al Fival yeats Etde.l in 1990, 1991, p.411. llereinalter
Spcial R4Drl.

3. Special P.f],.tt, Table 8. p.456.
4. Slxcial Wt, Table 8. pp. 45'4.455.
5. Sryial P.fPlft, Table 8. p. .152.

6. ,lecial R4ldtt, Table 8. p. {52.
7. For each t-statistic, we report the probability that ttle dven

co€fficient is si8nificant, that it is not equal to zero and is
correctly signed.

8. Variable List: pop = Fopulation; pops = lbpulation squared;
pden = Fopulation density, population divided by land area;
pdens = Population density squared; inc = Median income.

9. The model establishes population and population density as
important determinants of govemmental expenditures. The
population squared terrn enters into the equation because the
relationship between expenditures and population is not linear;
the squared term imprcves the predictive power of the model
bv taking account of the non-linearit,v

10. Another measure is tlre irrrease in expenditures F€r acre, a5 the
primarv source of rerenues is prcperty taxes and th€ Iand arca
does not change. With a 59. increas€ in population, 8o!em-
mental expenditures insease b), $47.74 per acre.

11. Median incorne data b), count_v is from th€ U.S. Department of
Cornmerce, Bureau of the Census, 19 Census d lbyulalion atd
Housinq: Summory ol Stial, E.ononic, add Housing
Characterisl ics-Ntit' York. p.245.

OFFICE
BUITDINGS
AND THE ROLE
OF DOI,VNTOVVN
IN THE
POLYCENTRIC
CITY

by Wayne Archer and
Marc T. Smith

f T rban form has evolved rapidly in the past two
I I decades from the traditional urban pattem
\rf where economic functions are found predom-
inately in the central business district. Today subur-
bia has more economic activity than downtown by
several measures.(28.23.Io) The emergence of poly-
centric citieso2,r4,18.26) and the continued expansion
of that form suggests the future role of downtown
may simply be as one node among a number in a
metropolitan area without a predominant place in
the metropolitan hierarchy. Some argue that the re-
liance of the suburbs on center cities is lessening
and the suburbs are becoming more indepen-
dent.(28) Others demonstrate that downtowns have
a unique role in key xgfiyi1ig5(o.za) and a special
function in the metropolitan economy.

The rise of edge cities has made the mono-
centric city and the exponential density function
increasingly irrelevant for explaining urban pat-
tems.i2o) There are two explanations for suburba-
nization and the growth of polycentric cities: one
is a natural evolution theory which states that de-
centralization has been driven largely by transpor-
tation advances; the second emphasizes the role of
social and fiscal problems of central cities. It is not
always clear empirically which explanation domi-
nates, and it has been concluded that both are
important.(20)

Firms may move to the suburbs instead of con-
centrating in the CBD for cost savings in land, Iabor
and transportation; if those costs dominate then a
nonmonocentric city will result.(27) CBDs cease to
grow when agglomeration benefits fail to dominate
congestion costs and greater advantage can be ob-
tained in other centers.(r3) The extent of polycentric
development in a metropolitan area is therefore de-
pendent on trade-offs among commuting costs,
congestion benefits of agglomeration and labor
costs,(r8) with these trade-offs benefiting outlying
areas at present. Siting preferences in current mar-
kets are targeted to relatively undeveloped or well-
off fringe communities with good highway access
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Total
Population

187,756
796,574
205,872
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Density

$283,141,200
$300,01E,300
$31s,7s5,500

Expenditure
Per Capita

$1,s13
$7,527
$1,534

Land
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Average
County
+57
+ 101
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239
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823
823
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Simulation of Population Increase on Net Gwernmental Expenditures

County
Expmditure



and sites suitable fff campus envirorunents, rather
than to poorer inner city communities.(e) Those
trends will continue due to a clustering of activities
and favorable property tax and public service bal-
ances. Traditional location theories talk more about
inter city location than about distribution of growth
between rich and poor communities in a metro-
politan area.(e)

The appropriate role of governments in ad-
dressing urban problems varies with which theory
is followed. If natural evolution dominates, then
govemments should accommodate the needs of that
evolution. For example, transport planning should
not be oriented to the CBD and it is inefficient for
economic development efforts to retain downtown
jobs and promote downtown revival.Ga,26) If social
and fiscal factors dominate, and fiscal factors are
causing distortions, then poliry should target those
issues. For example, open housing laws in the sub-
urbs would stirnulate center city housing by ending
downtown concentrations. (2r)

Another line of work examines the gentrification
or reurbanization of cities. While some argue that
the trend is toward the expansion of metropolitan
settlement through an outward movement of popu-
lation,(z2) others debate the importance of a move-
ment back to the ciry Focusing on housing, some
conclude that the extent and impact of gentrification
have been exaggerated, (3.r) while otheis arSue that
reurbanization is an important phenomenon.{2)
World cities may have a special role in which the
core will be a key node of activity in the informa-
tion and financial flows of the evolving economy.(]e)
Advances in telecommunications will have a cen-
tralizing influence in certain nodes because of op-
portunities to hteract with other sources of
information.

Therefore, two general views are advanced: one
advancing the continued growth of polycentric
cities, the other for a rebirth of downtowns. The
rebirth may only occur in world class cities; how-
evet what of the cities that are not so identified?
Have the forces leading to suburbanization, exurba-
nizafion and polycentric cities overwhelmed the tra-
ditional urban core so it no longer has a unique
function? Or does the downtown continue to have a
special role in the economv? Suburbanization of
employment has left central cities dependent on of-
fices as a source of tax revenue and employment.(rs)
The role of downtowns in the office market has
important implications for the design of strategies
to attract economic activity, mitigate the problems
of inner-city residents and address such other met-
ropolitan problems as transportation and land use
pattems.

Thesis: The Role Of Downtown In The Office
Based Economy
New office buildings in downtown Los Angeles
may be a visual symbol, but they are not an indica-
tor of downtown revival.(1a) The past two decades
have seen the suburbs with more office space than
downtowns, although downtowns also have experi-
enced expansions in space particularly in the early
to mid-1980s. Decentralization of manufacturing,
office parks and retail and wholesale activity was
more pronounced than the expansion of downtown
office buildings during the 1980s.izt Because of the
poor amenity packages in CBDs, many new firms
which provide job sources have looked to the sub-
urbs for location and $owth. New entertainment
and shopping complexes may enhance the attrac-
tiveness of CBDs as an office location.(15)

Examination of downtown versus suburban of-
fice space has tended to focus on firms renting of-
fice space.l7.8.rr.r5,16,rt 30) The results of a Toronto
study indicate that downtowns are centers for
higher order functions where face-to-face contact is
important. Based on a study of the New York met-
ropolitan area, suburban firms have a subservient
role and a need for activities found in the down-
town. (28)

Examining the locational choices of office firms
at a point in time can fail to capture the dynamic
element of change in the evolution of the urban
environment. If the current direction of change is
ongoing, it may be only a matter of time for the
demise of downtown. Advances in communication
have enabled more firms in the non-world city to
move out as they overcome the inertia which holds
them in the downtown. Altematively, downtowns
may stabilize and even grow as office centers. An
approach to more dynamic elements of change is to
determine the investment potential of downtown as
indicated by the investment value of downtown
versus suburban office buildings.t3r.i 24.2e) The be-
havior of participants in the office market, as indi-
cated by rental levels, is an indicator of their views
regarding the markett viability. If the future is de-
cline and the recent spurt of downtown office con-
struction was more tax and financing driven than
economically motivated, then this should be re-
flected in rent trends. Likewise, if downtowns have
a unique role in the mekopolitan office market,
then rent levels should reflect that assessment by
participants.

This article first identifies the market factors, as
supported by research, for general purpose office
buildings which have the potential to affect long-
term rental rate growth. Secondly, we test the expe-
rience of the market in Jacksonville, Florida, a

medium-size office market and non-world class
city, to determine the relatire rental growth rates in

TABLE 3

Simulation of Population Increase on School Expenditures

Total
Population

1,87,156
"196,514

205,872

Population
Density

227
239
250

Land
Area

School
Expenditure

$188,s04,500
9797 ,743,700
$20s,904,900

Average
County
+ 5E(

+10%

007
003
000

823
823
823

$1,
$1,
$1,

for this hfluence." The school expenditure regres-
sion results follow:

Regression Equation 2:

sch exP = -124906.7 + 0.55 Pop + 7.1e-07 Pops
-.009 pdens + 5.12 inc

t-stat (-3.6) (s s) (8.4) ( 2 3) (4 8)

Probability 99.9% 99.9% 99.gY" 97 .4vc 99 .9Vc

Adjusted R'? = 0.9834

Here again the population and the population
squared both have positive effects on total school
expenditure. However, as population grows and the
population density increases, there is a negative im-
pact on expenditures. This suggests that as popula-
tion becomes more concentrated some savings
exist, e.g., in transportation. The population's me-
dian income also positively affects school expendi-
tures; counties with higher median incomes spend
more on education.

Thus, which dominates as the population in-
creases, the saving effect or the spending effect?
The results of the simulation below illustrate that
while total school expenditures increase, the per
capita expenses decrease as population 8rows.

A 5% increase in population increases total
school expenditures by 4.58%, while a 10% increase
in population increases school expenditures by
9.23%.

The impact of decreasing expenditures per cap-
ita may not relieve the burden of property taxes.
The impact depends upon the changes in full value
assessment. If total full value assessment for the
county increases by less than 4.58%, then the tax
rate will go up

Increasing Population And Its Effect On Net
Governmental Expenditures
fb complete the analysis, we examined governmen-
tal expenditures excluding schools:

Regression Equation 3:

Net Government : 53207.6 + 1.45 pop + 290.96
pden - 3.54 inc

t-stat (0.82) (18.5) (7 9) (-1.s)
Probabilities 58.57, 99.9% 99.9% 87.1%
Adjusted R: = 0.9748

In this regression, population and population
density both had positive impacts on expenditures.
The median income had a negative effect indicating
that counties with wealthier citizens require fewer
governmental expenditures. As economic assis-
tance and health services comprise 307o of the net
expenditures, this income effect is appropriate.

This simulation illustrates that net governmen-
tal expenditures per capita increased by $14 when
population grew by 5?, . Total expenditures grew by
5.96% and 11.527., respectively, for 5% and 10%
population growth.

Discussion Of Regression Results
For total governmental expenditures, the regression
predicts that a larger population is positively corre-
Iated with an increase in total expenditures. Per
capita expenditures also increase when there is a

Iarger population. When we isolate school expendi-
tures, a maior component of gorzernmental expendi-
tures, per capita expenses decrease and economies
of scale exist. Thus, the increase in expenditure due
to development arises in the non-school categories.
These expenditures include economic assistance,
general government, police and health services.

The simulations provide a sense of the distribu-
tion expenditurcs for a given increase in popula-
tion. For example, if population increases by 5%,
per capita school expenditures decrease by M and
non-school expenditures increase by $11, for a total
change of $7. Clearly, the growing expenditures in
other categories outweigh the per capita savings in
school expenditures.

Property Tax Implications
How does the increase in governmental expendi-
ture resulting from population growth affect prop-
ertv taxes? This depends on changes in full value
assessment for the entire county. If the total full
value assessment of the county does not increase
sufficiently to accommodate the expenditure in-
crease, existing residents will face higher tax rates.

The following example illustrates this point. lf a

5% increase in population results in a 5% increase
in expenditures, then per capita expenditures are
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Per Capita



1. Schools
2. Economic Assistance
3. General Government
4. Police
5. Health Services

Does a larger population require new and/or
expanded services for the broader PoPulation and
thereby increase the per caPita tax burden even as

the number of people sharing the costs increases?

To answer this, we analyzed governmental ex-
penditure data, county-by-county, for New York
State. Segmenting the data allowed for the explicit
analvsis of grow'th on school expenditures and non-
school expenditures; each regression analysis esti-
mated the impact of population growth on expendi-
tures; and lastly, a simulation table illustrated these
results.

Effect Of Increasing Population On
Govemmental Expenditures
The regression analysis illustrates that population
increases have a significant impact on expenditures.
The regression results follow:

Rrjressior Equntion'l :

Government expenditures = 5484.3 + 2.1 pop +
271.3 pden + 6.3e-07 pops

t-statistic (-0.22) (10.4) (6 5) (3 8)

ProbabilityT 17 .4% 99.9E 99.9% 99.9%
Adjusted Rr = 0.9864

pop = population; pops = population squared;
pden = population density divided by land area;
pdens = population density squared; inc. = median
incomeE

property tax revenue, 54.97c ($6.7 billion) is for
schools. Of the schools' revenues/ ProPertv taxes

account for 50.1%, with the balance coming mostlv
from state aid.6

TABLE 1

Maior Categories of Governmental Expenditures.r

$ in billions % of total

All three factors: population size, population
density and population squared, had a positive im-
pact on governmental expenditures.e As population
size and densitv increase so will total governmental
expenditures. The more interesting question is
whether per capita expenses will increase? The pos-
itive coefficient of the population squared variable
indicates that yes, p€r capita expenses $'ill increase.

Based on this regression equation, the following
simulation table illustrates the effect of both a 57c

change in population and a 10% change in popula-
tion on go\€rnmental expenditures. The basis for
comparison is an average county, constructed using
the averages for each variable in the data base.

The simulation illustrates that costs increase by
$7 per person for a 57. increase in population.lo A
10% increase in the county's population results in a
$14 increase in per capita governmental expendi-
tures. Per capita expcnditure increases because a
5% increase h population results in a 5.3% increase
in total governmental expenditures. Similarly, a

10% increase h population results in a "10.6% n-
crease in expenditures.

The Effect Of Increasing Population On School
Expenditures
To better understand the various components driv-
ing the governmental expenditures, school expendi-
tures were analvzed separately. There is
considerable debate on how population growth af-
fects school expenditures. The debate centers on
*'hether or not economies of scale exist.

Economies of scale mav occur because a larger
district can structure optimally-sized classes, fully
utilizing the teachers' time. Additionally, transPor-
tation costs per pupil may fall as the population
becomes denser Houevet, as a school district in-
creases in size, it frequently offers a broader spec-
trum of courses and activities which tend to
decrease the potential economies of scale.

The u'illingness of residents to pav also influ-
ences school expenditures. Willingness to Pay is
associated with ability to pay, therefore the regres-
sion etluation includes median income to account

different locations. By doing this, tentative conclu-
sions are drawn which can be tested in other mar-
kets concerning the viability of downtown
investment and the implications for the future of
downtowns. The hypothesis to be tested is that
downtowns have a function and a fixed location
that will make downtown office buildings outper-
form suburban buildings.

Factors Affecting Long-Ibrm Growth

Location, Location and Location
It is axiomatic to consider location as a factor in
relative growth potential. The body of research in
geography and in land economics attests to the sig-
nificance of access to transportation nodes and eco-
nomic centers as potential factors. Further, office
research specificallv emphasizes access to face-to-
face contact; this may be the most intense form of
location sensitivity. (7.15)

In addition to communication and transporta-
tion as factors determining office location, there ap-
pears to be an image or visual presence factor.
Previous analysis indicates that downtown high-
rise office buildings function as a marketing device
which accords a raluable visual presence for the
primary occupant.tr)

Beyond Location
In addition to the location factors, office buildings
may be distinguishable by their potential to offer
demand economies of scale. That is, there are
market-generated services and amenities that can
be elicited only by the presence of numerous offices
clustered in close proximity. The benefit of these
advantages is enjoyed primarily by offices n,ithin
the cluster. Second, there appears to be a potential
marketing value from being in the "right" suburban
cluster. For complex business and professional ser-
vices (because the product itself is very difficult to
evaluate by a prosp€ctive client), the image of a

firm can be important as a first step to generate
business. Selecting a favorable business environ-
ment or neighborhood appears to be an important
element in establishing a fa'r,orable image. Finallv,
employee retention may be enhanced by cluster
benefits.

Vulnerabilitrl ttt Change
Office markets have at least two special risks. First
is technological change. A cursory review of office
building historv in the 20th century reveals that
office buildings hare gone through several phases
of dramatic technical change. Certainh', during the
last 50 years the office building has experienced the
same change in materials and svstems as residen-
tial properties plus important others, such as eleva-
tor improvements; nert Iighting methods
(florescent); the communication evolution (e.g., fi-
ber optics); neu, uses of glass, steel and synthetic
materials in basic design; and the resultant changes

in size and shape. Furthermore, for office buildings
which are less reskained by tradition and conven-
tion than residential properties, the effect of such
innovations has been more extensive. As a result,
the technical vintage could be a major factor in the
competitiveness of an office building.

A second risk, especially to the suburbs, is the
changing characteristics of a given location. The
completion of new bridges, circumferential free-
ways, tollways, etc., inevitably must have an impact
on the relative accessibility of suburban locations
and downtown as well. Variation in this risk must
cause %riation in the growth potential of rental
rates as the "right" address changes. Similarly,
changes may occur in surrounding land use which
impacts the environment, image and the growth
potential of an office building.

Cortclusiou altout lnfluences on Rental Rnte Growth
The downtown high-rise appears to be the most
enduring type of building in rent and value
growth. With its location the most constant in char-
acter and its image less directly dependent upon
technical vintage (e.9. the Chrysler Building or the
Empire State Buitding), the downtown high-rise
preserves relative durability in market position.
Further, the size of many high-rises provides the
potential to create a cluster effect both in terms of
demand economies of scale and in terms of neigh-
borhood or environment.

Also, regarding market durability, demand
economies of scale and image benefits of a quality
cluster may enable the larger cluster to resist ero-
sil,e effects of changing location and technology.
Least durable are the isolated buildings. Without
the stabilizing benefits of neighborhood image and
demand economies of scale, isolated buildings are
the most vulnerable to change.

Empirical Tests Of Rental Growth
The follou,ing information is the result of examining
data from Jacksonville which tested the growth of
rental rates. The approach is to compute the
growth rate in the quoted rental rate for hdividual
office buildings (or appropriate groups of build-
ings) over the time period available, and then use
multivariate statistical regression to explain varia-
tion in the Browth rate.

Over a long period, the growth in quoted rental
rates should be a good indicator of how the market
perceives a building.r The growth rate is influenced
little over time by differences in initial costs or in
operathg expenses, since the market nill control
the rental rate through the vacancv level. Therefore,
by analvzing rental growth rates, the influence of
market perceptions upon investment returns and
value is isolated.

13.8
3.4
2.3
2.0
1.9

43.0
70.7
7.3
6.3
6.0

TABLE 2

Simulation of Population Increase on Governmental Expenditures

Total
Population

787 ,756
196,514
205,872

Population
Density

County
Expenditure

s17 I ,625 ,7 00

$499,77"1,300
952s,025,500

Expenditure
Per Capita

Land
Area

Average
County
+5%
+ 10%

823
615

823

$2,535
52,543
$2,ss0

312

227
239
250
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For Jacksonville, appropriate data were available
for 27 office buildings or groups of buildings.
Rental rates were available for 1978 and 1988. Al-
though the number of buildings in the sample rep-
resents onlv ab out 107 of the general business
office buildings in the Jacksonville market, they
represent over one-third of all the general business
office space, an even larger percentage of rental
office space and a much larger percentage of the
buildings that existed in 1978.

The 27 buildings excluded any known cases of
major rehabilitation or renovation, and did not in-
clude any with unusually high vacancy in 1988.
With a relatively small sample, it is important they
include the various types of buildings already iden-
tified in this article, e.g., downtown high-rise, iso-
lated suburban, small cluster suburban and large
cluster suburban. The suburban buildings included
buildings from the first major office park in Jack-
sonvillt, as well as buildings from more established
major office parks. They are distributed locationallv
as follou's: downtown, 7; major suburban cluster, 6;
small suburban cluster, 5; suburban non-cluster,9.
They range in size from 10,000 square feet to over
750,000 square feet and h floors from I to 34.

Tb txplain rariation in rental rate growth over
the test period, characteristics of the individual
buildings are used to proxv for the influences al-
ready discussed. These include:

Lttcnted in tltt CBD. The CBD is, at once, the
largest office cluster in most cities, and it may
also be the most stable point in the transporta-
tion matrix. Frequentlv its location nas origi-
nallv selected due to special topographical
features that may have made it attractive for
urban development relative to surrounding
areas. [n addition, it is surrounded bv other
derelopment usually of a different oider of
magnitude than with other office clusters. For
these reasons, we allow for a unique CBD influ-
ence through a binarv (dummy) variable; f - in
the CBD and 0 not in the CBD.

Building Spct nntl Floors. Rental 5;rowth rates
could varv positively with building scale for
two reasons. First, largtr buildings could per-
mit demand economies of scale internally by
having the volume of activity to support food
services, delivery and transportation services,
etc. Second, larger and especiallv taller build-
ings have greater potential image value.

Because scale is related to both space and
height, both are used as explanatory variables.
But one would expect increased scale to have a

diminishing incremental effect on demand for
the structure as scale increases. Therefore, log
forms of the scale variables seem appropriate.

The log of gross square footage of building area
and the log of the number of floors were used.
Year Built. If technological change is a promi-
nent aspect of office buildings, then building
vintage could affect the competitive strength of
the building over time. Newer buildings would
enjoy a stronger market position and a greater
capacitv to raise rental rates.

C/rister Si:c. An office building's attractiveness to
tenants may depend upon the size of the cluster
in which it is located. Through direct inspection,
buildhgs in the study areas were aggregated
into clusters. The size of each cluster was deter-
mined, and the cluster size was associated with
each building as a characteristic. As with scale
variables, it is probable that the effect of cluster
size diminishes as cluster size is larger. There-
fore. ue usr' the log of cluster size.

Beginnitg Rental Ratu. If variation in rental rates
depends strictlv on the investment in the space
offered, then there is no clear reason to expect
initial rental rates to affect rental growth rates.
Howevet this may not be the complete story.
Either temporary windfall rents or mispricing
may be present.

lt is not an uncommon assertion that real
estate markets are less than competitive. This
might be due to unique locational advantage
that provides some measure of monopolistic ad-
lantage, or it might be due to the cost (scarcitv
and complexity) of information in real estate
markets that increases the likelihood of mispric-
ing. Since one would not expect either monopo-
listic adrantage or mispricing to be enduring,
the presence of either phenomenon at any point
would be temporary. The implication of either
phenomenon is that the initial rental rate would
tend to be inverselv related to the long period
rental grovvth rate. As a control for this possi
bility, the initial rental rate was used.

jacksonville Statistical Tests
The growth in rental rates was computed for hdi-
vidual buildings orer a minimum of ten years fol-
lowed by use regression analysis to explain
variation in the growth rate. [n the tests, we con-
trolled locational characteristics indicated for major
building characteristics and basic lease terms. The
small sample of usable buildings howeveL limited
the number of controls we could impose. The vari-
ables were cast in binarv (category) form n,hich
facilitates interpretation of the results.

The explanatory locational characteristics in-
clude:
r Downtown vs. suburban
I Large suburban cluster
r Small suburban cluster
r Suburban, non-cluster

NEW
NEIGHBORS,
NEW TAXES?
THE
ESCALATION
OF PROPERTY
TAXES DUE TO
POPULATION
GROWTH

,rfft hose coming in and making Vast fortunes

"- ! 
'd"u"loping " thi, beautifui countryside

I should pay for it, .rnd they are not. They're
putting the burden on those already here."r So says
Mayor Kapp of Flemington, New Jersev, regarding
property owners paying higher taxes because of
growth in nearby Raritan.

Fortv vears ago the towns of Flemington and
Raritan merged their school districts, and now the
taxpavers of Flemington, whose population is sta-
ble, are helping to pay for Raritan's rapid growth.
The frustration of Flemingtont mayor typifies a

mood found across the country as long-time prop-
ertv oh'ners are being forced to share the costs of
building additional roads and schools to accommo-
date the new residents.

Thxpayers React
Proposition 13, passed by California voters in 1978,
was a response to escalating property taxes. It af-
fectively shielded pregrowth property owners from
the costs of neu, schools, roads and other public
services. Covernments now require the developers
to pay for the new infrastructure, and developers,
in turn, pass the costs on to the new home owners.
The results have been the escalation of new home
prices and often the curtailment of services.

Despite the passage of Proposition 13 in Califor-
nia, intuitive arguments still are heard on both
sides of the issue. Developers sav that additional
residents n'ill share in the costs of government and
thus reduce the per capita costs. Preservahonists
claim that increases in population density create a
demand for a wider range of services and a bur-
geoning bureaucracv This increases the burden on
the pregrowth home owner. The debate centers
around those local governmental expenditures
which have the greatest influence on property
taxes. The critical issue is the effect of population
increases on these expend itures.

Local Governmental Expenditures And Revenues:
Covernmental expenditures in New York State, ex-
cluding Nen, York Citv are $31.8 billion or 52,982
per resident.3 Table I lists school expenditures as
the largest component of governmental
exPenditures.

Governmental expenditures are financed
through a rarietv of sources with propertv taxes
being the single largest component. In New York
State, property taxes constitute 41.4% of govern-
mental revenues, a total of $]2.2 bitlion.i Of the
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and encourage him to bid, and then collect a com-
mission from the auction companv whether or not
the prospect buys. Each auction companv has its
own rules regarding commission payments; realtors
should contact local auction companies for these
rules.

After The Auction
After winning the propertv at auction, the usual
practice is endorsement of the cashier's check
brought to represent the down payment, earnest
money or full strike price. The auction company
will provide instructions regarding when and
where the closing will occur It is prudent to have
your attorney work with the auction house to pre-
pare the closing paperw'ork. Never use the seller's
attornev for this purpose.

When the closing occurs on the day of the auc-
tion, bring your attorney alont to ensure that all the
paperwork is properly concluded. If you cannot
bring your attorney, sign all documents with this
conditional clause: "This document subiect to re-
view by m1'attornev" If the auction house balks at
this clause, do not buv the propert--v

Whatever the terms, expect to complete all the
usual steps for buying any kind of real estate, such
as havir.rg the site surveyed and a title insurance
policy in hand, by the closing date.

Buyers who remain attracted to a property they
did not win at the auction still can hope to e\entu-
ally purchase it. Most auctioneers keep a list of the
unsuccessful bidders for each propertv Unsuccess-
ful bidders often put a request for "Right of First
Refusal" in writing to the auctioneer the day after
the auction. If the winning bidder cannot buy the
property or utilize the buyer's remorse law to
change his mind, the individual with the right of
first refusal r,.'ill be nert in line.

Conclusion
Auctions are no longer used onlv to dispose of
distressed real estate properties. Although auctions
are not suitable for everv real estate transaction,
they have become an increasinglv popular choice
among manv real estate buvers and sellers. As long
as real estate buyers and sellers take precautions to
ensure reasonable, timelv and profitable auctions,
they should continue to gror^, in popularity, sophis-
tication and attendance throughout the coming
years.
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Comparing to the last category of building
(suburban, non-cluster), all of the other categories
should have superior rental rate Browth. Thus, in a

regression using suburban, non-cluster as the de-
fault category, all other categories should exhibit a

positive influence upon rental rate growth. The
clusters were designated after extensive field exam-
ination of the Jacksonville office market.

Basic leasing terms in 1989 (gross vs. net) could
affect rental rate growth in several wavs. First,
gross lease rates should exceed net lease rates, all
else equal. Thus, iI buildings with gross lease
terms in 1989 were net in 1978, the feature should
show a (false) positive effect on growth rates. [f
lease terms were the same in both years, there
should not be anv significant effect on growth rates
over a ten year period. Shce there appears to be no
combination of leasing data characteristics &'hich
would imply a negative effect on rental rate growth
associated with a building having gross lease terms
in 1989, such a finding would indicate that having
gross lease terms is a proxy for some unidentified,
nonJeasing characteristics.

Table I shou's the results of our regression anal-
ysis. The base (default) case is a non-cluster subur-
ban building of 1 or 2 floors, under 50,000 square
feet in size with net lease terms in 1989. For this
case the growth rate in rental rates was the constant
of .0510. For downtown buildings this was in-
creased by .0410 to a total of .0920. The downtor.r'n
effect on the growth rate is not only extremelv sig-
nificant statistically, it was extremely significant
economically. For the sample, the downtown effect
raised the growth rate by 80i/r .

The effect of being in a major suburban cluster
also is statistically signficant (5% level), although
the effect, at .0100, is distinctly smaller than the
effect of being downtown.

The effect of being in a minor suburban cluster
appears to be insignificant. The difference between
small vs. major suburban clusters favors buildings
in major suburban clusters.

Building effects are somewhat different than ex-
pected. ln building floors, only a height exceeding
5 floors had a mildly statistically significant effect
(107o level) but the effect in Jacksonville was nega-
tive, -.0137. Possible reasons for this are not ob-
vious. On the other hand, the effect of being larger
than 50,000 square feet was very significantly posi-
nve (2.5% level) and mildly significant economi-
cally at .0127.

Lease terms have a highly significant effect sta-
tistically (1% level) but in the negative direction.
This result does not appear to be interpretable as a
problem with leasing information in the data.
Rather it appears to result from leasing terms serv-
ing as a proxv for economic differences not ac-
counted for in the data.

Conclusion
The Jacksonville results indicate that downtown
high rise buildings have a greater potential for
rental growth than other buildings in the metro-
politan area. These results should be viewed as
suggestive and need to be verified in other cities.
However, the lacksonville results imply greater ap-
preciation for downtown buildings than for subur-
ban buildings. This superior growth in investment

TABLE 1

Regression Results for Jacksonville

Dependent Variable: Cornpound Growth in Rental Rate, lg78 to 19ql

Regression Output:
Adiusted R Squared: .832
Number of Observations: 27
Mean of Dependent Variable: .0477

Estimated
Variable Coefficimt
CBD
Floors (log form)
Floor Space (log form)
Cluster Size (log form)
Year Built
Rental Rate in 1973
Constant

.01099

.00574

.00183

.00413

.0004s

-.01408
-.80101

95.0%
98.0C

t
Statistic

2.205
2.732
0.911
3.374
2.879
6.326

- 2.597

*Level of
Significance

*one-tail test
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value signals that downtown continues to be a via-
ble location for office space, and the demise of
downtown is not imminent.

To the extent that the Jacksonville results are
representative - and the review here of the relevant
economic factors suggests that they should be-
there are significant implications for raluing office
buildings. Specifically, one should expect the rates
of capitalization appropriate to the various classes
of office buildings to differ significantly; large
downtown buildings would have the lowest rates,
and isolated suburban offices would hare the
highest.

The results have more general implications for
downtown development efforts of cities. Some
office-based firms need or desire a downtown pres-
ence because of either face-to-face contact needs or
as an image to the local market. Efforts to attract
those firms should be a focus of economic develop-
ment programs. To expand the number of firms
choosing downtorvn locations, cities expand the
amenities available to firms and their employees lo-
cated downtown.(rs.7) Given the social and fiscal
problems confronting cities, it is difficult to address
major needs such as improving infrastructure. But
efforts to attract health clubs, child care, restau-
rants, entertainment and shoppint services (lhlan-
feldt and Raper use the example of Underground
Atlanta), some of which are available in suburban
office parks, mav make the downtor.r,n more attrac-
tive as an office location. While further research is
required to detern.rine the potential size of the
downtown office market, it appears that down-
towns continue to have a unique role. Despite the
continuing evolution of urban form, the decisions
made by real estate inr€stors and office tenants
indicate the importance of a center to the metro-
politan area for office activity.

NOTE
I. Any differen e betH'een quoted and effecti\e rental rates should

be dominated bl,gror,\'th in the olerall levcl of rental rates. Note
that onlv lariation in the ratio of effectirc to quoted rental rates
is ol concem here, As the time intenal examined increases, this
variation is increasinglv bounded relati\e to lhe (^crall magni-
tude of change.
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unnecessary will likely be the very people who
need them the most.

Before The Auction - Buye/s Viewpoint
To ensure a successful auction experience, the
buyer must take action before the auction. Using
the psychological tricks, described here, requires
advance planning. Before the auction date the
buyer must complete a property inspection so the
property can be valued correctly and the maximum
bid determined. It is not possible to accurately
choose a maximum amount to bid without seeing
the propert,v

It is prudent to hire a certified property inspec-
tor to accurately value the properties in which you
are interested. Before hiring the property inspector,
inspect the properties yourself. Eliminate properties
which do not meet your needs; this decreases the
number of properties you pay the inspector to
review.

Examine the property at its least advantageous
times of day, e.g" when residents are home from
work. How much parking is available? Does the
neighborhood appear safe?

Observe the exterior of the property. If the exte-
rior does not meet your standards, don't waste vour
time looking at its interior.

r Is the propertv located near a toxic waste dump
polluted river or other undesirable entity?

r Review the overall noise level of the area. Is the
property too close to a freeway or main street?
How much traffic passes by the property?

r How private is the property? What are the neigh-
bors like?

r How is the property situated? Is it at the bottom
of an incline u,here flooding could occur?

Evaluate the property's proximity to local ame-
nities: shopping, public transportation, fire
stations, recreational and cultural facilities, re-
liElious institutions, schools and hospitals.

! Examine the roof. Are the shingles warped? Do
the tutters need repair?

! What is your overall impression of the property?
Would you want to live or work there? Could
reliable tenants be easily found?

Both residential and light industrial properties
should be e\aluated, as described here, but an-
swers to the questions can result in differing
values. For example, extremelv close freewav prox-
imity would be an asset to a li8ht industrial prop-
erty but a deterrent to the purchase of a residential
property. If vour review of the exterior property
produces serious doubts about the propertv Bo to
the next propertv [f the exterior revielv provides
acceptable results, proceed to revieu'the interior.

r Are the floors level? Solid? Carpeted? Carpeting
may be used to hide defects.

r Check the walls and ceilint for stains and peel-
ing. These can indicate water damage and/or
leaks. Don't forget the attic and basement.

r Check the water pressure. Tum on the shower
and sink, then flush the toilet. Does the shower
or sink water flow decrease significantly?

! Look for infestation. Termite infestation can prac-
tically destroy a property's value. Bring a flash-
light to look for signs in corners and other dark
areas.

t Make a list of needed repairs. Calculate what
these repairs will cost.

In addition to the property inspection and cor-
responding valuation, the prudent buyer has addi-
tional responsibilities.
r Find out about the property's legal status. Ten-

ants can be difficult to eiect from the property.
Some sellers are alloh€d to redeem the property
back from the buyer for up to two years after the
sale, depending upon the legal circumstances.
Know the correct dollar amounts of all
encumbrances.

r Check the time, location and date of the sale.
Check the properties that are to be sold. Keep
checking on these items right up to the morning
of the sale. There are often changes and post-
ponements up to the last minute.

r Be prepared with financing. Auctions often ex-
pect the strike price to be paid on auction dav
not weeks later w'hen you have arranged financ-
ing. Before the auction, consult with a profes-
sional regarding the best \^ay to manage auction
financing. On auction day, the high bidder will
sometimes need to pay only a down payment or
earnest money, rather than the full strike price.
Before the auction check on the specific details
regarding payment. There is no standard down
pavment at auctions.

Before The Auction - Selle/s Viewpoint
Having decided to sell a property at auction, the
seller chooses a reliable auction company. The seller
should be aware that the property to be auctioned
will be off the market for approximately six weeks:
three weeks for the auction company to plan and
prepare for the auction and three more weeks for
advertising, promotion, publicitv and inspection.
Closings take place up to eiBht n'eeks after the auc-
tion date.

Before The Auction- Realto/s Role
Auctions are another way for realtors to collect com-
missions. The realtor can register his prospect with
the auction company (only simple paperwork is re-
quired), take his registered prospect to the auction
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Auctions are primarily used for properties
which:

a. must be sold (forced liquidations or the
owner just cannot afford to spend any more for
carrying costs).

b. are unique and desirable (prospects bid
against each other, raising the strike price).

c. are built specifically to sell at auction. The
auction medium is often used by developers.

Auctions are held because they provide advan-
tages to the seller.

r Auctions are the fastest method of converting
real property into cash. The advantages of
speedv sales are:

a. Carrying costs, such as interest and mahte-
nance charges, can amount to more than 30%
of an unsold property's value each year; time is
important in real estate transactions.

b. When property values are failing, an auction
sale is likely to be much more profitable than an
individual broker sale at some unspecified time
in the future.
c. Where speed is desirable, propertv involved
in divorces, settlement of wills and other legal
commitments can be auctioned adrantageously.

r Property is sold as is at auctions; the seller is not
liable for unknown problems with the property
once the sale is completed.

I Auctions permit the property owner to knou, that
on a certain date his property will be sold.

r Auctions create interest in the area; nearbv prop-
erties often n'ill sell once the auction sales are
completed.

! Auction attenders must provide registration infor-
mation about themselves; this provides a list of
prospects for the real estate owner and/or broker
after the auction is concluded.

t Auctions can be used as a valuation tool.
a. When propertv prices are uncertain (such as
in a new residential derelopment in an area
undergoing rehabilitation), an auction of some
properties in the development can help the
owner determine realistic prices for the remain-
ing properties.
b. Property that has remained unsold for a

long period of time can either be sold or at least
reralued by placing it at auction. This is useful
for brokers trying to convince cli€nts that their
listing price is much too high.

r Auctions create a sense of ur6;encv; buyers can-
not go home to think it o\er or iust r,',ait patiently
for the price to fall.

t Auctions freeze out nearbv properties; buvers
tend to revieiv the properties to bt auctioned be-
fore thev will make anv other buving decision.
Often, buvcrs u'ill wait until after the auction is

completed before considering any real estate
purchases.

While there are some difficulties with auctions,
their popularity continues to grow.
r Since buyers usually have to pay cash for prop-

erty purchased at auction, they must often pro-
cure financing in adrance of the auction date.

r Auction companies charge a fee. The auctioneer
also gets a typical settlement fee of 1% or 2 % if
no one reaches the minimum bid.

r The sales price is not controlled by the seller but
by the buyer.

r Auctions can harbor dishonesty. Before the auc-
tion, be sure to check the track record of the
auction company,

Psychological lii&s
At an auction, the seller has numerous advantages.
In order for the auction buyer to compete suc-
cessfully with the auctioneeL who is appointed by
the sellet, the buyer needs his own bag of auction
tricks. The kind of buyers who should not attend
auctions are those who will not take the precautions
described here. Buyers of auction property can un-
cover bargains, but in order to improve the odds for
success as an auction buyer, the follou'ing precau-
tions are strongly recommended:
t Always know the real estate value of what you

are buying.
I Never get auction fever.

a. Take a break from the auction when you re-
alize you are afraid to take a break because you
might miss something.
b. Take a break from the auction when you for-
get to look at the index card in your hand that
shows your maximum bid.
c. Take a break from the auction when you be-
gin to feel lighrheaded or when vou realize you
are staring at the auctioneer and nothing else.

! Alwavs inspect the propertv before the auction.
r Always read the conditions of sale before attend-

ing an auction.
! Never forget that an auctioneer is a salesman,

and he has something to sell you. The auctioneer
lvill use evervthing in his power for vou to make
a higher bid.

There are techniques to counteract the practiced
expertise of the auctioneer

a. Counter the auctioneer's enthusiasm.
b. Make a few verv low bids. It throws off the
auctioneer's timing and slows down the auction.

c. Set vour limit. Write vour limit down and do
not bid past it.

Be r+'arned: It is verv easv to catch auction fever.
Those people n'ho think piychological tricks are

COMMERCIAL
MORTGAGE
SECURITIZATION-
AN OVERVIEW

by Harold W. "Skip" Perry, Jr., CRE

Ffl he securihzation of residential mortgages dur-
I ing the late 1970s and 1980s has been very
I successfuland lucrative for the entire industry.

Securitization allowed lenders to maximize loan ac-
tivity by effectively and quickly recycling funds
available to loan. Collateralized residential mort-
gages became one of Wall Street's shining stars of
the 1980s and continue to be an important vehicle in
the 1990s. Non, it appears the era has begun for
commercial mortgage securitization.

Although the general concepts between resi-
dential and commercial mortgage securitization are
somewhat similaq, there are several key structural
differences that have caused commercial securitiza-
tion to stumble for over a decade, while residential
securitization has been incredibly successful.

Residential vs. Commercial Securitization
Table t highlights the differences between commer-
cial and residential securitization. First, the U.S.
government established programs to promote and
encourate home ownership through guarantees
and special loan programs. Guaranteed repayment
of principal and interest by governmental and
quasi-governmental agencies like Fannie Mae, Fred-
die Mac and Ginnie Mae is a verv attractite attrib-
ute of residential mortgages in the secondary
mortgage market. There is no equivalent for com-
mercial mortgages.

Second, most residential mortgages are written
ushg standard underwriting and documentation.
This facilitates packaging into securitized structures
and also eases the ability to forecast performance
based on past performance of similar assets. Sim-
ilarlv home mortgages tend to be in a relatively
small dollar range, $25,000 to $500,000, while com-
mercial mortgages can range from under $100,000
for a small commercial building to several hundred
million dollars for a major office building. It is ob-
vious whv standardization of commercial mort-
gages would be difficult given these parameters
and whv development of generallv accepted rating
models also has been difficult. The rating models in
place during the 1980s imposed a very strict and
unwieldy process that was unworkable given the
rapid financing changes prevalent in the mid-1980s
commercial real estate boom. During the 1980s,
there vr,as no reason to struggle with commercial
securitization since so many other capital sources
were readilv available. These other sources were

Hfiold "Skip" Perry Ir., CRE is o ltinirql ol Keflneth lzvn-
thal & Compny's Chkago fficc- Hc l]6s teet im'oh,cd irr
KLt Co\ aclitilil\ h the securit.ation area. Perry has been
inol?ld it lu,o mator goLd bankltad ba,rk structures u'hich
uvre lo bc ral?d lransaclions. He also haa uoiad on iumerous
olllq lrut*atlions. Perry holds lhe CRE Desigtlation fron Thc
Coutlselors of Real Estale.
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relatively easy and
fectilely crowded
securitization.

cheap alternatives that ef-
out commercial mortgage

the first classes will have an investment of consid-
erably shorter duration than subsequent classes.
This is an important feature of the multi-class struc-
ture shce some investors need an investment with
a relativelv short maturitv while others look for a

longer term investment.

TABLE 2

Secu ri tization Structures

. Whole loans

. Farticipation certif icates

. Single-class securities

. Fast pay/slow pay multi-(lass structure

' Senior/subordinated multi-class struclure
. Zero coupon security (class)

. Participating security (class)

. Hybrid

Seniorlsubordinnted nulti-cllss structures
One specific example of a multi-class investment is
the senior/subordinate'd multi-class structure. ln
this structure, the senior class has first prioritv for
repayment of interest. If done properly, this struc-
ture should allow the senior class to be rated as a
suitable investment vehicle by the rating agencies.
The subordinate class boosts the overall collateraliz-
ation of the structure, which strengthens the senior
class instrument. The subordinated class, because it
is second in line, is usually not investment Brade,
but can be attractive to biB investors seeking a

higher interest rate and willing to accept greater
risk.

Another example of a multi-class structure in-
volves strips of investments. This is a modified
multiclass structure. Each class receives a desig-
nated portion of the underlving cash flow. For ex-
ample, Class A might receire 60%, Class B 30%
and Class C 10% of principal received until the class
is paid off. Assuming that the classes have rela-
tively equal original balances, Class A will pay off
much faster than the other classes, which offers
several options for the investor. One specific strip
structure commonly used is the interest only/
principal onlv (IO/PO) strip This is a two class
structure u'here, as the name implies, all interest
received flon's to one class u'hile all principal re-
ceived flon's to the other class. Clearlv, the principal
class would be much larger than the interest class.
As one might guess, the structural possibilities are
numerous, Iimited to the creativitv of the deal
structure and what the market finds attractive.

Typicallv all classes in a multi-class structure
are paid interest currentl)'. Ho\^'ever, one variation is

be sold only if the prices bid are higher than the
minimum bid specified by the owner. It is not nec-
essary for the owner to notify the bidders of the
required minimum. If bidding fails to reach the
minimum, sellers often approach the highest bid-
der and offer the property at the minimum bid
price.

Confirnntion by the Seller Auction hlso called Re-

senre) Properties at this auction are sold only if the
highest bidder has reached or surpassed the reserve
amount specified by the owner. The resen€ is not
necessarily communicated until the bidding is com-
pleted. To make the reserve auction more popular,
an incentive can be offered to compensate the high
bidder if the seller rejects that bid. Auction promo-
tional materials which do not specify the type of
auction usually are reserve auctions.

Auctions Can Be Described By Their Rules Of
Bidding
Public Auction: Buyers 8et together in a room and
bid against each other until someone wins. This is
the most common form of auction.

Sealed Bitl Auction: Bids are mailed h; the buyer
is notified bv return mail of his high bid.

Sltst Bid Auction: Buyers bring secret bids to the
auction site u'here the auctioneer announces the
winnhg bid.

Negltiat{d Sales; Written and telephone offers
are taken by the auctioneer before the auction date.
The highest offer is accepted on the auction date.

The sale price at an auction is known bv two
other names: knockdown price, because at the con-
clusion of the sale the auctioneer's hammer is
knocked down; and strike price, because at the con-
clusion of the sale the item is struck from the auc-
tioneer's list.

Who Holds Auctions?
The easy answer to this question is the auction
companies. These companies provide important
sen,ices to the property orl,ner before, during and
after the auction. A reputable auction companv r,l'ill
have marketing strength, an understanding of real
estate auctions and the local real estate market, the
ability to provide financial and legal services (pre
and post auction), proven attention to auction day
details and a sensitivitv to buvers vvho are unfamil-
iar ra,ith auctions. The auction companv pavs all
promotion and advertising expenses and has fees
similar to those of real estate brokers.

It is the property owner who provides the auc-
tion company with the prodnct to sell. The reasons
the owner is selling the propertv and the property
itself determine whether an auction is the best n'av
to part r{'ith the propertv

In addition to private property owners, devel-
opers, probate, estate and tax sales, there are many
government agencies with real estate to sell at
auction.

t The Resolution Trust Corqratiln (RTC): The RTC
holds a broad array of properties hcluding va-
cant land, industrial parks, single family homes
and apartment buildings. The RTC holds prop-
erty that has been collected from liquidated fi-
nancial institutions, such as banks- Good buys
are available on many of the RTC properties.

t Tlu Federal Delnsit Insurance Corltoration (FDIC):

The FDIC also has a broad array of properties,
since a failed financial institution's assets will go
to either the FDIC or RTC, depending upon the
legal circumstances.

t Fannie Mae nnd Freddie Mac: Primarilv single fam-
ily homes are held by these agencies. Some good
deals are available, but unlike the RTC, these
agencies are not under the same pressure to sell.

. DEnrtmai of Housing and Urhan Da'elopment
(HUD): Lower class housing is HUD's specialty.
Good buys are available for investors to pur-
chase, fix up and resell.

. D4nrtnent of Veterans Affairs: These properties
are slightly worse than HUD properties. Cood
deals are available, but be prepared for extensive
renovation.

. Generul Sen ices Adnfiistration: This agency en-
compasses a hodgepodge of properties and
services.

I Farr rrs Htnrc Adnrinistration (FH,4): The FHA has
some Sreat deals if vou are persistent. However,
in order to effectively utilize their services, vou
probablv will have to move to the country.

t Bureau of Lnnd Managemenl: This agency is strictly
for the adventurous who want to capitalize on
the federal government's urge to give away odd
land at $5 an acre or less.

Why Are These Auctions Held?
Property is sold through auctions to accomplish in-
ventory clearing with expediency. lnventory can
consist of just one single family home, a condomin-
ium complex, five shopping centers, or any other
combination of REO (real estate owned).

Anv owner of propertv can particrpate (sell) in
an auction. Anv potential purchaser of real estate
can participate (buy) in an auction. Some properties
do not lend themselves to auction sales, and some
buyers should not use auctions as a medium for
property purchases. Sellers should avoid auctions if
their propertv cannot be offered in the stan-
dardized, pre-established package that auctions
provide, or if thev are unable to accept not control-
ling the propertv's sale price.

TABLE 1

Commercial vs. Residential

Residential Commercial

. Guaranteed by US
Govemment (FNMA,
THLMC, GNMA)

. Standardization of
underwriting &
documentation

. Wealth of lonB-t€rm
performance data to
assist slatistical analysis

. Existence of generally
accepted rating models

. Not generally guaranteed

. No established standards

. Easy money readily
available in 1980s

. Dearth of dependable,
long-term performance
data

. First ratin8 models
introduced in November
1984 with limited
applications.

. "Hard mone/' ignored in
favor of more readily
available funding in
1980s.

. Advent of credit crunch
in 1989 has brought
drastic change in real
estate capital mark€ts.

. Advent of credit crunch
in 19E9 brought drastic
change in r€al estate
capital markets.

The glory days of commercial real estate have
been over for quite some time. The savings and
loan crisis, an overbuilt market and new go\ern-
ment retulation (specifically FIRREA) brought a

drastic change in lending poliry, drying up the
credit which was readily available onlv a few years
earlier. Lenders became focused on cleaninpl up ex-
isting messes rather than extending credit. The re-
covery of traditional lending activity will continue
to be extremely slow. Because of this, a window has
opened to commercial securitization.

Securitization Structures
Securitization is the process of dividing or segment-
ing the cash flow associated with a group of dis-
crete assets into new cash flow streams or classes of
particular interests to certain investors. Securitiza-
tion can be accomplished through single class or
multiclass structures (See Table 2).

ln a single class instrument, all investors are
treated identically. This is a verv simple structure.
In a multiple class instrument, investors are able to
choose one of several classes, which are given dif-
ferent preferences. Instruments anywhere between
2-8 classes and larger are possible. Typically, all
classes are paid interest currentlv while all principal
goes to the first class until repaid in full. Obviousll',
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1

2
3
4
Total

Gross Receipts as a

% of Bond Amount
Bond Amount as a
? of Book Balance
Bond Amount as a
7. of DIV
Gross Receipts as a
% of Book Balance
Gross Receipts as a
% o( DIV

$114,000,000
5 43,000,000
s.18,000,000
5 20,000,000
$225,000,000

100.0000%
96.5625C.
91.68751.
89.1250q,

$114,000,000
$ {1,s21,875
s,15,450,000
9 r7,825,000
s218 ,795 ,87s

from the coupon rate if the price is greater than
100%. In the case of the RTC Mortgage Trust 1993-

N1, the discount (the difference between the face
amount of the bonds and the purchase price, repre-
sented as a % by price) increases as the class gets
higher. Thus, it can be said that the coupon rate of
the Class 4 bonds is not iustified according to the
rating, and the market makes an ad,ustment to
price to bring the yield in line with the risk.

TABLE 2.3

Bond Receipts As A 7c Of Book Balance

Class
Bond

Amount Price
Gross

Re(eipts

There are many ways to illustrate the actual process
of securitization. The most basic elements to begin
the securitization process are the borrower, the in-
vestot collateral and an intermediary. The borrower
is the developer or financial institution that is look-
ing to collateralize the mortgages and raise capital
or restructure a portfolio. The investor is the party
that will ultimately provide the funds to the bor-
rower, acting as the lender. The collateral consists of
mort8ages or properties. A successful securitization
would require seasoned and/or stabilized products.
Securitization of properties or new mortgages on
properties is referred to as primary securitization,
while a transaction involving existing mortgages is
referred to as secondary securitization. An invest-
ment banker is typically used to bring all the par-
ties togethet coordinating the efforts of the
underwriting and documentation processes, devel-
oping a proper structure, closing the transaction
and marketing and distributing the product.

From the issuer'-s perspective, the first and
probably most important step is preliminarv plan-
ning. At this stage there are three kev steps: estab-
lish objectives, identi(y collateral and inventory the
type and quality of data. It is critical for the issuer
to know why it wants to pursue securitization. Like
any business endeavor, without clearlv defined ob-
jectives the proiect is likely to drift aimlessly, which
is inefficient and quite expensive. By establishing
objectives, all the necessary people, from top man-
agement down, will be focused in the same direc-
tion.

Second, the issuer needs to tentatively identify
the collateral to be securitized. Certain collateral
characteristics may lend themselves to a particular
structure, pricing strategy or marketing approach.
If the collateral has not been identified, drifting is
likelv once again. The third step in the preliminary
planning stage is assessing thc. data. Are the files
complete and nell or6;anized? Are thev readilv ac-
cessible? Are the necessary personnel available to
get through the due diligence and documentation
processes? Most issuers are not honest with them-
selves. The qualitv and al'ailabilitv of data is clearlv
important to the securitization process. The most
obvious impact is on the timing of the project. The
underwriting will take longer if the files are poor
and time means monev. Someone will have to
gather ,.rll the information ancl gain a certain com-
fort level n'ith the information. The costs of having
emplovees finish this task is acceptable if they have
the time and abilitv Howevet if the condition of the
files is overestimated, attornevs and accountants
may- be spending the time to gather missing infor-
mation and reconstructing poorly organized infor-
mation at significant billing rates. Regardless of the

results, r.r'ith the taxpayer or the IRS favored on this
lssue.

However, Re,venue Ruling 93-12 does not ad-
dress many other issues which can materially affect
valuation bf a minority interest. For exarilple, a
swing Vote control premium mav exist in certain
cases. In a swing vote, an individual partner's i,ote
may decide r.r,hich group of partners is the majority
under a majoritv control partnership agreement.
Othertimes, local law. fiduciarv duties owed bv the
majority to the minoritv mav exist under certain
state laws, and the valuation of a minority interest
may increase when there is a creeping control pur-
chase program in effect bv certain other olvners
who want to obtain control of the partnership so it
will take certain actions. Lastly, the raluation of a
minority interest when ownership by three part-
ners is other than one-third each (the Iimited fac-
tual case covered bv Revenue Ruling 93-12), mav be
viewed differently by the courts. Manv factors can
affect the raluati'on and professional inalvsis and
advice is essential.

97.2437.

36.474C.

74.23r%

35.4107.

72.1557,

Investor Structure
The organizational structure of a tvpical RTC secu-
ritization includes large financial investors and a

servicer. In the RTC Mortgage Trust 1993-N2 trans-
action, the Wilmington Trust Company was the
owner trustee, and the bond trustee was the Bank
of America National Trust and Savings Association.

The Investors Limited Partnership held a 49%

Class A share, while the RTC held a 517" Class B

share. The Class A share is broken down further
between limited partners and p;eneral partners. In
this example, the investors as limited partners held
a 98% stake h the non-RTC share with the p;eneral
partnership holding the remaining 2%. This gen-
eral partnership is comprised of equal ou'nership
among Aldrich, Eastman & Waltch, L.P, J.E. Rob-
erts Companv, and Secured Capital Corp. and a 17
ownership stake held by a management corporation
which is equallv ou,ned by the three. These' groups
handle the servicinB of the trust, including servic-
ing fees, disposition fees and distributions under a

servicing agreement between the ort'ner trustee, the
investors limited partnership and the management
limited partnership.

Securitization Process
Regardless of the structure enrploved, certain fun-
damentals of the securitization process will appty.

10 Rr,.rr Esr.rrc lssues April1994 Valuing Partnership Interests in Real Estate Companies 35



TABLE 1

ABC Property Partnership
Value Based on Cash FIow Capitalization

10% Partnership
Property Cash Flow Cap Rate Value Interest Value

TABLE 3

ABC Property Partnership
Value Based on Discounted Cash Flow
Minority Valuation Discounted for Liquidity

actual condition of the data, it is important to com-
plete a frank assessment and structure the timing
accordingly in the preliminary planning phase.

The next step in the process is to evaluate alter-
natives. The structure of the deal should follow the
economics of the deal. Careful consideration should
be given to several structural possibilities which
best fit the economics. After tentatively selecting an
altemative, a first cut evaluation of the economic,
accounting and tax consequences should be com-
pleted. Will the deal work based on the assump-
tions and proiections? Some reconsideration of
other alternatives may be necessary if the first cut
results are unacceptable. Sereral iterations may ulti-
mately be necessary.

At the same time that evaluations are being
done, the due diligence should begin. The data
should be assembled and organized for the due
diligence team. The due diligence team will want to
see all documentation relating to the deal, so it
knows the deal structure reflects the reality. The
due diligence should begin at this point even
though the deal has not been finalized. Due to the
amount of u,ork to be completed h the due dili-
gence phase, it is usually worth the risk to begin
early so this task is completed on time.

Finally, the due diligence is completed and a

final structure selected. At this point, the issuer
must set the final timing and pricing of the proiect,
considering the effects of market and interest rate
changes. This is the point of no return for the is-
suer as the ultimate golno go decision must now be
made. The instruments then are distributed and
sold to the investors.

Subsequent to the issuance of an instrument,
there is onSoing administration and support re-
quired. This is important, but fairly mundane, con-
sisting of collecting principal and interest from the
underlying borrowers, distributing funds to the in-
vestors and complying with reporting
requirements.

Credit Enhancement
Given the current condition of the real estate mar-
kets and economv as a whole, one of the kev cur-
rent topics in the securitization process is credit
enhancement. Simply put, many mortgage pools
are not strong enough to support a securitized in-
strument on their o$,n. Credit enhancement tech-
niques add to the strength of the instrument (see
Table 3). The most common example is ore r-
collateralization, meaning that the amount of collat-
eral exceeds the amount of the bonds. This offers
protection against defaults of the underlving mort-
gages. Another technique is that the borro*'er may
be required to submit a line of credit or hold cash in
reserve to cover cash shortfalls. A suretv bond may
be purchased from an independent partv to cover

all or part of the amounts to be paid that may be
defaulted. Mortgage insurance is similar in that an
insurance premium insures against defaulted
payment.

TABLE 3

Credit Enhancement

Guarantees offer similar enhancement. Loan
substitution and repurchase are less common situa-
tions. When this happens a bad loan is removed
from the portfolio and replaced by another. Finally,
certain classes may be subordhated, which
strengthens the more senior classes. All these tech-
niques bolster the credit worthiness of the instru-
ment and make the instrument more appealing to
the investment communitv.

Problems And Pitfalls
Certain problems and pitfalls have been encoun-
tered in the securitization process that can turn a
potentially strong transaction into a costly failure
(see Table 4).

TABLE 4

Problems & Pitfalls

. Unrealistic expectations

. Poorly defined obiectives

. Structure myopia

. Lack of issuer control / weak organizational
commitment

First, many issuers have unrealistic expecta-
tions: securitization is not a cure-all. Second, poorly
defined objectives probably will cause the securitiz-
ation process to fail. Many issuers do not know
why they are pursuing securitization or what re-
sults to expect. It is difficult to find the destination
when you don't know where you are going. Many
issuers also suffer from strucfural myopia. There is
a tendencv to fixate on one alternative without suf-
ficiently analyzing key attributes and other possible

A
B
C

$2s,000
$15,000
$10,000

Ea.sss

s250,000
$136,364
$ 83,333

$25,000
$13,636
$ 8,333

$46,969

10v,
Interest

101(
t7c/"
1,2./(

Dis.ounted
Property Value

Liquidity
Discount 259.

hrtnerchip
lnterest
Value

s169 697

payable may well exceed the cash realized from the
sale. This often occurs when a previously refi-
nanced property is sold. Such a situation eliminates
much of the incentive for the remaining partners to
sell. This is particularlv true for many older family
real estate partnerships and may well be true for
properties controlled by the new up-REITS which
have become so popular during the last 12 months.

There are two other factors to consider, partic-
ularly for portfolios comprised of older properties:
(1) the buildings may have non conforming uses
because of zoning changes, and (2) there may be a

significant need for capital improvements to make
the buildings salable in todqr/s market. These fac-
tors need to be considered when selecting capitaliz-
ation rates for the net operating income to arri\e at
a reasonable gross value for the entire property.
From that amount discounts are applied for a mi-
noritv interest and for anv needed capital
improvements.

Therefore, in valuing non controlling interests,
we hat,e used discount rates of 10% to 25% of the
cash flow depending on the quality of the real es-
tate involved. Ijc determine current value, we have
assumed that none of the properties in the portfolio
would be sold for 10 vears and we have deducted
the cost for needed capital improvements.

TABLE 2

ABC Property Partnership
Value Based on Discounted Cash Flow
(and after deducting future capital expense
and partnership costs)

Ten-Year Discount
Property Cash Flow Rate

10% Partne$hip
Value Interest Value

$ 74 500

9431,400

s77 ,723
$ 9,645

$,5.qqq
s32,456

A
B
C

9228,300
s128,500

922,830
$12,850
$ 7,4s0

$43,140

75%
75q(

7,va

A
B

C

5 56b

s 341

$ 215

300 72.5.,t
400 13.5rt
500 r5.0n

9228,300
s128,500
$ 74,s00

s431,.100

s22,830
s13,860

$ll!9
$43,140

3{

s1-1{6,200
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. Overcollateralization

. Cash reserves

. Letter of cr€dit

. Surety bonds

. Mortgage insurance

. Guaranlees

. Loan substitution/repurchase

. Subordinated position

Once the property and/or portfolio is ralued, an
additional discount of ?5% -35% was taken due to
the ownership of a minority interest. This discount
was applied knor.r,ing that a market does not exist
for non controlling partnership interests. Publicly-
traded partnership interests and other partnerships
generallv trade for a discount of at least 25% to 50%
of a pro rata value of the net assets, and this pro-
vides a comparable value example.

The impact of these discounts are shor.t,n in Ta-
bles 1, 2 and 3 which indicate valuation based on
capitalizing first year cash flow, discounting cash
flor.r' after deductions for capital expenses and arriv-
ing at valuation based on a minority interest. As
shown in Tables 1, 2 and 3, the impact of these
discounts is to reduce the ralue of portfolio interest
r.r,hich might be valued initially at $47,000 to
$32,000. This methodology has resulted in consid-
erable tax savings for estates.

Such discounts are defensible because a pur-
chaser of a partnership minority interest has no
control over the underlving assets. This is partic-
ularly true for closely held family partnerships. It is
very difficult to sell partial interests to non family
members even with deep discounts. Experience
teaches that most third party investors have no in-
terest in buying into such situations at any price.

The IRS has recognized some of these con-
straints on value in Ruling 93-12. The constraints on
value are based on an IRS policv reversal which
makes available a discount for a non marketable
minority interest in a corporation that owns real
estate evon when the ma,ority interest is owned by
other familv members. Discounts hare been ac-
cepted by the IRS due to the non marketable and
illiquid nature of the minoritv interest being val-
ued. Such discounts represent a rerersal of a long-
standing IRS policy which has been frequently liti-
gated with taxpavers who believed otherwise.
These cases rtere receired bv the courts n'ith mixed



alternatives. Finally, many issuers lose control over
the process or fail to give the prolect adequate orga-
nizational commitment. Simply put, the securitiza-
tion process requires a maior commitment of time,
human resources and financial resources. Without
the commitment from key members of the organi-
zation, the effort will be terribly inefficient at best
and a disaster at worst.

Potential Of Commercial Securitization
The biggest spark to the commercial securitization
has been the RTC. In an effort to divest itself of the
mortgages and properties acquired from failed sav-
ings and loans, the RIC has made a big entrance
into the securitized commercial mortgage market.
The RTC has demonstrated that this process can be
a successful tool.

The potential for commercial securitization is
tremendous and yet remains largely untapped.
During the real estate boom of the 1980s, thousands
of commercial properties were constructed and fi-
nanced. These proiects are the opportunities of the
1990s. As Table 5 illustrates, there are enornous
dollar amounts of commercial mortgages out there
waiting for the market to catch up Civen the credit
crunch from more traditional financing sources,
sawv investors, financial conglomerates and insti-
tutions have warmed to commercial mortgage secu-
ritization.

TABLE 5

Potential of Commercial Securitization

. Estimated $800 billion of commercial mortgages
available for securitization

. RTC securities have paved the way for the
commercial securitization market

. Increased regulation forcing lenders to move
mortgages

. Em€rging roles of industrial - financial conglomerates
(i.e. General Electric)

. Stabilization of real estate market through long-term
capital over shorl-term high leverage financing

Conclusion

There are numerous opportunities for all sorts
of players. First and foremost, commercial securi-
tization is an important ner,r'financing source. It
can be used for new financing, which is quite
scarce at this time, or as a means of restructuring
and refinancing existing portfolios. Experts will be
needed to structure and manage the deals from
commercial securitization. This is a ground floor
opportunitv for lenders, investors, investment
bankers, accountants, lan'vers and consultants.

by S. Douglas Weil, CRE
and Richard J. Hindlian

VATUING
PARTNERSHIP
INTERESTS IN
REAL ESTATE
COMPANIES

f f ow interests in real estate partnerships are

l{ valued can result in signifi'cant savings for
I' I. gift or estate tax returns] Accordirg to I new
IRS ruling, Revenue Ruling 93-12, the percentage of
ownership should be considered in determining
value. Significant discounts can be taken because of
a lack of control. This is particularly true iI the
interest to be valued is not a controlling interest.

Traditionally, partnership interests in real estate
were valued by a simple and straightforward
method. A property (or a number of properties)
was appraised as if it was sold on the date of trans-
fer or death. If the Foperty was appraised at $5
million and the estate had a 107c interest, then the
value for estate tax purposes was $500,000. Federal
and state estate tax returns were prepared on that
basis. This method was applied even if the property
was not being sold immediately or if the deceased
had no control over the property.

The same technique has been traditionally used
for holdings in a private real estate fund or partner-
ship. For instance, if management of the fund val-
ued the net assets at 5100,000 per unit and the
estate owned 5 units, the interest in the fund or
partnership was valued at $500,000 for estate tax
purposes.

The problem with both these valuations is that
the estate's interest in the two examples could not
be sold for $500,000, since a ready market does not
exist for units in private partnerships or in minority,
non-controlling interests in specific properties.

The IRS, in Revenue Ruling 93-12, now appears
to understand this dilemma. The ruling recognizes
the need for considering minority interest discounts
in the transfer of closely held stock of a corporation
with respect to gift tax valuation. Acting as repre-
sentatives, we have seen the same reasoning ap-
plied to appraisals of interests in real estate
partnerships. It also has been accepted by the IRS
with respect to estate tax returns.

A major difference in valuing a non controlling
interest in real estate versus a controlling one, is
that the building probably will not be sold in the
near future. Frequently there is a low tax basis. The
low tax basis means that a significant part of the
proceeds of any sale above the existing mortgage
balance r.r'ould be subject to income tax and the tax

S, Dou as weil, CRE, lt*ilc l, Weil Reahv Ad.'isors, Bos-
ton, has L,rcn inr]llwd nalionally in tle real estate ifi'eslmenl
adt'isory/assef matogenrcnt busi,las sitcc 1950. He alro is o

managins diectot of Ttenonl Pnrynv Croup In .

Rjn:hord I. Hindlian, Esq., is a slutelaldo itr Shcrburne,
Poters & Needhant, PC., ifi Bosto . He has gacliced lau' for
oLEr 19 vca's yinurily in laxalion, finatre a l real eslale for
corytorale atul inditidual clie ls.
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excess profit, it is likely the lease will have to re-
main in effect for three to five years. At the end of
this period, the reuse organization can sell the
property without paying a penalty to the federal
government.

Current Legislative Initiatives
In August 1993, Congress passed the Pryor
Amendment which is intended to streamline the
transfer of fitle of former military bases. Currently,
Department of Defense (DoD) officials are seeking
to write regulations to implement the new law.
While these regulations have not been finalized, the
following issues are being addressed.
r The potential for a less than fair market value

conr€vance of property and in certain cases, an
outritht gift of the property to a state or local
development authority.

I The potential for property transfer in phases, to
reflect market realitv and the ability of a commu-
nity to absorb the operating costs of the facility.

! The potential for a joint venture, recognizing that
the absorption and redevelopment of many for-
mer military installations may take 20-40 years.

The redevelopment of closed military installa-
tions represents an unique opportunity for individ-
uals involved in real estate development. To

capitalize on this opportunity, developers and
knowledgeable real estate professionals must work
quickly to clearly define what they can offer af-
fected communities. It is important to understand
this is not a typical real estate project. Creativity
and perseverance u,ill be'required to rederelop fa-
cilities at a closed military base. A successful devel-
oper must fullv understand both the laws and the
established procedures used in redeveloping close
military facilities.

THE
INTANGIBLE
BUSINESS
COMPONENT
OF
COMMERCIAL
REAL ESTAIE
INVESTMENTS

f ncreasingly, investors are re-examhhg commer-

I cial real estate both as an investment h an oper-
.l. ating business and in an asset class. This
scrutinizing has sparked a debate over the role of
real estate in a multi-asset portfolio and the impor-
tance of asset management to the success of an
investment in real estate. Commercial real estate
straddles two markets: the market for space and the
market for capital. The space market is a business,
subject to forces of supply and demand, which re-
quires a great deal of human capital to maintain its
fiscal well-being. Like any other business, invest-
ment real estate is an operation where products and
services (space and amenities) are created to satisfy
customers (tenants).

There is an increasing awareness of the real es-
tate industry's complexity and its multifaceted role
in the market. Of particular importance is a new
understandhg regarding the extent to which hu-
man capital is necessary to maintain the perfor-
mance of the investment. Property and asset
management are only now being appreciated as vi-
tal functions for maintaining and enhancing prop-
ertv value. Real estate is viewed as having
investment and operating characteristics which ren-
ders it both an asset class within the investment
world and a distinct business area within the real
economy.r Consequently, the role of the asset man-
ager is being redefined with a broader scope. To
some extent, this is the result of an emphasis on
strategic planning, market acceptance and long-
term growth for value enhancement.

This article identifies the intangible business
component of real estate investing, assesses its im-
portance and presents evidence of how it is priced
in the market. Commercial real estate markets are
examined along with how they are interrelated, and
a static economic model, devised by DiPasquali and
Wheaton, illustrates how markets reach equilib-
rium and the implicity of owner involvement and
business expertise. The model demonstrates graph-
ically where and how business management can
affect investment performance of the asset and the
implications on market equilibrium. Also the article
discusses the changing role of real estate manage-
ment and how value can be maintained and even
added through this property function, along with
evidence of pricing these intangible business assets
in the secondary real estate market. Operating par-
allels are drawn between real estate and other com-
panies using data from real estate investment trusts
(REIIs) and publicly-traded real estate companies
(RECs).

bnny G, Hall, MAI, is a real eslate consultant ifi Hou.ton,
Texas. He has a bachelors degree in bLsit?ss admfiislraton
from llp Untpe$ity d T?xas afid a masleas degree in Eal estate

from Mnssachusclls lnstilule al Techndog!.

by Jeremy G. Hall*

'Mt. Hall !,as tle recipieti of a scholarship lron The Couhselo$'
Eduation l Da'?lopmenl Trusl Futtd. Sclalarships are y*ented
anrrually lo desen'ing students ii graduale Wgfids at 79
identified s.hools ii lhe Uiiled States and Canada. This arti.le Los
laken fro his gradualc llesis lot tlE Cc ter for Rcal Eslole at
M.t.T.

Tfu autlot u,ishcs ,o thatk Codell Lietz, Elaine Vakaloptulos,
Robert Easlon aul Mirc Louargond bt lheir dssistarce h prepdting
lhis adicle.
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Two Markets, One Business
Economists have noted that real estate markets are
two distinct but interrelated markets: the market
for real estate assets and the market for real estate
space. The former deals with real estate's role in a

diversified portfolio of investments in equities,
bonds, cash and real estate. Its price is determined
by investor demand to own real estate and the sup-
ply of appropriate real estate investment vehicles.
The latter deals with real estate as a consumer and
capital good and the demand to occupy space. As a

consumer good its rent is determined by household
demand to occupy housing and the supply of hous-
ing able to meet this demand. As a capital good
rent is determined by company demand for land
and capital factors of production needed to produce
goods and services and the available supply of land
and capital. This important distinction of the two
markets is the premise for separating the operating
characteristics from the pure investment charac-
teristics of real estate investments.

These two dynamic markets are constantly ad-
justing toward equilibrium. Changes in supply and
demand in the space market are repriced in the
capital market while changing prices relative to
construction costs in the capital market affect the

supply of space in the space market. DiPasquali
and Wheaton demonstrated the links between the
two markets in a four-quadrant model (Exhibit A).:
The capital market is graphically depicted on the
left, and the space market is graphica y depicted
on the right. The links occur at two junctions along
the Y axis: first, rent levels in the space market
determine demand for real assets, and second, con-
struction levels in the capital market determine sup-
ply in the space market.

ln the northeast quadrant, demand for space is
depicted as the relationship between rent levels and
the state of the economy. Movement along the curve
determines how much space would be demanded
given a particular rent level on the Y axis. The slope
of the curve depends on the elasticity of demand
and can change due to endogenous rariables, that
is, internal market changes in tastes, needs or oper-
ating leverage that could change market sensitivitv
to rent levels.

In the northrt'est quadrant a ray emanating
from the origin represents the relationship between
rents and prices in the capital market. It is the
ratio of rents to price, or the capitalization rate, and
its slope is generally determined by four factors:

Although the authority for the disposal of prop-
erty at closed and realigned military bases has been
deletated to the Secretary of Defense, the DoD
must comply with all regulations develoPed by
CSA under the Federal Property and Administra-
tive Services Act of 1949. Howevet many commu-
nities in the early rounds of recent base closures
have criticized various aspects of the 1949 Act. For
example, the act requires approval bv a congressio-
nal oversight committee for the transfer or sale of
any surplus federal property with a value in excess
of $100,000.

The Property and Administrative Services Act
also regulates the option of a community that ac-
quires surplus property under a ne8otiated sale to
resell property. Many redevelopment organizations
feel this requirement severely limits their ability to
transfer buildings and vacant property to a subse-
quent buyer that would create new emPloyment oP-
portunities. A number of reuse organizations have
indicated they would like the authority to acquire
property at a closed military base and then flip it to
a private business. Currently a so-called pass-
through sale is permitted only if a local or state
governmental agency acquires the ProPerty
through a negotiated sale and then makes substan-
tial improvements to the property after acquisition.
These improvements could involve such actions as

the construction of new sewer lines or the demoli-
tion of obsolete buildings. Because a significant in-
vestment was made to imProve the property after it
was acquired from the federal government, a Por-
tion of the property could be sold to a third parry

Manv local redevelopment organizations have
attempted to use real estate brokers in marketing
specific buildings and sites at closed bases. Federal
regulations, however, prohibit the payment of com-
missions by the federal government for the sale or
lease of federal property. These regulations do not
preclude the payment of commissions by some
other entitv. Recently, several local redevelopment
organizations have established a fund within their
agency to pav commissions to real estate brokers
that assist in the sale or lease of federal ProPerty at
a closed militarv base in their community. This ap-
proach is generally viewed as a "win-win" oppor-
tunity by both the local reuse organization and real
estate brokers, since marketing efforts are improved
while marketing costs are controlled. Howevet the
total proceeds from the sale or lease transaction
goes back to the federal government.

Development Opportunities
Despite the number of hurdles that must be over-
come, closed militarv bases offer real estate Profes-
sionals and their clients a number of interesting
development opportunities. For example, prior to
the actual disposal of property at a former militarv

facility, existing buildings that are no longer re-
quired for a specific military mission can be leased
to a private business. Ihe interim leases can even
be negotiated and implemented prior to the closure
of a base. At Chanute Air Force Base in Rantoul,
Illinois, a local window manufacturer leased a

building for a new production line in 1992, even
though the base was not scheduled to close until
September 1993.

Approval of an interim lease is a complex pro-
cess. The lease has to be reviewed by a number of
DoD officials and an environmental assessment
may be required. In some instances, where the level
of private sector use is extensive or the environmen-
tal impacts are se\€re, an EIS may also be required.
The requirement for an EIS, howevet could effec-
tively negate anv advantage of the interim lease.

To date, the interim lease process has had only
limited success. Some interim lease applications
have required more than a year to approve, which
is generallv too long a time period for most busi-
nesses. This lengthy approval process is primarily
due to delays in legal and environmt'ntal reviews.
Howevet recent legislative efforts have focused on
streamlining the interim lease process, with the
goal of reducing the maximum time for approval to
si-r months.

Interim leases have a number of factors which
Iimit their appeal to the private sector. First, under
the Federal Property and Administrative Services
Act, DoD can writL' these leases for a maximum
period of onlv one vear. ln addition, interim leases
usr.rally have a 30-day cancellation policy. Finally,
federal regulations prohibit the tenant from directly
purchasing the leased facility in the future. The
combination of these factors makes it difficult for
most private companies to justify investing in a

building they may not be able to occupv in the
longer term.

Anv business wishing to acquire propertv at a

closed military base must remember two important
points. First, a private business cannot negotiate
directly with the federal government to acquire
propertv. Second, while a private business can ac-
quire federal property directly through the bid or
auction process, it runs the risk of losing the prop-
ertv to a competing bidder

Hou,ever, other options are available. For exam-
ple, since a community reuse organization is con-
sidered a governmental entitv, it can acquire a

specific parcel at a closed base through a negotiated
sale or a protection and maintenance agreement.
This organization can then lease the property to a
private business with the option to buy. Since fed-
eral regulations prohibit pass through sales to limit
the possibility of the local organization making an

Exhibit A Real Estate: The Property and Asset Markets

fuset Market
Valuation

Rent $ Property Market:
Rent Determination

Price $ Stock (Sq.Ft.)

Assct Market:
Construction ons truc tron

Property Market:
Stock Adjustment

Source: DiPasquali and Wheaton

C
(Sq.Ft.)
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for implementing the reuse plan usually is identi-
fied. ln many instances the reuse plan provides a

basis for enacting zoning and other land use regula-
tions necessary to manage the site's redevelopment.

It is very important that the local reuse plan be
prepared concurrently with the EIS, or even before
the EIS. This will ensure that local reuse plans for
the property are evaluated in the EIS. In one of the
first bases closed under BRAC in 1988, an environ-
mental group contended that the final EIS did not
adequately address possible air quality impacts as-
sociated with the reuse plan adopted bv the re-
development organization. Subsequently, a lawsuit
was filed challenging the adequacy of the EIS. Al-
though the lawsuit, u'hich is still under litigation,
has not halted redevelopment efforts, some ob-
servers sav the lawsuit has created a sensc of uncer-
tainty which has delayed potential tenants from
acquiring property at the former base.

As noted earlier, any property determined to be
surplus to the needs of the Department of Defense
(DoD) will undergo a screening process prior to its
actual disposal. It is first screened by other DoD
agencies and federal departments to determine
whether there is a demonstrated need to keep the
property under federal control. At the same time,
under the terms of the McKinney Act, the property
is made available to organizations which provide
housing for the homeless. At those bases nhere a

substantial number of housing or dormitory type
rooms exist, efforts should be made early on to
work with local and regional organizations that pro-
vide shelter for the homeless. This will likely avoid
confrontations later in the redevelopment process
that could delay the reuse of the facilitv

Any property remaining after federal review is
made available to state and local governments.
These governmental organizations hare sereral op-
tions for obtaining property at a closed military
base. A commonly used approach involves the pub-
lic benefit convelance of property used for such
purposes as aviation, recreation, wildlife conserva-
tion, education, public health or historic preserva-
tion. While the property can be transferred at little
or no cost under this arrangement, there are usu-
ally specific deed restrictions regarding the prop-
ertv's use and future disposition.

Another approach that state and local govern-
ments can use to acquire surplus militarv property
is referred to as a negotiated sale. While property
under this approach has to be purchased at fair
market value, based on the findings of a profes-
sional appraisal, the property can be used or resold
without deed restrictions for a varietv of industrial,
commercial and residential uses.

Any remaining property is made available to
public and pri\ate organizations through either a

public auction or sealed bid sale. It is important to
recognize that while federal government operations
do not have to complv with municipal regulations,
any property disposed of in this manner is subject
to local land use controls such as zoning. Conse-
quently, the future use of the land acquired by pub-
Iic auction or sealed bid sale will most likely be
regulated by the local go\€rnment.

The actual disposition of property at a closed
military base may not occur (or a significant period
of time after the official closure of a facility. In fact,
to date very fen'properties hare actually been for-
mally transferred because of either financing, mar-
ket or environmental issues. In particular, the
environmental restoration requirements have made
the actual disposition of property more compli
cated. A recent precedent has been set at Pease AFB
in New Hampshire where 1,700 acres of land adja-
cent to a superfund site \^,ere transferred from the
federal government to the state designated develop-
ment authority via a 55-vear lease. A unique indem-
nification lani whereby the federal government
formally accepted responsibility for the site, was a

kev ingredient in this con\ewnce. However, the
federal government has bee.n unwilling to provide
this same level of indemnification of other bases.

During the interim period between closure and
disposal, the militarv department in charge of the
base will retain a caretaker organization to provide
securitv fire protection and overall mahtenance of
buildings and grounds. Recently, various locaU
regional reuse groups have been hired as
caretakers.

Relerrant Laws
There are a number of federal Iaws that impact the
redevelopment of former military installations.
While some of these laws applv specifically to the
federal property disposition process, others are part
of an increasing number of environmentally related
statues that impact many large public and private
development proiects.

As noted earlieq, the Defense Base Closure and
Realignment Act of 1990 requires compliance with
the provisions of the National Environmental Policy
Act (NEPA). Since the closure or realignment of a

militarv base is considered a significant action, an
EIS must be prepared. While the EIS process re-
quires a significant amount of time and can delay
the transfer of land from the federal government,
the EIS document usually provides real estate pro-
fessionals and derelopers with useful information
about a base. For example, an EIS can contah infor-
mation about the location of possible hazardous
waste sites and sensitive environmental areas, re-
gional traffic trends and data about important
social/economic factors.

lont-term interest rates, expected growth in rents,
perceived risks in the rental income and treatment
of real estate in the tax code. An exogenous change
in any of these factors could increase or decrease
the capitalization rate therebv rotating the ray clock-
wise or counter-clockwise respectively.

In the southh€st quadrant a curve of construc-
tion costs represents the relationship between
prices and new construction. Costs are assumed to
increase with increased building activit,v The slope
of this curve is determined by the elasticity of de-
mand for new construction. The southeast quad-
rant indicates the affect of new construction on the
long-run stock of space. The change in stock equals
new construction less losses due to depreciation
and scrappage. The ray emanating from the origin
is the rate of scrappage and determines what level
of construction is necessary to maintain an equilib-
rium stock of space. Exogenous changes in build-
ing materials or user space needs and tastes can
affect the rate of scrappage by extending or short-
ening physical and functional lives of buildings.
This would cause a rotation of the scrappage ray.

As previously mentioned, the two markets are
constantly adjusting and striving toward a long-
run equilibrium in the asset and space markets.
This is depicted by the dotted line in Exhibit A.
Changes in anv quadrant will have corresponding
changes in the other three quadrants in a counter-
clockwise direction until equilibrium is reached
once again. The two markets react simultaneously
to changes h either, and characteristics of both are
priced in the capital market.

Business Influeru:es On Tlw Mnrkets
Fundamental to anv economist's theory is the as-
sumption of rational behavioi. It means that given a

person's goals and knowledge, people take actions
likely to achieve the goals and avoid actions likely
to detract from those goals.s The prudent-man rule
is a similar concept adopted in the business com-
munity by institutions and fiduciaries. Implicit in
these concepts is to effectively manage investments
so they perform as expected. Economic theories do
not work unless people make rational decisions to
maximize returns, n'hether intrinsic or extrinsic,
and/or minimize risk.

Fiduciarv behavior is driren by the prudent
man rule. lt dictates that investment occurs only
when bought bv a prudent man of discretion and
intelligence, seeking reasonable income and preser-
vation of capital.r This describes the basic function
of monev managers. Thev buy and sell securities
based on their own portfolio risk and return re-
quirements. They have no direct involvement in the
businesses they invest. When investing in private-
market real estate, horl'e\€t investors and man-
agers are directlv involved in the operations of the

asset. Therefore, rational behavior in real estate in-
vesting dictates that effective business management
of real estate assets is necessary to achieve market
returns.

The presence of an operating business compo-
nent in portfolio investing is unique to real estate
because real estate straddles space and capital mar-
kets. lntangible business assets are present in the
space market and priced in the capital market. The
space market is no different from any other product
market where goods and services are sold to the
public. Planning, organizing and controlling is in-
volved to offer the best possible product at the low-
est cost to the most profitable market.

In the northeast quadrant of Exhibit A, the de-
mand curve represents how the demand for space
depends on rents, given the state of the economy.
Rent is a measure of the value placed on space by
tenants. The actual physical environment of the
space is one function of this value. Rent also pays
for services and amenities, management, benefits
of tenant agglomeration and other intangible en-
hancements such as the right address and the
on,ner's reputation or stability. Given this it follows
that management, in concert with the physical as-
set, plays an important role in determining market
rent. Therefore, there is a certain degree of human
element which influences the value of real estate.

Superior real estate management can facilitate
an atmosphere which is less sensitive to rent lerels
thereby making demand more elastic. This can re-
duce the downside risk of the asset by being better
able to maintain rents during periods of increasing
supply. In providing superior service to tenants,
relative to the competition, management can main-
tain or enhance ralue through intangible benefits to
tenants. Conversely, an asset could under perform
the market through incompetent management. If
an owner/manager fails to recognize the value ten-
ants place on space, he could lose this ralue by not
contributinS the intangible component.

Real estate management can also influence the
space market in the rate of scrappage depicted in
the southeast quadrant of Exhibit A. The rav ema-
nating from the origin represents the rate of depre-
ciation through physical deterioration and
functional obsolescence. Management's stratetic
planning and repositioning of existing real estate
can extend the economic life of an asset. This can
ha,e positive effects on existint assets in two ways.
First, it can make existing properties more profita-
ble through continued operation and second, it can
reduce additions to supply by decreasing the rate of
scraPPaSe.

What remains is determining how these intang-
ible assets in the space market are priced in the
capital market. As vr,ith any investment in a multi-
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any scale economies. The study assumes general
and administrative expenses (G&A) are indicative
of the business operations intensity in each REIT.
No allowance is made for the quality of manage-
ment or its efficient implementation. Management
quality would require knowledge of participants
and practices not available in the data set. It would
also involve devising a series of qualitv rankings for
each REIT mana€ier which is beyond the scope of
this studv.

G&A expenses are compared across REITs and
RECs to answer two questions: 1) Are RECs more
management intensive than REITs? and 2) [s man-
agement intensitv related to pricing? From the data
set, total capitalization is consistent with total as-

sets net lon8-term liabilities. Overall, the average
ratio of the two is 0.993 which indicates the market
is efficiently pricing book equity in both REITs and
RECs. This varies slightly between the two with
1.051 for REITs and 0.892 for RECs.

Only t*'o financial statement variables were
found to be statistically significant in REIT pricing
variations: total assets and net earnings ratios. They
accounted for 30o/,, o( the variability about the
mean. fbtal assets are positivelv correlated indicat-
ing no price discounting for scale economies. Since
REITs are portfolios of properties, greater amounts
of diversification are likely to further reduce specific
risk. This r.r,ould reduce required returns and boost
prices. In other words, size is a proxy for risk. The
ratio of net earnings to total revenues is also pos-
itively correlated. This is intuitively correct as

higher percentages of net incomes should com-
mand higher price premiums. Of particular impor-
tance is the ratio of G&A expenses to total assets.
This variable is not statistically significant. It indi-
cates that the intensity of business management is
not significant h determining REIT price discounts
or premiums from the mean ratio of price to assets.
It does not, howevet address the quality of
management.

The pre'r,ious analvsis focused on REIT pricing
and the relative affects of business involvement. It
has shown relative insignificance in value-adding or
discounting given higher expenditures for business
involvement. [t has not demonstrated a need for
business involvement to maintain asset value or
short'n that real estate investing is as much an oper-
ating business as any other company. tn Exhibit B,
G&A expenses as a percent of total assets \\'ere
examined h relation to total assets and revenues to
determine the strength of the correlation bet$'een
REITs and RECs. It also revealed whether a signifi-
cant difference exists between REITs and RECs in
the amount of business inr.'oh,ement relative to total
assets. Regressing companv tvpe, size and relative
incomes to total assets reveals a strong correlation

to G&A expenses relative to total assets. The ac-
companyinS graph is in a logarithmic scale to ac-
centuate differences between actual and predicted
values.

All three independent variables are significant
at the 997c confidence interval, and they account for
over 83% of the variability in business intensity.
The first variable indicates a 3.5Vo difference be-
th€en REITS and RECs. As was previously men-
tioned, G&A expenses for REITs represent those
"belo*.the-line" for properties included within
them. Therefore, only a portion of the total G&A
expenses are reported in the data set.

Industry survevs published by the Institute of
Real Estate Management (IREM), the National As-
sociation of Industrial and Office Parks (NAIOP),
and Pannell Kerr Forster (PKI) provide a basis for
adjusting G&A expenses for a more accurate com-
parison. Table 1 combines industry averages of ad-
ministrative and management expenses with data
from the REIT data set- The 3.5% difference in
G&A expenses derived from the regression anal-
ysis appears to be someu,hat offset by the 7.2%
C&A expenses from "above-the-line" operations on
individual properties. Thus, it appears that REITs
are slightly less business-intensive than RECs by
about 2.3% of total assets.

The second independent variable, lbtal Assets,
indicates economies of scale exist in G&A expenses.
A strong negative correlation coefficient indicates
that administration "below-the-line" can be spread
amon€i assets more effectivelv as the size of the
portfolio increases. The third independent variable,
Revenues as a Percent of Total Assets, indicates a

strong positive correlation between the business in-
tensitv cash flow return to the portfolio. This does
not mean that spending more money on the busi-
ness lvould increase returns, iust that there is a
strong positive relationship between the two. This
is a prorerbial chicken and egg problem; are G&A
expenses higher because income is higher or is in-
come higher because G&A expenses are higher?
Both may be true to some extent since C&A ex-
penses are recognized as rariable in "above-the-
line" propertv operations while their scale econ-
omies display characteristics of fixed elements.

Fourteen REITs in the data set separately listed
advisory fees from other G&A expenses. Advisorv
fees represent management fees for the portfolio
similar to asset/portfolio management fees for pri-
vate investment funds. They averaged 46 basis
points as a percent of total assets and 124 basis
points as a percent of total capitalization. A study
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the contamination occurred. The future value was
discounted back to the effective date of the ap-
praisal. Our estimate of after value indicated that
the total loss in value to the property would be
about two-thirds of the before value.

9. Loss Of Mnrketability
Any property which is or $,as contaminated has
lost some of its former marketabilitv This is true
regardless of the type of contamination, because
the market always becomes thinner r.t,hen such
problems exist, and it becomes progressively
smaller as the hazards increase. In a situation
where the cost to cure the condition exceeds the
value of the cured property, it is no longer marketa-
ble and cannot be sold at any price or even Biven
awav And if a propertv is not marketable, it cer-
tainly cannot have a market value. Although the
loss in market ralue may be complete, the propertv
may still provide substantial utility to its owner and
thus provide a value-in-use n,hich may be quite
sizable.

As already mentioned, a serious prospective
purchaser dropped the Shadyside deal like a hot
potato once the extent of the problem was recog-
nized. This property has extreme problems, both
physical and financial, which lvill continue into the
foreseeable future. Mortgage financing cannot be
secured on the property. It appears the property
has lost all marketability for the near term and pos-
sibly for a very long period. The land for the addi-
tional 40 units can onlv be mowed and only adds to
the expenses.

We believe that these nine factors should be
considered in any assignment where the measure-
ment of contamination damages is the issue. While
it will be a rare case, hdeed, where all the factors
are involved, there won't be anv where some are
not important.

Postscript
It has been said (although certainly not by Murphy)
that e\erv cloud has a silver lining. It certainly did
in the case of Shadysidel A very satisfactory settle-
ment was arranged out of court in u,hich the owner
was paid the full before value of the property and
was able to keep the property. Although the credit
for such a favorable conclusion belongs to the
owner's legal counsel who handled the entire case
with considerable skill and expertise, we like to
think our careful research and analvsis also con-
tributed to the result.



The original mortgage balance was fairly well paid
down, and refinancing would have been quite help-
ful to the owner in handling all the increased ex-

penses during the extended rent-up time while
income was depressed. The prospective Purchaser
could not have secured a mortgage even if it was
wanted.

Occasionally some lenders will make loans on
contaminated proPerties or ProPerties which have

been cured or are in process of being cured, upon
terms more profitable to the lender and conse-
quently more onerous to the property owner, The
Iender agrees to assume the added risks of lending
on a contaminated property in exchange for some
added incentire. This may take one or more, or all,
of the following forms:

A. Reduced loan-to value ratio
B. Increased interest rate
C. Decreased loan term
D. Shortened call period
E. Extra fees and charges

Thus the financing of a contaminated ProPerty
is not an easy job and at times is impossible. Sub-
stantial loss in value is usuallv experienced by the
owners for this reason.

5. Business Distulrti:\l
In owner-occupied properties the loss of rental in-
come is usually not an aPProPriate consideration.
However, durrng the elimination of hazardous ma-
terials, substantial disruption mav occur to the
business conducted on the ProPertv. This can even
happen to cl!.an propertv that is Part of an enter-
prise which owns or leases another property which
becomes contaminated. A don,ino effect can occur.

7. Contiugtnt Liabilit| FLtreur
Both the Comprehensive Environmental Response,
Compensation and Liability Act of 1980 (CERCLA)
and the Superfund Amendments and Re-

authorization Act of 1986 (SARA) provide that anv
person in the chain of title to a contaminated ProP-
ertv is individually liable forever for hazardous ma-
terials removed from a property, regardle'ss of
u,here the materials are stored or disposed, or bv
whom they were removed. This contingent liabiliq/
cannot be eliminated, and forerer is a long, long
time! Some attornevs have commented that SARA
should have been namt'd RACHEL, standing for
Retroactive Act Claiming How Everybodys Liable.
This liability means that if hazardous material *'as
removed from a propertv and disposed of in a reg-
ulated landfill before vou bought the propertv, and
vears latt,r the landfill began to leak and the mate-
rials migrated to adiacent ProPerties, vou could be
helcl responsible for the entire cost to alleviate the
problem, plus damages. Although such problems
may seem remote, the possibility is very real, and
sophistic.-rted market particiP.lnts rvill insist upon

being compensated with a reduced sale price for
this added risk-

At Shadyside the property owner had no con-
trol over the disposal of the recovered Product or its
handling, either on or off the propertv In fact, he

did not know anything about the disposal. Yet, ac-

cording to the laui he is completely liable and can
never get out of this position.

8. lncreased Discount Rnte
In appraisal literature reward is always equated
with risk. If the risk is lor.ri so will be the reward.
However, as risk increases the reward must also
become greater to properly compensate for the
added risk. Reason would dictate that ProPerties
which are or were contaminated should provide
their owners u'ith a greater reward because risks
n,ere assumed (either voluntarily or involuntarily)
which are considerablv greater than those found in
uncontaminated properties. This means that the
discount or capitalization rate should be higher in
contaminated properties and in those which were
cured. And if the rate is higher, the ProPerty value
is lower.

In the case of Shadyside, the road back to prof-
itability will be long and arduous. The owner will
suffer from reduced hcome, high racancies, collec-
tion problems and extra heavy expenses. He may
occasionallv hare to fund the investment and will
probably be unable to secure any new financing. If
this kind of inestment does not deserve a higher
return, what does?

In considering the discounted cash flow anal-
ysis for the after value, a 10-vear forecast of income
and expenses was used which began on the date of
the spill. Fortunately, as previously noted, the
ou'ner kept very good records, and the increase in
racancies and expenses was documented on a

month-by-month basis. We knew what had oc-
curred for the first vear-and-a-half.

Our forecast predicted a further decline in in-
come and an increase in racancies and expenses for
an additional year, followed by a very gradual im-
provement over the remainder of the lO-year term,
er.entually returning to a situation similar to what
existed lust before the spill. After careful analysis,
an ending capitalization rate ol727c was chosen to
calculate the re\€rsion. For discounting each annual
net cash flow, a rate of 20% was selected for the first
vear. This rvas graduallv reduced, so that in year
six the rate nas 15% where it remained throughout
the balance of the analt'sis. This was lustified by
the assumption that each vear the picture would
improve someu'hat and the involuntarilv assumed
risk would diminish, thr.rs requiring less reward. ln
estimating the value of the additional land, t'e fore-
cast that the vah.re 10 years hence, on a per unit
basis, rvould be somen'hat Ereater than at the time

EXHIBIT B

lnfluences On Business Intensitv

Dependent Variable

Constant
Standard Error of Y Estimated
R Squared
Number of Observations
Degrees of Freedom

X Coefficient(s)
Standard Error of Coefficient
T:Statistics

r00.0%

t0.0%

LOo/o

0.lo/6

0.ovo

of 52 large private real estate portfolios in 1991 sur-
veyed asset management fees. A total of $732 bil-
lion of assets were represented by 52 pension plan
sponsors. Mean responses equaled 64 basis points
of current asset values. The average size of the pri-
vate portfolio is 9996.2 million while the average
size of REITs in the data set is 9134.4 million. The
results seem to indicate higher management costs
for larger portfolios. To test for the existence of any
scale diseconomies, the ratio of advisory fees to
total assets $,ere regressed a8ainst total assets and
total rer€nues. The tll'o independent variables ac-
count for onlv 28% of the variability in advisorv
fees, and thev are marginally significant around the
80% confidence interval. Howe\€r, positir€ cor-
relation coefficients do support the evidence of

Gmeral and Administrative Expenses as % of lbtal Assets

0.0321
0.0241
0.8324

58
A

REIT Dummy Total Assets
Revenues as %

of Total Assets

r Actual G&A as % of Total Assets 

- 
Hedonic Equation

0.1735
0.0126

13.79"t3

15 l7 !9 at 1, at a1 19 I J! JJ 57
16 l! a0 a2 aa 15 al J0 J? y J6 5t

diseconomies of scale in advisory fees. As the port-
folio grows, the intensity of portfolio management
grows. It should be mentioned that there may be
differences in management incentives given the size
of the portfolios. Stock incentives, not uncommon
in smaller companies, might occur more often in
REITs than h the larger private funds. Stock incen-
tives do not appear on the income statement.

Table 2 summarizes G&A expenditures for both
REITs and RECs. C&A expenses are dictated more
by the size of the portfolio than income or price.
With all three relative measures, REITs are shown
to be less business intensive than RECs.

The presence of a relatively tight fit of REIT
C&A expenses around a mean is indicative of the

0.0352
0.0070
5.0602

2.11E-08
6.48E-09

3.2580

7 a 6 a to u x t6 tt 202! 2a 26 2t IO,2,a
! 5 t 9 ll l, u l? p 2t l, 25 27 29 !t !t

RECs
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TABLE 1

Property Type

Industrial*
Apartment'*
Office**
Retail'+
HoteURestaurant***

Weighted Average

G&A as a Percent of Revenues (Data Set)
Average Net lncome Ratio

"Below-the-Line" G&A Expenses/Gross Revenues
'Above-the-Lind' G&A Expenses/Gross Revenues

Total G&AJGross Revenues for Real Estate

Equity Ownership in Real Estate
Mortgages and Other Assets

Weighted Average G&A as a Percent of fblal Revenues

Weighted Average G&A as a Percent of lbtal Revenues
Revenues as P€rcent of fbtal Assets

G&A as a Percent of Ibtal Assets
Mean Reported in Data S€t

Dif ference (,Above-the-Line" G&A Expenses)

87.4%
1,8.6%

22.97,
14.2%

78.6%
+ 2.5%

of the estimators, because extreme variance be-
tween estimates is often the rule rather than the
exception. These studies should be secured by the
client rather than by the counselor.

In the Shadvside case the pipeline company
only did what was required to recover the gasoline
and to purify the water as much as Possible. All
increased maintenance, repairs and replacements
were performed by the ownert staff. Although siz-
able, these items were actually the smaller elements
of damage.

2. Liabilitv To Tlv Public
The owner of any contaminated ProPerty could be
faced with a lawsuit claiming damages due to un-
healthy conditions. Such suits may be brought bv
tenants, workmen or visitors to the proPerty. Even
if such claims are false or fraudulent, they must be
defended, and related exPenses can be very high.
Often awards h these cases bear little relation to
either the facts or reality, and the outcome can eas-
ily bankrupt a propertv owner, esPeciallv since
such loses are often excluded from Iiability insur-
ance policies. This consideration of contamination
must influence a prospective purchaser of the prop-
erty, and it can have a decidedly negative imPact
upon market value. After all, why buy somebody
else's problems?

3. Stigma After The Clennult
Admitting your property is or was contaminated is

somewhat like admitting to having a venereal dis-
ease. Some buyers will have nothing further to do
with the property, because they fear the problem is
not removed, and still will have to be dealt with. So
the usual attitude is eithel, "Why should I buy a

headache?, " or else, "l'll discount the Price substan-
tiallv and get a bargain." ln either event, value is
negatively impacted.

ln the case of Shadvside, a verv serious pro-
spective buyer ended all neSohations shortly after
the damaging incident. In addition, there is no
longer any possibility, h the near term, to build the
other 40 units. After the dismantling of the aeratin8
tower (10 years or so hence) and after the pumphg
finallv stops, the ne$' construction mav be a viable
possibility, but certainly not now.

4. Loss Of Net lnconte

Since the onlv real reason to buy an investment
property is to make money, the loss of net income
can have a drastic effect upon the value of a con-
taminated properry The income can be affected in
three separate ways, and often such a proPerty ex-
periences all three at the same time.

A. Reduced Rental Rates
Many affected properties cannot be rented for
rates as high as those buildings which otherwise
are equal but never have been contaminated.
This is often the case eren after an expensive

cure has been administered. However, the con-
dition may be alleviated over time, as people
eventually do forget the contamination.

B. Increased Vacancies
The stigma dies hard, and a cured building can
easily suffer additional losses from racancies
and increased collection problems, especially
since a lower grade of tenant may result.

C. Increased Expenses
Additional testing, monitoring and extra super-
visory personnel may be needed in a particular
building. Utilities, supplies, advertising and
other office exp€nses, and management and pro-
fessional fees (engineering studies and ap-
praisals fees) could easily increase, reducing net
income and placing the property at a further dis-
ad vantage with its competition.

The result is a considerable reduction in net
income, at least in the early years after a cure, and
if there is less net income to capitalize, there must
be lower ralue.

In the Shadyside case, all three factors came
into play: Management was forced to drastically re-
duce rents so old tenants would stay and new ten-
ants would move in; vacancies rose substantially
along with collection problems; expenses soared. In
considering the after value the only logical method
of capitalizing income seemed to be a discounted
cash flow analysis, since the picture would un-
doubtedlv improve over time. But how much time?
How long does it take for people to forget?

5. Financing Dit'ficulty Or lnaltility
The tendency for most lenders is to avoid contami
nated properties as if they had the bubonic plague.
This attitude is quite understandable since several
court decisions have held lenders liable for the cost
of cleaning up the contaminated properties which
were held due to foreclosure on defaulted mort-
gages, even though the lenders had nothing to do
with the contamination process and were onlv trv-
ing to protect their investment. So, why buy trou-
ble? It is much safer to eliminate the problem by
refusing to consider a contaminated property as se-
curity for a loan (sometimes even a cured property).

Consequently, the increased difficultv or inabil-
ity to secure mortgage financing creates great hard-
ship on a property owner trving to sell. After all,
the number of cash buyers is severely limited and
any prospective purchaser wilI heavily discount the
asking price if cash is used for payment. One possi-
ble solution is for the seller to provide financing for
the buyer, but this also presents a burden on the
ownership r,',hich is not generallv found in clean
properties.

At Shadyside, the ora'ner could not find anyone
who would have anything to do with the property.

G&A/
fbtal Income

5.0%
18.61,
75.3c/c

16.8q.
24.7vr

1,5.27c

Weight
(Data Set)

Net Income
Ratio

Number of
REITs

76
13
76
20
9

55%
51'/,
501,
651(
371,

919,

G&A
Expenses

14.27
54%X

7.7%
+ 15.27c

22.97,

Weighted
Average

27.21,

27.2Ea
x 72.97c

2.7%

- 7.6%

1Jq"

Sources: 'NAIOP

presence of an operating business component in
real estate investing. Although it appears that
REITs are less business intensive than RECs, differ-
ences in the nature of underlying assets in each
category could account for the 2.37n difference. The
cost of assets in RECs should be lower than REITs
as they generally represent work in process before
any developer's profit. REITs are comprised of fin-
ished products with a cost basis inclusive of any
developer's profit. These differences would also
carry through into differences with total capitaliza-
tion and revenues as nonoperating properties are
not yet Benerating income. Thus, the 2.3?o dilfer'
ence in G&A expenses is likely due to the nature of
underlying assets. This lends support to the idea
that REITs are iust as business intensive as RECs.

An interesting finding was made in scale econ-
omies. Although the size of the REIT in total assets
produced significant economies of scale in G&A
expenses, the reverse happened with advisory fees
when separated. In other words, real estate portfo-
lios appear to become relatively nrore portfolio-
management intensive the larger they become. This
lends support to the idea that each individual prop-
erty is a separate business unto itself requiring its

own unique strategic plan and business manate-
ment. As the portfolio increases in size, it resembles
a large conglomerate of businesses requiring more
sophistication and personnel to coordinate the
many functions of its many owned companies.

This study does not reveal that total G&A ex-
penditures have a significant affect on REIT pricing
discounts or premiums. The reasons for these price
differences relative to net asset values must lie
somewhere other than on the financial statements.
Anticipated growth, tenant mix, quality manage-
ment, inside ownership, conflicts of interest and
geographic focus are other variables not included in
this study n,hich may impact relative pricing. A
survev of real estate industry analysts on REIT
pricing was conducted by Elaine Vakalopoulos at
M.l.T. All respondents indicated that management
quality u.as a major consideration in REIT price
determinations.

Conclusion
There are two sources of business enhancement.
The first is at the property level where real estate
competes in the space market. Here propertv and
asset managers work to deliver superior products to
customers. Product differentiation through services
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NOTES
1. Crossman, Charles, 1{ Second Laok." Pcdl Eslale fot P? sion /}o-

fessiotuls, p.l.
2. Dt}squali, Denise, Wheaton, William C., "The Markets for Real

Estate Assets and Space: A Conceptual Ftan\e, otk," hunul of
the Amnican Rtul Estale and Utfu Lcolonics Associalor, Volume
20, Number l, 1992.

3. Rycroft, Rob€rt 5., The Essenlials ol Macnxcot@mics l. 1989.
4. Ammer Christine, Ammet Dea 5., Diclionary of Busiess a /1

E.otumics Ra'ised arul Lxrytulcd Edtion, 19W.
5. This survq{,, was conducted by Marc t-rruargand at the l!'lassa-

chusetts lnstitute of Technology for the 1992 PREAMIT confer-
ence held on ,une 29, 1992 at M.l.T. There werc 37 rcsponses
from a toal sample of 39 participants and one industry facultv
member The four reponses presented here are belie!'ed to be
indicatilr of all responses-

6. Weinstein, Howard, "Value Addedr An Asset Management Case
Stndy," Real Eslale Finafi.e, Wtnler 1992.
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THE CAUSES OF
IOSS IN VALUE:
A CASE STUDY
OFA
COI\IIAMINATED
PROPETTTY

by Robert W. Hall, CRE

l recent counselhg assignment our firm un-
f! dertook involved estimating the loss in value

I l. caused bv certain contamination at the Shad-
yside Apartments. The case presented a multi-
faceted problem which required thinking through
the entire valuation process and reviewing the rea-
sons why an investor buys an apartment house h
the first place. The identitv of the complex has been
changed, however, the facts are true.

Background
The subject propertv is located in a suburban
growth area reasonably near a major midwestern
city. ln this area home ownership is over 70%, and
the typical range of single-family housing is about
$95,000-$200,000. Apartment rentals range from
around 5375 to over $600 depending on size, loca-
tion and amenities offered. The Shadyside Apart-
ments complex is small, of arerage quality and with
sub-normal amenities. There are 32 units with
enough land to build ,10 more.

The apartments are in two brick buildings of
colonial design. Each building has two-story plus
basements and 16 units comprised of eight-l bed-
room units and eight-2 bedroom units. The base-
ment areas are devoted to material storage, tenant
storage lockers and the complex's management of-
fice. There is ample blacktop parking area. The
property r.r,as built in 1970 and purchased by the
present owner in 1972.

At a later date development plans were submit-
ted to the municipalitv to build 40 more units on
the site, and approval was obtained after lengthy
negotiations. However, the municipal stwer plant
was operating at capacity and plans to expand were
being implemented. Consequently, the permits
were held in abeyance until the additional capacity
would be operational. This did not occur until
about 1985.

ln late 1987, residents in neighboring homes be-
gan to notice gasoline odors in their basements.
Thev complained to the local health authorities u,ho
reported the problem to a local pipeline company.
After considerable investigation, it w.as discovered
that one of the pipelines had a corrosion leak, and
bv the time it was located and corrected, about
100,000 gallons of gasoline had escaped. Unfor-
tunatelv for our client most of this lost product
settled in a geological basin under the apartment
buildings.

Robctt W. Hall, CRE, has futtl a raal cTtalt cou,tlelor and
alryrniset Ior oi,Lr 17 ycars. He has laushl aplmi.al cours6,
prL\cfiled scfiil,rc and !'rille arliclas afid huks o Mlualion
prchlcnrs inclutlittg "Real Eslal. lttt,rslma Analvsis." His
n.lr\ conrya,lv, Natio al Mttkcl Dala Sysle s, lnt., dfos a

nalioru'ide idustrial .lalaba$ u'ilh a copvrilhled compuler
svstfit for rlarchitry a,1d atfily.itr .lala.
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20, Number l, 1992.

3. Rycroft, Rob€rt 5., The Essenlials ol Macnxcot@mics l. 1989.
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ence held on ,une 29, 1992 at M.l.T. There werc 37 rcsponses
from a toal sample of 39 participants and one industry facultv
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6. Weinstein, Howard, "Value Addedr An Asset Management Case
Stndy," Real Eslale Finafi.e, Wtnler 1992.
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sons why an investor buys an apartment house h
the first place. The identitv of the complex has been
changed, however, the facts are true.
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tion and amenities offered. The Shadyside Apart-
ments complex is small, of arerage quality and with
sub-normal amenities. There are 32 units with
enough land to build ,10 more.

The apartments are in two brick buildings of
colonial design. Each building has two-story plus
basements and 16 units comprised of eight-l bed-
room units and eight-2 bedroom units. The base-
ment areas are devoted to material storage, tenant
storage lockers and the complex's management of-
fice. There is ample blacktop parking area. The
property r.r,as built in 1970 and purchased by the
present owner in 1972.

At a later date development plans were submit-
ted to the municipalitv to build 40 more units on
the site, and approval was obtained after lengthy
negotiations. However, the municipal stwer plant
was operating at capacity and plans to expand were
being implemented. Consequently, the permits
were held in abeyance until the additional capacity
would be operational. This did not occur until
about 1985.

ln late 1987, residents in neighboring homes be-
gan to notice gasoline odors in their basements.
Thev complained to the local health authorities u,ho
reported the problem to a local pipeline company.
After considerable investigation, it w.as discovered
that one of the pipelines had a corrosion leak, and
bv the time it was located and corrected, about
100,000 gallons of gasoline had escaped. Unfor-
tunatelv for our client most of this lost product
settled in a geological basin under the apartment
buildings.
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TABLE 1

Property Type

Industrial*
Apartment'*
Office**
Retail'+
HoteURestaurant***

Weighted Average

G&A as a Percent of Revenues (Data Set)
Average Net lncome Ratio

"Below-the-Line" G&A Expenses/Gross Revenues
'Above-the-Lind' G&A Expenses/Gross Revenues

Total G&AJGross Revenues for Real Estate

Equity Ownership in Real Estate
Mortgages and Other Assets

Weighted Average G&A as a Percent of fblal Revenues

Weighted Average G&A as a Percent of lbtal Revenues
Revenues as P€rcent of fbtal Assets

G&A as a Percent of Ibtal Assets
Mean Reported in Data S€t

Dif ference (,Above-the-Line" G&A Expenses)

87.4%
1,8.6%

22.97,
14.2%

78.6%
+ 2.5%

of the estimators, because extreme variance be-
tween estimates is often the rule rather than the
exception. These studies should be secured by the
client rather than by the counselor.

In the Shadvside case the pipeline company
only did what was required to recover the gasoline
and to purify the water as much as Possible. All
increased maintenance, repairs and replacements
were performed by the ownert staff. Although siz-
able, these items were actually the smaller elements
of damage.

2. Liabilitv To Tlv Public
The owner of any contaminated ProPerty could be
faced with a lawsuit claiming damages due to un-
healthy conditions. Such suits may be brought bv
tenants, workmen or visitors to the proPerty. Even
if such claims are false or fraudulent, they must be
defended, and related exPenses can be very high.
Often awards h these cases bear little relation to
either the facts or reality, and the outcome can eas-
ily bankrupt a propertv owner, esPeciallv since
such loses are often excluded from Iiability insur-
ance policies. This consideration of contamination
must influence a prospective purchaser of the prop-
erty, and it can have a decidedly negative imPact
upon market value. After all, why buy somebody
else's problems?

3. Stigma After The Clennult
Admitting your property is or was contaminated is

somewhat like admitting to having a venereal dis-
ease. Some buyers will have nothing further to do
with the property, because they fear the problem is
not removed, and still will have to be dealt with. So
the usual attitude is eithel, "Why should I buy a

headache?, " or else, "l'll discount the Price substan-
tiallv and get a bargain." ln either event, value is
negatively impacted.

ln the case of Shadvside, a verv serious pro-
spective buyer ended all neSohations shortly after
the damaging incident. In addition, there is no
longer any possibility, h the near term, to build the
other 40 units. After the dismantling of the aeratin8
tower (10 years or so hence) and after the pumphg
finallv stops, the ne$' construction mav be a viable
possibility, but certainly not now.

4. Loss Of Net lnconte

Since the onlv real reason to buy an investment
property is to make money, the loss of net income
can have a drastic effect upon the value of a con-
taminated properry The income can be affected in
three separate ways, and often such a proPerty ex-
periences all three at the same time.

A. Reduced Rental Rates
Many affected properties cannot be rented for
rates as high as those buildings which otherwise
are equal but never have been contaminated.
This is often the case eren after an expensive

cure has been administered. However, the con-
dition may be alleviated over time, as people
eventually do forget the contamination.

B. Increased Vacancies
The stigma dies hard, and a cured building can
easily suffer additional losses from racancies
and increased collection problems, especially
since a lower grade of tenant may result.

C. Increased Expenses
Additional testing, monitoring and extra super-
visory personnel may be needed in a particular
building. Utilities, supplies, advertising and
other office exp€nses, and management and pro-
fessional fees (engineering studies and ap-
praisals fees) could easily increase, reducing net
income and placing the property at a further dis-
ad vantage with its competition.

The result is a considerable reduction in net
income, at least in the early years after a cure, and
if there is less net income to capitalize, there must
be lower ralue.

In the Shadyside case, all three factors came
into play: Management was forced to drastically re-
duce rents so old tenants would stay and new ten-
ants would move in; vacancies rose substantially
along with collection problems; expenses soared. In
considering the after value the only logical method
of capitalizing income seemed to be a discounted
cash flow analysis, since the picture would un-
doubtedlv improve over time. But how much time?
How long does it take for people to forget?

5. Financing Dit'ficulty Or lnaltility
The tendency for most lenders is to avoid contami
nated properties as if they had the bubonic plague.
This attitude is quite understandable since several
court decisions have held lenders liable for the cost
of cleaning up the contaminated properties which
were held due to foreclosure on defaulted mort-
gages, even though the lenders had nothing to do
with the contamination process and were onlv trv-
ing to protect their investment. So, why buy trou-
ble? It is much safer to eliminate the problem by
refusing to consider a contaminated property as se-
curity for a loan (sometimes even a cured property).

Consequently, the increased difficultv or inabil-
ity to secure mortgage financing creates great hard-
ship on a property owner trving to sell. After all,
the number of cash buyers is severely limited and
any prospective purchaser wilI heavily discount the
asking price if cash is used for payment. One possi-
ble solution is for the seller to provide financing for
the buyer, but this also presents a burden on the
ownership r,',hich is not generallv found in clean
properties.

At Shadyside, the ora'ner could not find anyone
who would have anything to do with the property.

G&A/
fbtal Income

5.0%
18.61,
75.3c/c

16.8q.
24.7vr

1,5.27c

Weight
(Data Set)

Net Income
Ratio

Number of
REITs

76
13
76
20
9

55%
51'/,
501,
651(
371,

919,

G&A
Expenses

14.27
54%X

7.7%
+ 15.27c

22.97,

Weighted
Average

27.21,

27.2Ea
x 72.97c

2.7%

- 7.6%

1Jq"

Sources: 'NAIOP

presence of an operating business component in
real estate investing. Although it appears that
REITs are less business intensive than RECs, differ-
ences in the nature of underlying assets in each
category could account for the 2.37n difference. The
cost of assets in RECs should be lower than REITs
as they generally represent work in process before
any developer's profit. REITs are comprised of fin-
ished products with a cost basis inclusive of any
developer's profit. These differences would also
carry through into differences with total capitaliza-
tion and revenues as nonoperating properties are
not yet Benerating income. Thus, the 2.3?o dilfer'
ence in G&A expenses is likely due to the nature of
underlying assets. This lends support to the idea
that REITs are iust as business intensive as RECs.

An interesting finding was made in scale econ-
omies. Although the size of the REIT in total assets
produced significant economies of scale in G&A
expenses, the reverse happened with advisory fees
when separated. In other words, real estate portfo-
lios appear to become relatively nrore portfolio-
management intensive the larger they become. This
lends support to the idea that each individual prop-
erty is a separate business unto itself requiring its

own unique strategic plan and business manate-
ment. As the portfolio increases in size, it resembles
a large conglomerate of businesses requiring more
sophistication and personnel to coordinate the
many functions of its many owned companies.

This study does not reveal that total G&A ex-
penditures have a significant affect on REIT pricing
discounts or premiums. The reasons for these price
differences relative to net asset values must lie
somewhere other than on the financial statements.
Anticipated growth, tenant mix, quality manage-
ment, inside ownership, conflicts of interest and
geographic focus are other variables not included in
this study n,hich may impact relative pricing. A
survev of real estate industry analysts on REIT
pricing was conducted by Elaine Vakalopoulos at
M.l.T. All respondents indicated that management
quality u.as a major consideration in REIT price
determinations.

Conclusion
There are two sources of business enhancement.
The first is at the property level where real estate
competes in the space market. Here propertv and
asset managers work to deliver superior products to
customers. Product differentiation through services
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The original mortgage balance was fairly well paid
down, and refinancing would have been quite help-
ful to the owner in handling all the increased ex-

penses during the extended rent-up time while
income was depressed. The prospective Purchaser
could not have secured a mortgage even if it was
wanted.

Occasionally some lenders will make loans on
contaminated proPerties or ProPerties which have

been cured or are in process of being cured, upon
terms more profitable to the lender and conse-
quently more onerous to the property owner, The
Iender agrees to assume the added risks of lending
on a contaminated property in exchange for some
added incentire. This may take one or more, or all,
of the following forms:

A. Reduced loan-to value ratio
B. Increased interest rate
C. Decreased loan term
D. Shortened call period
E. Extra fees and charges

Thus the financing of a contaminated ProPerty
is not an easy job and at times is impossible. Sub-
stantial loss in value is usuallv experienced by the
owners for this reason.

5. Business Distulrti:\l
In owner-occupied properties the loss of rental in-
come is usually not an aPProPriate consideration.
However, durrng the elimination of hazardous ma-
terials, substantial disruption mav occur to the
business conducted on the ProPertv. This can even
happen to cl!.an propertv that is Part of an enter-
prise which owns or leases another property which
becomes contaminated. A don,ino effect can occur.

7. Contiugtnt Liabilit| FLtreur
Both the Comprehensive Environmental Response,
Compensation and Liability Act of 1980 (CERCLA)
and the Superfund Amendments and Re-

authorization Act of 1986 (SARA) provide that anv
person in the chain of title to a contaminated ProP-
ertv is individually liable forever for hazardous ma-
terials removed from a property, regardle'ss of
u,here the materials are stored or disposed, or bv
whom they were removed. This contingent liabiliq/
cannot be eliminated, and forerer is a long, long
time! Some attornevs have commented that SARA
should have been namt'd RACHEL, standing for
Retroactive Act Claiming How Everybodys Liable.
This liability means that if hazardous material *'as
removed from a propertv and disposed of in a reg-
ulated landfill before vou bought the propertv, and
vears latt,r the landfill began to leak and the mate-
rials migrated to adiacent ProPerties, vou could be
helcl responsible for the entire cost to alleviate the
problem, plus damages. Although such problems
may seem remote, the possibility is very real, and
sophistic.-rted market particiP.lnts rvill insist upon

being compensated with a reduced sale price for
this added risk-

At Shadyside the property owner had no con-
trol over the disposal of the recovered Product or its
handling, either on or off the propertv In fact, he

did not know anything about the disposal. Yet, ac-

cording to the laui he is completely liable and can
never get out of this position.

8. lncreased Discount Rnte
In appraisal literature reward is always equated
with risk. If the risk is lor.ri so will be the reward.
However, as risk increases the reward must also
become greater to properly compensate for the
added risk. Reason would dictate that ProPerties
which are or were contaminated should provide
their owners u'ith a greater reward because risks
n,ere assumed (either voluntarily or involuntarily)
which are considerablv greater than those found in
uncontaminated properties. This means that the
discount or capitalization rate should be higher in
contaminated properties and in those which were
cured. And if the rate is higher, the ProPerty value
is lower.

In the case of Shadyside, the road back to prof-
itability will be long and arduous. The owner will
suffer from reduced hcome, high racancies, collec-
tion problems and extra heavy expenses. He may
occasionallv hare to fund the investment and will
probably be unable to secure any new financing. If
this kind of inestment does not deserve a higher
return, what does?

In considering the discounted cash flow anal-
ysis for the after value, a 10-vear forecast of income
and expenses was used which began on the date of
the spill. Fortunately, as previously noted, the
ou'ner kept very good records, and the increase in
racancies and expenses was documented on a

month-by-month basis. We knew what had oc-
curred for the first vear-and-a-half.

Our forecast predicted a further decline in in-
come and an increase in racancies and expenses for
an additional year, followed by a very gradual im-
provement over the remainder of the lO-year term,
er.entually returning to a situation similar to what
existed lust before the spill. After careful analysis,
an ending capitalization rate ol727c was chosen to
calculate the re\€rsion. For discounting each annual
net cash flow, a rate of 20% was selected for the first
vear. This rvas graduallv reduced, so that in year
six the rate nas 15% where it remained throughout
the balance of the analt'sis. This was lustified by
the assumption that each vear the picture would
improve someu'hat and the involuntarilv assumed
risk would diminish, thr.rs requiring less reward. ln
estimating the value of the additional land, t'e fore-
cast that the vah.re 10 years hence, on a per unit
basis, rvould be somen'hat Ereater than at the time

EXHIBIT B

lnfluences On Business Intensitv

Dependent Variable

Constant
Standard Error of Y Estimated
R Squared
Number of Observations
Degrees of Freedom

X Coefficient(s)
Standard Error of Coefficient
T:Statistics

r00.0%

t0.0%

LOo/o

0.lo/6

0.ovo

of 52 large private real estate portfolios in 1991 sur-
veyed asset management fees. A total of $732 bil-
lion of assets were represented by 52 pension plan
sponsors. Mean responses equaled 64 basis points
of current asset values. The average size of the pri-
vate portfolio is 9996.2 million while the average
size of REITs in the data set is 9134.4 million. The
results seem to indicate higher management costs
for larger portfolios. To test for the existence of any
scale diseconomies, the ratio of advisory fees to
total assets $,ere regressed a8ainst total assets and
total rer€nues. The tll'o independent variables ac-
count for onlv 28% of the variability in advisorv
fees, and thev are marginally significant around the
80% confidence interval. Howe\€r, positir€ cor-
relation coefficients do support the evidence of

Gmeral and Administrative Expenses as % of lbtal Assets

0.0321
0.0241
0.8324

58
A

REIT Dummy Total Assets
Revenues as %

of Total Assets

r Actual G&A as % of Total Assets 

- 
Hedonic Equation

0.1735
0.0126

13.79"t3

15 l7 !9 at 1, at a1 19 I J! JJ 57
16 l! a0 a2 aa 15 al J0 J? y J6 5t

diseconomies of scale in advisory fees. As the port-
folio grows, the intensity of portfolio management
grows. It should be mentioned that there may be
differences in management incentives given the size
of the portfolios. Stock incentives, not uncommon
in smaller companies, might occur more often in
REITs than h the larger private funds. Stock incen-
tives do not appear on the income statement.

Table 2 summarizes G&A expenditures for both
REITs and RECs. C&A expenses are dictated more
by the size of the portfolio than income or price.
With all three relative measures, REITs are shown
to be less business intensive than RECs.

The presence of a relatively tight fit of REIT
C&A expenses around a mean is indicative of the

0.0352
0.0070
5.0602

2.11E-08
6.48E-09

3.2580

7 a 6 a to u x t6 tt 202! 2a 26 2t IO,2,a
! 5 t 9 ll l, u l? p 2t l, 25 27 29 !t !t

RECs
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any scale economies. The study assumes general
and administrative expenses (G&A) are indicative
of the business operations intensity in each REIT.
No allowance is made for the quality of manage-
ment or its efficient implementation. Management
quality would require knowledge of participants
and practices not available in the data set. It would
also involve devising a series of qualitv rankings for
each REIT mana€ier which is beyond the scope of
this studv.

G&A expenses are compared across REITs and
RECs to answer two questions: 1) Are RECs more
management intensive than REITs? and 2) [s man-
agement intensitv related to pricing? From the data
set, total capitalization is consistent with total as-

sets net lon8-term liabilities. Overall, the average
ratio of the two is 0.993 which indicates the market
is efficiently pricing book equity in both REITs and
RECs. This varies slightly between the two with
1.051 for REITs and 0.892 for RECs.

Only t*'o financial statement variables were
found to be statistically significant in REIT pricing
variations: total assets and net earnings ratios. They
accounted for 30o/,, o( the variability about the
mean. fbtal assets are positivelv correlated indicat-
ing no price discounting for scale economies. Since
REITs are portfolios of properties, greater amounts
of diversification are likely to further reduce specific
risk. This r.r,ould reduce required returns and boost
prices. In other words, size is a proxy for risk. The
ratio of net earnings to total revenues is also pos-
itively correlated. This is intuitively correct as

higher percentages of net incomes should com-
mand higher price premiums. Of particular impor-
tance is the ratio of G&A expenses to total assets.
This variable is not statistically significant. It indi-
cates that the intensity of business management is
not significant h determining REIT price discounts
or premiums from the mean ratio of price to assets.
It does not, howevet address the quality of
management.

The pre'r,ious analvsis focused on REIT pricing
and the relative affects of business involvement. It
has shown relative insignificance in value-adding or
discounting given higher expenditures for business
involvement. [t has not demonstrated a need for
business involvement to maintain asset value or
short'n that real estate investing is as much an oper-
ating business as any other company. tn Exhibit B,
G&A expenses as a percent of total assets \\'ere
examined h relation to total assets and revenues to
determine the strength of the correlation bet$'een
REITs and RECs. It also revealed whether a signifi-
cant difference exists between REITs and RECs in
the amount of business inr.'oh,ement relative to total
assets. Regressing companv tvpe, size and relative
incomes to total assets reveals a strong correlation

to G&A expenses relative to total assets. The ac-
companyinS graph is in a logarithmic scale to ac-
centuate differences between actual and predicted
values.

All three independent variables are significant
at the 997c confidence interval, and they account for
over 83% of the variability in business intensity.
The first variable indicates a 3.5Vo difference be-
th€en REITS and RECs. As was previously men-
tioned, G&A expenses for REITs represent those
"belo*.the-line" for properties included within
them. Therefore, only a portion of the total G&A
expenses are reported in the data set.

Industry survevs published by the Institute of
Real Estate Management (IREM), the National As-
sociation of Industrial and Office Parks (NAIOP),
and Pannell Kerr Forster (PKI) provide a basis for
adjusting G&A expenses for a more accurate com-
parison. Table 1 combines industry averages of ad-
ministrative and management expenses with data
from the REIT data set- The 3.5% difference in
G&A expenses derived from the regression anal-
ysis appears to be someu,hat offset by the 7.2%
C&A expenses from "above-the-line" operations on
individual properties. Thus, it appears that REITs
are slightly less business-intensive than RECs by
about 2.3% of total assets.

The second independent variable, lbtal Assets,
indicates economies of scale exist in G&A expenses.
A strong negative correlation coefficient indicates
that administration "below-the-line" can be spread
amon€i assets more effectivelv as the size of the
portfolio increases. The third independent variable,
Revenues as a Percent of Total Assets, indicates a

strong positive correlation between the business in-
tensitv cash flow return to the portfolio. This does
not mean that spending more money on the busi-
ness lvould increase returns, iust that there is a
strong positive relationship between the two. This
is a prorerbial chicken and egg problem; are G&A
expenses higher because income is higher or is in-
come higher because G&A expenses are higher?
Both may be true to some extent since C&A ex-
penses are recognized as rariable in "above-the-
line" propertv operations while their scale econ-
omies display characteristics of fixed elements.

Fourteen REITs in the data set separately listed
advisory fees from other G&A expenses. Advisorv
fees represent management fees for the portfolio
similar to asset/portfolio management fees for pri-
vate investment funds. They averaged 46 basis
points as a percent of total assets and 124 basis
points as a percent of total capitalization. A study
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the contamination occurred. The future value was
discounted back to the effective date of the ap-
praisal. Our estimate of after value indicated that
the total loss in value to the property would be
about two-thirds of the before value.

9. Loss Of Mnrketability
Any property which is or $,as contaminated has
lost some of its former marketabilitv This is true
regardless of the type of contamination, because
the market always becomes thinner r.t,hen such
problems exist, and it becomes progressively
smaller as the hazards increase. In a situation
where the cost to cure the condition exceeds the
value of the cured property, it is no longer marketa-
ble and cannot be sold at any price or even Biven
awav And if a propertv is not marketable, it cer-
tainly cannot have a market value. Although the
loss in market ralue may be complete, the propertv
may still provide substantial utility to its owner and
thus provide a value-in-use n,hich may be quite
sizable.

As already mentioned, a serious prospective
purchaser dropped the Shadyside deal like a hot
potato once the extent of the problem was recog-
nized. This property has extreme problems, both
physical and financial, which lvill continue into the
foreseeable future. Mortgage financing cannot be
secured on the property. It appears the property
has lost all marketability for the near term and pos-
sibly for a very long period. The land for the addi-
tional 40 units can onlv be mowed and only adds to
the expenses.

We believe that these nine factors should be
considered in any assignment where the measure-
ment of contamination damages is the issue. While
it will be a rare case, hdeed, where all the factors
are involved, there won't be anv where some are
not important.

Postscript
It has been said (although certainly not by Murphy)
that e\erv cloud has a silver lining. It certainly did
in the case of Shadysidel A very satisfactory settle-
ment was arranged out of court in u,hich the owner
was paid the full before value of the property and
was able to keep the property. Although the credit
for such a favorable conclusion belongs to the
owner's legal counsel who handled the entire case
with considerable skill and expertise, we like to
think our careful research and analvsis also con-
tributed to the result.
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for implementing the reuse plan usually is identi-
fied. ln many instances the reuse plan provides a

basis for enacting zoning and other land use regula-
tions necessary to manage the site's redevelopment.

It is very important that the local reuse plan be
prepared concurrently with the EIS, or even before
the EIS. This will ensure that local reuse plans for
the property are evaluated in the EIS. In one of the
first bases closed under BRAC in 1988, an environ-
mental group contended that the final EIS did not
adequately address possible air quality impacts as-
sociated with the reuse plan adopted bv the re-
development organization. Subsequently, a lawsuit
was filed challenging the adequacy of the EIS. Al-
though the lawsuit, u'hich is still under litigation,
has not halted redevelopment efforts, some ob-
servers sav the lawsuit has created a sensc of uncer-
tainty which has delayed potential tenants from
acquiring property at the former base.

As noted earlier, any property determined to be
surplus to the needs of the Department of Defense
(DoD) will undergo a screening process prior to its
actual disposal. It is first screened by other DoD
agencies and federal departments to determine
whether there is a demonstrated need to keep the
property under federal control. At the same time,
under the terms of the McKinney Act, the property
is made available to organizations which provide
housing for the homeless. At those bases nhere a

substantial number of housing or dormitory type
rooms exist, efforts should be made early on to
work with local and regional organizations that pro-
vide shelter for the homeless. This will likely avoid
confrontations later in the redevelopment process
that could delay the reuse of the facilitv

Any property remaining after federal review is
made available to state and local governments.
These governmental organizations hare sereral op-
tions for obtaining property at a closed military
base. A commonly used approach involves the pub-
lic benefit convelance of property used for such
purposes as aviation, recreation, wildlife conserva-
tion, education, public health or historic preserva-
tion. While the property can be transferred at little
or no cost under this arrangement, there are usu-
ally specific deed restrictions regarding the prop-
ertv's use and future disposition.

Another approach that state and local govern-
ments can use to acquire surplus militarv property
is referred to as a negotiated sale. While property
under this approach has to be purchased at fair
market value, based on the findings of a profes-
sional appraisal, the property can be used or resold
without deed restrictions for a varietv of industrial,
commercial and residential uses.

Any remaining property is made available to
public and pri\ate organizations through either a

public auction or sealed bid sale. It is important to
recognize that while federal government operations
do not have to complv with municipal regulations,
any property disposed of in this manner is subject
to local land use controls such as zoning. Conse-
quently, the future use of the land acquired by pub-
Iic auction or sealed bid sale will most likely be
regulated by the local go\€rnment.

The actual disposition of property at a closed
military base may not occur (or a significant period
of time after the official closure of a facility. In fact,
to date very fen'properties hare actually been for-
mally transferred because of either financing, mar-
ket or environmental issues. In particular, the
environmental restoration requirements have made
the actual disposition of property more compli
cated. A recent precedent has been set at Pease AFB
in New Hampshire where 1,700 acres of land adja-
cent to a superfund site \^,ere transferred from the
federal government to the state designated develop-
ment authority via a 55-vear lease. A unique indem-
nification lani whereby the federal government
formally accepted responsibility for the site, was a

kev ingredient in this con\ewnce. However, the
federal government has bee.n unwilling to provide
this same level of indemnification of other bases.

During the interim period between closure and
disposal, the militarv department in charge of the
base will retain a caretaker organization to provide
securitv fire protection and overall mahtenance of
buildings and grounds. Recently, various locaU
regional reuse groups have been hired as
caretakers.

Relerrant Laws
There are a number of federal Iaws that impact the
redevelopment of former military installations.
While some of these laws applv specifically to the
federal property disposition process, others are part
of an increasing number of environmentally related
statues that impact many large public and private
development proiects.

As noted earlieq, the Defense Base Closure and
Realignment Act of 1990 requires compliance with
the provisions of the National Environmental Policy
Act (NEPA). Since the closure or realignment of a

militarv base is considered a significant action, an
EIS must be prepared. While the EIS process re-
quires a significant amount of time and can delay
the transfer of land from the federal government,
the EIS document usually provides real estate pro-
fessionals and derelopers with useful information
about a base. For example, an EIS can contah infor-
mation about the location of possible hazardous
waste sites and sensitive environmental areas, re-
gional traffic trends and data about important
social/economic factors.

lont-term interest rates, expected growth in rents,
perceived risks in the rental income and treatment
of real estate in the tax code. An exogenous change
in any of these factors could increase or decrease
the capitalization rate therebv rotating the ray clock-
wise or counter-clockwise respectively.

In the southh€st quadrant a curve of construc-
tion costs represents the relationship between
prices and new construction. Costs are assumed to
increase with increased building activit,v The slope
of this curve is determined by the elasticity of de-
mand for new construction. The southeast quad-
rant indicates the affect of new construction on the
long-run stock of space. The change in stock equals
new construction less losses due to depreciation
and scrappage. The ray emanating from the origin
is the rate of scrappage and determines what level
of construction is necessary to maintain an equilib-
rium stock of space. Exogenous changes in build-
ing materials or user space needs and tastes can
affect the rate of scrappage by extending or short-
ening physical and functional lives of buildings.
This would cause a rotation of the scrappage ray.

As previously mentioned, the two markets are
constantly adjusting and striving toward a long-
run equilibrium in the asset and space markets.
This is depicted by the dotted line in Exhibit A.
Changes in anv quadrant will have corresponding
changes in the other three quadrants in a counter-
clockwise direction until equilibrium is reached
once again. The two markets react simultaneously
to changes h either, and characteristics of both are
priced in the capital market.

Business Influeru:es On Tlw Mnrkets
Fundamental to anv economist's theory is the as-
sumption of rational behavioi. It means that given a

person's goals and knowledge, people take actions
likely to achieve the goals and avoid actions likely
to detract from those goals.s The prudent-man rule
is a similar concept adopted in the business com-
munity by institutions and fiduciaries. Implicit in
these concepts is to effectively manage investments
so they perform as expected. Economic theories do
not work unless people make rational decisions to
maximize returns, n'hether intrinsic or extrinsic,
and/or minimize risk.

Fiduciarv behavior is driren by the prudent
man rule. lt dictates that investment occurs only
when bought bv a prudent man of discretion and
intelligence, seeking reasonable income and preser-
vation of capital.r This describes the basic function
of monev managers. Thev buy and sell securities
based on their own portfolio risk and return re-
quirements. They have no direct involvement in the
businesses they invest. When investing in private-
market real estate, horl'e\€t investors and man-
agers are directlv involved in the operations of the

asset. Therefore, rational behavior in real estate in-
vesting dictates that effective business management
of real estate assets is necessary to achieve market
returns.

The presence of an operating business compo-
nent in portfolio investing is unique to real estate
because real estate straddles space and capital mar-
kets. lntangible business assets are present in the
space market and priced in the capital market. The
space market is no different from any other product
market where goods and services are sold to the
public. Planning, organizing and controlling is in-
volved to offer the best possible product at the low-
est cost to the most profitable market.

In the northeast quadrant of Exhibit A, the de-
mand curve represents how the demand for space
depends on rents, given the state of the economy.
Rent is a measure of the value placed on space by
tenants. The actual physical environment of the
space is one function of this value. Rent also pays
for services and amenities, management, benefits
of tenant agglomeration and other intangible en-
hancements such as the right address and the
on,ner's reputation or stability. Given this it follows
that management, in concert with the physical as-
set, plays an important role in determining market
rent. Therefore, there is a certain degree of human
element which influences the value of real estate.

Superior real estate management can facilitate
an atmosphere which is less sensitive to rent lerels
thereby making demand more elastic. This can re-
duce the downside risk of the asset by being better
able to maintain rents during periods of increasing
supply. In providing superior service to tenants,
relative to the competition, management can main-
tain or enhance ralue through intangible benefits to
tenants. Conversely, an asset could under perform
the market through incompetent management. If
an owner/manager fails to recognize the value ten-
ants place on space, he could lose this ralue by not
contributinS the intangible component.

Real estate management can also influence the
space market in the rate of scrappage depicted in
the southeast quadrant of Exhibit A. The rav ema-
nating from the origin represents the rate of depre-
ciation through physical deterioration and
functional obsolescence. Management's stratetic
planning and repositioning of existing real estate
can extend the economic life of an asset. This can
ha,e positive effects on existint assets in two ways.
First, it can make existing properties more profita-
ble through continued operation and second, it can
reduce additions to supply by decreasing the rate of
scraPPaSe.

What remains is determining how these intang-
ible assets in the space market are priced in the
capital market. As vr,ith any investment in a multi-
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Two Markets, One Business
Economists have noted that real estate markets are
two distinct but interrelated markets: the market
for real estate assets and the market for real estate
space. The former deals with real estate's role in a

diversified portfolio of investments in equities,
bonds, cash and real estate. Its price is determined
by investor demand to own real estate and the sup-
ply of appropriate real estate investment vehicles.
The latter deals with real estate as a consumer and
capital good and the demand to occupy space. As a

consumer good its rent is determined by household
demand to occupy housing and the supply of hous-
ing able to meet this demand. As a capital good
rent is determined by company demand for land
and capital factors of production needed to produce
goods and services and the available supply of land
and capital. This important distinction of the two
markets is the premise for separating the operating
characteristics from the pure investment charac-
teristics of real estate investments.

These two dynamic markets are constantly ad-
justing toward equilibrium. Changes in supply and
demand in the space market are repriced in the
capital market while changing prices relative to
construction costs in the capital market affect the

supply of space in the space market. DiPasquali
and Wheaton demonstrated the links between the
two markets in a four-quadrant model (Exhibit A).:
The capital market is graphically depicted on the
left, and the space market is graphica y depicted
on the right. The links occur at two junctions along
the Y axis: first, rent levels in the space market
determine demand for real assets, and second, con-
struction levels in the capital market determine sup-
ply in the space market.

ln the northeast quadrant, demand for space is
depicted as the relationship between rent levels and
the state of the economy. Movement along the curve
determines how much space would be demanded
given a particular rent level on the Y axis. The slope
of the curve depends on the elasticity of demand
and can change due to endogenous rariables, that
is, internal market changes in tastes, needs or oper-
ating leverage that could change market sensitivitv
to rent levels.

In the northrt'est quadrant a ray emanating
from the origin represents the relationship between
rents and prices in the capital market. It is the
ratio of rents to price, or the capitalization rate, and
its slope is generally determined by four factors:

Although the authority for the disposal of prop-
erty at closed and realigned military bases has been
deletated to the Secretary of Defense, the DoD
must comply with all regulations develoPed by
CSA under the Federal Property and Administra-
tive Services Act of 1949. Howevet many commu-
nities in the early rounds of recent base closures
have criticized various aspects of the 1949 Act. For
example, the act requires approval bv a congressio-
nal oversight committee for the transfer or sale of
any surplus federal property with a value in excess
of $100,000.

The Property and Administrative Services Act
also regulates the option of a community that ac-
quires surplus property under a ne8otiated sale to
resell property. Many redevelopment organizations
feel this requirement severely limits their ability to
transfer buildings and vacant property to a subse-
quent buyer that would create new emPloyment oP-
portunities. A number of reuse organizations have
indicated they would like the authority to acquire
property at a closed military base and then flip it to
a private business. Currently a so-called pass-
through sale is permitted only if a local or state
governmental agency acquires the ProPerty
through a negotiated sale and then makes substan-
tial improvements to the property after acquisition.
These improvements could involve such actions as

the construction of new sewer lines or the demoli-
tion of obsolete buildings. Because a significant in-
vestment was made to imProve the property after it
was acquired from the federal government, a Por-
tion of the property could be sold to a third parry

Manv local redevelopment organizations have
attempted to use real estate brokers in marketing
specific buildings and sites at closed bases. Federal
regulations, however, prohibit the payment of com-
missions by the federal government for the sale or
lease of federal property. These regulations do not
preclude the payment of commissions by some
other entitv. Recently, several local redevelopment
organizations have established a fund within their
agency to pav commissions to real estate brokers
that assist in the sale or lease of federal ProPerty at
a closed militarv base in their community. This ap-
proach is generally viewed as a "win-win" oppor-
tunity by both the local reuse organization and real
estate brokers, since marketing efforts are improved
while marketing costs are controlled. Howevet the
total proceeds from the sale or lease transaction
goes back to the federal government.

Development Opportunities
Despite the number of hurdles that must be over-
come, closed militarv bases offer real estate Profes-
sionals and their clients a number of interesting
development opportunities. For example, prior to
the actual disposal of property at a former militarv

facility, existing buildings that are no longer re-
quired for a specific military mission can be leased
to a private business. Ihe interim leases can even
be negotiated and implemented prior to the closure
of a base. At Chanute Air Force Base in Rantoul,
Illinois, a local window manufacturer leased a

building for a new production line in 1992, even
though the base was not scheduled to close until
September 1993.

Approval of an interim lease is a complex pro-
cess. The lease has to be reviewed by a number of
DoD officials and an environmental assessment
may be required. In some instances, where the level
of private sector use is extensive or the environmen-
tal impacts are se\€re, an EIS may also be required.
The requirement for an EIS, howevet could effec-
tively negate anv advantage of the interim lease.

To date, the interim lease process has had only
limited success. Some interim lease applications
have required more than a year to approve, which
is generallv too long a time period for most busi-
nesses. This lengthy approval process is primarily
due to delays in legal and environmt'ntal reviews.
Howevet recent legislative efforts have focused on
streamlining the interim lease process, with the
goal of reducing the maximum time for approval to
si-r months.

Interim leases have a number of factors which
Iimit their appeal to the private sector. First, under
the Federal Property and Administrative Services
Act, DoD can writL' these leases for a maximum
period of onlv one vear. ln addition, interim leases
usr.rally have a 30-day cancellation policy. Finally,
federal regulations prohibit the tenant from directly
purchasing the leased facility in the future. The
combination of these factors makes it difficult for
most private companies to justify investing in a

building they may not be able to occupv in the
longer term.

Anv business wishing to acquire propertv at a

closed military base must remember two important
points. First, a private business cannot negotiate
directly with the federal government to acquire
propertv. Second, while a private business can ac-
quire federal property directly through the bid or
auction process, it runs the risk of losing the prop-
ertv to a competing bidder

Hou,ever, other options are available. For exam-
ple, since a community reuse organization is con-
sidered a governmental entitv, it can acquire a

specific parcel at a closed base through a negotiated
sale or a protection and maintenance agreement.
This organization can then lease the property to a
private business with the option to buy. Since fed-
eral regulations prohibit pass through sales to limit
the possibility of the local organization making an

Exhibit A Real Estate: The Property and Asset Markets

fuset Market
Valuation

Rent $ Property Market:
Rent Determination

Price $ Stock (Sq.Ft.)

Assct Market:
Construction ons truc tron

Property Market:
Stock Adjustment

Source: DiPasquali and Wheaton

C
(Sq.Ft.)
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excess profit, it is likely the lease will have to re-
main in effect for three to five years. At the end of
this period, the reuse organization can sell the
property without paying a penalty to the federal
government.

Current Legislative Initiatives
In August 1993, Congress passed the Pryor
Amendment which is intended to streamline the
transfer of fitle of former military bases. Currently,
Department of Defense (DoD) officials are seeking
to write regulations to implement the new law.
While these regulations have not been finalized, the
following issues are being addressed.
r The potential for a less than fair market value

conr€vance of property and in certain cases, an
outritht gift of the property to a state or local
development authority.

I The potential for property transfer in phases, to
reflect market realitv and the ability of a commu-
nity to absorb the operating costs of the facility.

! The potential for a joint venture, recognizing that
the absorption and redevelopment of many for-
mer military installations may take 20-40 years.

The redevelopment of closed military installa-
tions represents an unique opportunity for individ-
uals involved in real estate development. To

capitalize on this opportunity, developers and
knowledgeable real estate professionals must work
quickly to clearly define what they can offer af-
fected communities. It is important to understand
this is not a typical real estate project. Creativity
and perseverance u,ill be'required to rederelop fa-
cilities at a closed military base. A successful devel-
oper must fullv understand both the laws and the
established procedures used in redeveloping close
military facilities.

THE
INTANGIBLE
BUSINESS
COMPONENT
OF
COMMERCIAL
REAL ESTAIE
INVESTMENTS

f ncreasingly, investors are re-examhhg commer-

I cial real estate both as an investment h an oper-
.l. ating business and in an asset class. This
scrutinizing has sparked a debate over the role of
real estate in a multi-asset portfolio and the impor-
tance of asset management to the success of an
investment in real estate. Commercial real estate
straddles two markets: the market for space and the
market for capital. The space market is a business,
subject to forces of supply and demand, which re-
quires a great deal of human capital to maintain its
fiscal well-being. Like any other business, invest-
ment real estate is an operation where products and
services (space and amenities) are created to satisfy
customers (tenants).

There is an increasing awareness of the real es-
tate industry's complexity and its multifaceted role
in the market. Of particular importance is a new
understandhg regarding the extent to which hu-
man capital is necessary to maintain the perfor-
mance of the investment. Property and asset
management are only now being appreciated as vi-
tal functions for maintaining and enhancing prop-
ertv value. Real estate is viewed as having
investment and operating characteristics which ren-
ders it both an asset class within the investment
world and a distinct business area within the real
economy.r Consequently, the role of the asset man-
ager is being redefined with a broader scope. To
some extent, this is the result of an emphasis on
strategic planning, market acceptance and long-
term growth for value enhancement.

This article identifies the intangible business
component of real estate investing, assesses its im-
portance and presents evidence of how it is priced
in the market. Commercial real estate markets are
examined along with how they are interrelated, and
a static economic model, devised by DiPasquali and
Wheaton, illustrates how markets reach equilib-
rium and the implicity of owner involvement and
business expertise. The model demonstrates graph-
ically where and how business management can
affect investment performance of the asset and the
implications on market equilibrium. Also the article
discusses the changing role of real estate manage-
ment and how value can be maintained and even
added through this property function, along with
evidence of pricing these intangible business assets
in the secondary real estate market. Operating par-
allels are drawn between real estate and other com-
panies using data from real estate investment trusts
(REIIs) and publicly-traded real estate companies
(RECs).

bnny G, Hall, MAI, is a real eslate consultant ifi Hou.ton,
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alternatives. Finally, many issuers lose control over
the process or fail to give the prolect adequate orga-
nizational commitment. Simply put, the securitiza-
tion process requires a maior commitment of time,
human resources and financial resources. Without
the commitment from key members of the organi-
zation, the effort will be terribly inefficient at best
and a disaster at worst.

Potential Of Commercial Securitization
The biggest spark to the commercial securitization
has been the RTC. In an effort to divest itself of the
mortgages and properties acquired from failed sav-
ings and loans, the RIC has made a big entrance
into the securitized commercial mortgage market.
The RTC has demonstrated that this process can be
a successful tool.

The potential for commercial securitization is
tremendous and yet remains largely untapped.
During the real estate boom of the 1980s, thousands
of commercial properties were constructed and fi-
nanced. These proiects are the opportunities of the
1990s. As Table 5 illustrates, there are enornous
dollar amounts of commercial mortgages out there
waiting for the market to catch up Civen the credit
crunch from more traditional financing sources,
sawv investors, financial conglomerates and insti-
tutions have warmed to commercial mortgage secu-
ritization.

TABLE 5

Potential of Commercial Securitization

. Estimated $800 billion of commercial mortgages
available for securitization

. RTC securities have paved the way for the
commercial securitization market

. Increased regulation forcing lenders to move
mortgages

. Em€rging roles of industrial - financial conglomerates
(i.e. General Electric)

. Stabilization of real estate market through long-term
capital over shorl-term high leverage financing

Conclusion

There are numerous opportunities for all sorts
of players. First and foremost, commercial securi-
tization is an important ner,r'financing source. It
can be used for new financing, which is quite
scarce at this time, or as a means of restructuring
and refinancing existing portfolios. Experts will be
needed to structure and manage the deals from
commercial securitization. This is a ground floor
opportunitv for lenders, investors, investment
bankers, accountants, lan'vers and consultants.

by S. Douglas Weil, CRE
and Richard J. Hindlian

VATUING
PARTNERSHIP
INTERESTS IN
REAL ESTATE
COMPANIES

f f ow interests in real estate partnerships are

l{ valued can result in signifi'cant savings for
I' I. gift or estate tax returns] Accordirg to I new
IRS ruling, Revenue Ruling 93-12, the percentage of
ownership should be considered in determining
value. Significant discounts can be taken because of
a lack of control. This is particularly true iI the
interest to be valued is not a controlling interest.

Traditionally, partnership interests in real estate
were valued by a simple and straightforward
method. A property (or a number of properties)
was appraised as if it was sold on the date of trans-
fer or death. If the Foperty was appraised at $5
million and the estate had a 107c interest, then the
value for estate tax purposes was $500,000. Federal
and state estate tax returns were prepared on that
basis. This method was applied even if the property
was not being sold immediately or if the deceased
had no control over the property.

The same technique has been traditionally used
for holdings in a private real estate fund or partner-
ship. For instance, if management of the fund val-
ued the net assets at 5100,000 per unit and the
estate owned 5 units, the interest in the fund or
partnership was valued at $500,000 for estate tax
purposes.

The problem with both these valuations is that
the estate's interest in the two examples could not
be sold for $500,000, since a ready market does not
exist for units in private partnerships or in minority,
non-controlling interests in specific properties.

The IRS, in Revenue Ruling 93-12, now appears
to understand this dilemma. The ruling recognizes
the need for considering minority interest discounts
in the transfer of closely held stock of a corporation
with respect to gift tax valuation. Acting as repre-
sentatives, we have seen the same reasoning ap-
plied to appraisals of interests in real estate
partnerships. It also has been accepted by the IRS
with respect to estate tax returns.

A major difference in valuing a non controlling
interest in real estate versus a controlling one, is
that the building probably will not be sold in the
near future. Frequently there is a low tax basis. The
low tax basis means that a significant part of the
proceeds of any sale above the existing mortgage
balance r.r'ould be subject to income tax and the tax
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TABLE 1

ABC Property Partnership
Value Based on Cash FIow Capitalization

10% Partnership
Property Cash Flow Cap Rate Value Interest Value

TABLE 3

ABC Property Partnership
Value Based on Discounted Cash Flow
Minority Valuation Discounted for Liquidity

actual condition of the data, it is important to com-
plete a frank assessment and structure the timing
accordingly in the preliminary planning phase.

The next step in the process is to evaluate alter-
natives. The structure of the deal should follow the
economics of the deal. Careful consideration should
be given to several structural possibilities which
best fit the economics. After tentatively selecting an
altemative, a first cut evaluation of the economic,
accounting and tax consequences should be com-
pleted. Will the deal work based on the assump-
tions and proiections? Some reconsideration of
other alternatives may be necessary if the first cut
results are unacceptable. Sereral iterations may ulti-
mately be necessary.

At the same time that evaluations are being
done, the due diligence should begin. The data
should be assembled and organized for the due
diligence team. The due diligence team will want to
see all documentation relating to the deal, so it
knows the deal structure reflects the reality. The
due diligence should begin at this point even
though the deal has not been finalized. Due to the
amount of u,ork to be completed h the due dili-
gence phase, it is usually worth the risk to begin
early so this task is completed on time.

Finally, the due diligence is completed and a

final structure selected. At this point, the issuer
must set the final timing and pricing of the proiect,
considering the effects of market and interest rate
changes. This is the point of no return for the is-
suer as the ultimate golno go decision must now be
made. The instruments then are distributed and
sold to the investors.

Subsequent to the issuance of an instrument,
there is onSoing administration and support re-
quired. This is important, but fairly mundane, con-
sisting of collecting principal and interest from the
underlying borrowers, distributing funds to the in-
vestors and complying with reporting
requirements.

Credit Enhancement
Given the current condition of the real estate mar-
kets and economv as a whole, one of the kev cur-
rent topics in the securitization process is credit
enhancement. Simply put, many mortgage pools
are not strong enough to support a securitized in-
strument on their o$,n. Credit enhancement tech-
niques add to the strength of the instrument (see
Table 3). The most common example is ore r-
collateralization, meaning that the amount of collat-
eral exceeds the amount of the bonds. This offers
protection against defaults of the underlving mort-
gages. Another technique is that the borro*'er may
be required to submit a line of credit or hold cash in
reserve to cover cash shortfalls. A suretv bond may
be purchased from an independent partv to cover

all or part of the amounts to be paid that may be
defaulted. Mortgage insurance is similar in that an
insurance premium insures against defaulted
payment.

TABLE 3

Credit Enhancement

Guarantees offer similar enhancement. Loan
substitution and repurchase are less common situa-
tions. When this happens a bad loan is removed
from the portfolio and replaced by another. Finally,
certain classes may be subordhated, which
strengthens the more senior classes. All these tech-
niques bolster the credit worthiness of the instru-
ment and make the instrument more appealing to
the investment communitv.

Problems And Pitfalls
Certain problems and pitfalls have been encoun-
tered in the securitization process that can turn a
potentially strong transaction into a costly failure
(see Table 4).

TABLE 4

Problems & Pitfalls

. Unrealistic expectations

. Poorly defined obiectives

. Structure myopia

. Lack of issuer control / weak organizational
commitment

First, many issuers have unrealistic expecta-
tions: securitization is not a cure-all. Second, poorly
defined objectives probably will cause the securitiz-
ation process to fail. Many issuers do not know
why they are pursuing securitization or what re-
sults to expect. It is difficult to find the destination
when you don't know where you are going. Many
issuers also suffer from strucfural myopia. There is
a tendencv to fixate on one alternative without suf-
ficiently analyzing key attributes and other possible

A
B
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$2s,000
$15,000
$10,000

Ea.sss

s250,000
$136,364
$ 83,333

$25,000
$13,636
$ 8,333

$46,969

10v,
Interest

101(
t7c/"
1,2./(

Dis.ounted
Property Value

Liquidity
Discount 259.

hrtnerchip
lnterest
Value

s169 697

payable may well exceed the cash realized from the
sale. This often occurs when a previously refi-
nanced property is sold. Such a situation eliminates
much of the incentive for the remaining partners to
sell. This is particularlv true for many older family
real estate partnerships and may well be true for
properties controlled by the new up-REITS which
have become so popular during the last 12 months.

There are two other factors to consider, partic-
ularly for portfolios comprised of older properties:
(1) the buildings may have non conforming uses
because of zoning changes, and (2) there may be a

significant need for capital improvements to make
the buildings salable in todqr/s market. These fac-
tors need to be considered when selecting capitaliz-
ation rates for the net operating income to arri\e at
a reasonable gross value for the entire property.
From that amount discounts are applied for a mi-
noritv interest and for anv needed capital
improvements.

Therefore, in valuing non controlling interests,
we hat,e used discount rates of 10% to 25% of the
cash flow depending on the quality of the real es-
tate involved. Ijc determine current value, we have
assumed that none of the properties in the portfolio
would be sold for 10 vears and we have deducted
the cost for needed capital improvements.

TABLE 2

ABC Property Partnership
Value Based on Discounted Cash Flow
(and after deducting future capital expense
and partnership costs)

Ten-Year Discount
Property Cash Flow Rate

10% Partne$hip
Value Interest Value

$ 74 500

9431,400

s77 ,723
$ 9,645

$,5.qqq
s32,456

A
B
C

9228,300
s128,500

922,830
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$ 7,4s0

$43,140
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. Overcollateralization

. Cash reserves

. Letter of cr€dit

. Surety bonds

. Mortgage insurance

. Guaranlees

. Loan substitution/repurchase

. Subordinated position

Once the property and/or portfolio is ralued, an
additional discount of ?5% -35% was taken due to
the ownership of a minority interest. This discount
was applied knor.r,ing that a market does not exist
for non controlling partnership interests. Publicly-
traded partnership interests and other partnerships
generallv trade for a discount of at least 25% to 50%
of a pro rata value of the net assets, and this pro-
vides a comparable value example.

The impact of these discounts are shor.t,n in Ta-
bles 1, 2 and 3 which indicate valuation based on
capitalizing first year cash flow, discounting cash
flor.r' after deductions for capital expenses and arriv-
ing at valuation based on a minority interest. As
shown in Tables 1, 2 and 3, the impact of these
discounts is to reduce the ralue of portfolio interest
r.r,hich might be valued initially at $47,000 to
$32,000. This methodology has resulted in consid-
erable tax savings for estates.

Such discounts are defensible because a pur-
chaser of a partnership minority interest has no
control over the underlving assets. This is partic-
ularly true for closely held family partnerships. It is
very difficult to sell partial interests to non family
members even with deep discounts. Experience
teaches that most third party investors have no in-
terest in buying into such situations at any price.

The IRS has recognized some of these con-
straints on value in Ruling 93-12. The constraints on
value are based on an IRS policv reversal which
makes available a discount for a non marketable
minority interest in a corporation that owns real
estate evon when the ma,ority interest is owned by
other familv members. Discounts hare been ac-
cepted by the IRS due to the non marketable and
illiquid nature of the minoritv interest being val-
ued. Such discounts represent a rerersal of a long-
standing IRS policy which has been frequently liti-
gated with taxpavers who believed otherwise.
These cases rtere receired bv the courts n'ith mixed



1

2
3
4
Total

Gross Receipts as a

% of Bond Amount
Bond Amount as a
? of Book Balance
Bond Amount as a
7. of DIV
Gross Receipts as a
% of Book Balance
Gross Receipts as a
% o( DIV

$114,000,000
5 43,000,000
s.18,000,000
5 20,000,000
$225,000,000

100.0000%
96.5625C.
91.68751.
89.1250q,

$114,000,000
$ {1,s21,875
s,15,450,000
9 r7,825,000
s218 ,795 ,87s

from the coupon rate if the price is greater than
100%. In the case of the RTC Mortgage Trust 1993-

N1, the discount (the difference between the face
amount of the bonds and the purchase price, repre-
sented as a % by price) increases as the class gets
higher. Thus, it can be said that the coupon rate of
the Class 4 bonds is not iustified according to the
rating, and the market makes an ad,ustment to
price to bring the yield in line with the risk.

TABLE 2.3

Bond Receipts As A 7c Of Book Balance

Class
Bond

Amount Price
Gross

Re(eipts

There are many ways to illustrate the actual process
of securitization. The most basic elements to begin
the securitization process are the borrower, the in-
vestot collateral and an intermediary. The borrower
is the developer or financial institution that is look-
ing to collateralize the mortgages and raise capital
or restructure a portfolio. The investor is the party
that will ultimately provide the funds to the bor-
rower, acting as the lender. The collateral consists of
mort8ages or properties. A successful securitization
would require seasoned and/or stabilized products.
Securitization of properties or new mortgages on
properties is referred to as primary securitization,
while a transaction involving existing mortgages is
referred to as secondary securitization. An invest-
ment banker is typically used to bring all the par-
ties togethet coordinating the efforts of the
underwriting and documentation processes, devel-
oping a proper structure, closing the transaction
and marketing and distributing the product.

From the issuer'-s perspective, the first and
probably most important step is preliminarv plan-
ning. At this stage there are three kev steps: estab-
lish objectives, identi(y collateral and inventory the
type and quality of data. It is critical for the issuer
to know why it wants to pursue securitization. Like
any business endeavor, without clearlv defined ob-
jectives the proiect is likely to drift aimlessly, which
is inefficient and quite expensive. By establishing
objectives, all the necessary people, from top man-
agement down, will be focused in the same direc-
tion.

Second, the issuer needs to tentatively identify
the collateral to be securitized. Certain collateral
characteristics may lend themselves to a particular
structure, pricing strategy or marketing approach.
If the collateral has not been identified, drifting is
likelv once again. The third step in the preliminary
planning stage is assessing thc. data. Are the files
complete and nell or6;anized? Are thev readilv ac-
cessible? Are the necessary personnel available to
get through the due diligence and documentation
processes? Most issuers are not honest with them-
selves. The qualitv and al'ailabilitv of data is clearlv
important to the securitization process. The most
obvious impact is on the timing of the project. The
underwriting will take longer if the files are poor
and time means monev. Someone will have to
gather ,.rll the information ancl gain a certain com-
fort level n'ith the information. The costs of having
emplovees finish this task is acceptable if they have
the time and abilitv Howevet if the condition of the
files is overestimated, attornevs and accountants
may- be spending the time to gather missing infor-
mation and reconstructing poorly organized infor-
mation at significant billing rates. Regardless of the

results, r.r'ith the taxpayer or the IRS favored on this
lssue.

However, Re,venue Ruling 93-12 does not ad-
dress many other issues which can materially affect
valuation bf a minority interest. For exarilple, a
swing Vote control premium mav exist in certain
cases. In a swing vote, an individual partner's i,ote
may decide r.r,hich group of partners is the majority
under a majoritv control partnership agreement.
Othertimes, local law. fiduciarv duties owed bv the
majority to the minoritv mav exist under certain
state laws, and the valuation of a minority interest
may increase when there is a creeping control pur-
chase program in effect bv certain other olvners
who want to obtain control of the partnership so it
will take certain actions. Lastly, the raluation of a
minority interest when ownership by three part-
ners is other than one-third each (the Iimited fac-
tual case covered bv Revenue Ruling 93-12), mav be
viewed differently by the courts. Manv factors can
affect the raluati'on and professional inalvsis and
advice is essential.

97.2437.

36.474C.

74.23r%

35.4107.

72.1557,

Investor Structure
The organizational structure of a tvpical RTC secu-
ritization includes large financial investors and a

servicer. In the RTC Mortgage Trust 1993-N2 trans-
action, the Wilmington Trust Company was the
owner trustee, and the bond trustee was the Bank
of America National Trust and Savings Association.

The Investors Limited Partnership held a 49%

Class A share, while the RTC held a 517" Class B

share. The Class A share is broken down further
between limited partners and p;eneral partners. In
this example, the investors as limited partners held
a 98% stake h the non-RTC share with the p;eneral
partnership holding the remaining 2%. This gen-
eral partnership is comprised of equal ou'nership
among Aldrich, Eastman & Waltch, L.P, J.E. Rob-
erts Companv, and Secured Capital Corp. and a 17
ownership stake held by a management corporation
which is equallv ou,ned by the three. These' groups
handle the servicinB of the trust, including servic-
ing fees, disposition fees and distributions under a

servicing agreement between the ort'ner trustee, the
investors limited partnership and the management
limited partnership.

Securitization Process
Regardless of the structure enrploved, certain fun-
damentals of the securitization process will appty.

10 Rr,.rr Esr.rrc lssues April1994 Valuing Partnership Interests in Real Estate Companies 35
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relatively easy and
fectilely crowded
securitization.

cheap alternatives that ef-
out commercial mortgage

the first classes will have an investment of consid-
erably shorter duration than subsequent classes.
This is an important feature of the multi-class struc-
ture shce some investors need an investment with
a relativelv short maturitv while others look for a

longer term investment.

TABLE 2

Secu ri tization Structures

. Whole loans

. Farticipation certif icates

. Single-class securities

. Fast pay/slow pay multi-(lass structure

' Senior/subordinated multi-class struclure
. Zero coupon security (class)

. Participating security (class)

. Hybrid

Seniorlsubordinnted nulti-cllss structures
One specific example of a multi-class investment is
the senior/subordinate'd multi-class structure. ln
this structure, the senior class has first prioritv for
repayment of interest. If done properly, this struc-
ture should allow the senior class to be rated as a
suitable investment vehicle by the rating agencies.
The subordinate class boosts the overall collateraliz-
ation of the structure, which strengthens the senior
class instrument. The subordinated class, because it
is second in line, is usually not investment Brade,
but can be attractive to biB investors seeking a

higher interest rate and willing to accept greater
risk.

Another example of a multi-class structure in-
volves strips of investments. This is a modified
multiclass structure. Each class receives a desig-
nated portion of the underlving cash flow. For ex-
ample, Class A might receire 60%, Class B 30%
and Class C 10% of principal received until the class
is paid off. Assuming that the classes have rela-
tively equal original balances, Class A will pay off
much faster than the other classes, which offers
several options for the investor. One specific strip
structure commonly used is the interest only/
principal onlv (IO/PO) strip This is a two class
structure u'here, as the name implies, all interest
received flon's to one class u'hile all principal re-
ceived flon's to the other class. Clearlv, the principal
class would be much larger than the interest class.
As one might guess, the structural possibilities are
numerous, Iimited to the creativitv of the deal
structure and what the market finds attractive.

Typicallv all classes in a multi-class structure
are paid interest currentl)'. Ho\^'ever, one variation is

be sold only if the prices bid are higher than the
minimum bid specified by the owner. It is not nec-
essary for the owner to notify the bidders of the
required minimum. If bidding fails to reach the
minimum, sellers often approach the highest bid-
der and offer the property at the minimum bid
price.

Confirnntion by the Seller Auction hlso called Re-

senre) Properties at this auction are sold only if the
highest bidder has reached or surpassed the reserve
amount specified by the owner. The resen€ is not
necessarily communicated until the bidding is com-
pleted. To make the reserve auction more popular,
an incentive can be offered to compensate the high
bidder if the seller rejects that bid. Auction promo-
tional materials which do not specify the type of
auction usually are reserve auctions.

Auctions Can Be Described By Their Rules Of
Bidding
Public Auction: Buyers 8et together in a room and
bid against each other until someone wins. This is
the most common form of auction.

Sealed Bitl Auction: Bids are mailed h; the buyer
is notified bv return mail of his high bid.

Sltst Bid Auction: Buyers bring secret bids to the
auction site u'here the auctioneer announces the
winnhg bid.

Negltiat{d Sales; Written and telephone offers
are taken by the auctioneer before the auction date.
The highest offer is accepted on the auction date.

The sale price at an auction is known bv two
other names: knockdown price, because at the con-
clusion of the sale the auctioneer's hammer is
knocked down; and strike price, because at the con-
clusion of the sale the item is struck from the auc-
tioneer's list.

Who Holds Auctions?
The easy answer to this question is the auction
companies. These companies provide important
sen,ices to the property orl,ner before, during and
after the auction. A reputable auction companv r,l'ill
have marketing strength, an understanding of real
estate auctions and the local real estate market, the
ability to provide financial and legal services (pre
and post auction), proven attention to auction day
details and a sensitivitv to buvers vvho are unfamil-
iar ra,ith auctions. The auction companv pavs all
promotion and advertising expenses and has fees
similar to those of real estate brokers.

It is the property owner who provides the auc-
tion company with the prodnct to sell. The reasons
the owner is selling the propertv and the property
itself determine whether an auction is the best n'av
to part r{'ith the propertv

In addition to private property owners, devel-
opers, probate, estate and tax sales, there are many
government agencies with real estate to sell at
auction.

t The Resolution Trust Corqratiln (RTC): The RTC
holds a broad array of properties hcluding va-
cant land, industrial parks, single family homes
and apartment buildings. The RTC holds prop-
erty that has been collected from liquidated fi-
nancial institutions, such as banks- Good buys
are available on many of the RTC properties.

t Tlu Federal Delnsit Insurance Corltoration (FDIC):

The FDIC also has a broad array of properties,
since a failed financial institution's assets will go
to either the FDIC or RTC, depending upon the
legal circumstances.

t Fannie Mae nnd Freddie Mac: Primarilv single fam-
ily homes are held by these agencies. Some good
deals are available, but unlike the RTC, these
agencies are not under the same pressure to sell.

. DEnrtmai of Housing and Urhan Da'elopment
(HUD): Lower class housing is HUD's specialty.
Good buys are available for investors to pur-
chase, fix up and resell.

. D4nrtnent of Veterans Affairs: These properties
are slightly worse than HUD properties. Cood
deals are available, but be prepared for extensive
renovation.

. Generul Sen ices Adnfiistration: This agency en-
compasses a hodgepodge of properties and
services.

I Farr rrs Htnrc Adnrinistration (FH,4): The FHA has
some Sreat deals if vou are persistent. However,
in order to effectively utilize their services, vou
probablv will have to move to the country.

t Bureau of Lnnd Managemenl: This agency is strictly
for the adventurous who want to capitalize on
the federal government's urge to give away odd
land at $5 an acre or less.

Why Are These Auctions Held?
Property is sold through auctions to accomplish in-
ventory clearing with expediency. lnventory can
consist of just one single family home, a condomin-
ium complex, five shopping centers, or any other
combination of REO (real estate owned).

Anv owner of propertv can particrpate (sell) in
an auction. Anv potential purchaser of real estate
can participate (buy) in an auction. Some properties
do not lend themselves to auction sales, and some
buyers should not use auctions as a medium for
property purchases. Sellers should avoid auctions if
their propertv cannot be offered in the stan-
dardized, pre-established package that auctions
provide, or if thev are unable to accept not control-
ling the propertv's sale price.

TABLE 1

Commercial vs. Residential

Residential Commercial

. Guaranteed by US
Govemment (FNMA,
THLMC, GNMA)

. Standardization of
underwriting &
documentation

. Wealth of lonB-t€rm
performance data to
assist slatistical analysis

. Existence of generally
accepted rating models

. Not generally guaranteed

. No established standards

. Easy money readily
available in 1980s

. Dearth of dependable,
long-term performance
data

. First ratin8 models
introduced in November
1984 with limited
applications.

. "Hard mone/' ignored in
favor of more readily
available funding in
1980s.

. Advent of credit crunch
in 1989 has brought
drastic change in real
estate capital mark€ts.

. Advent of credit crunch
in 19E9 brought drastic
change in r€al estate
capital markets.

The glory days of commercial real estate have
been over for quite some time. The savings and
loan crisis, an overbuilt market and new go\ern-
ment retulation (specifically FIRREA) brought a

drastic change in lending poliry, drying up the
credit which was readily available onlv a few years
earlier. Lenders became focused on cleaninpl up ex-
isting messes rather than extending credit. The re-
covery of traditional lending activity will continue
to be extremely slow. Because of this, a window has
opened to commercial securitization.

Securitization Structures
Securitization is the process of dividing or segment-
ing the cash flow associated with a group of dis-
crete assets into new cash flow streams or classes of
particular interests to certain investors. Securitiza-
tion can be accomplished through single class or
multiclass structures (See Table 2).

ln a single class instrument, all investors are
treated identically. This is a verv simple structure.
In a multiple class instrument, investors are able to
choose one of several classes, which are given dif-
ferent preferences. Instruments anywhere between
2-8 classes and larger are possible. Typically, all
classes are paid interest currentlv while all principal
goes to the first class until repaid in full. Obviousll',

8 REAr Esr,rrE IssLtEs April7994 Real Estate Auctions: The Nerv Method To Sell Real Estate



Auctions are primarily used for properties
which:

a. must be sold (forced liquidations or the
owner just cannot afford to spend any more for
carrying costs).

b. are unique and desirable (prospects bid
against each other, raising the strike price).

c. are built specifically to sell at auction. The
auction medium is often used by developers.

Auctions are held because they provide advan-
tages to the seller.

r Auctions are the fastest method of converting
real property into cash. The advantages of
speedv sales are:

a. Carrying costs, such as interest and mahte-
nance charges, can amount to more than 30%
of an unsold property's value each year; time is
important in real estate transactions.

b. When property values are failing, an auction
sale is likely to be much more profitable than an
individual broker sale at some unspecified time
in the future.
c. Where speed is desirable, propertv involved
in divorces, settlement of wills and other legal
commitments can be auctioned adrantageously.

r Property is sold as is at auctions; the seller is not
liable for unknown problems with the property
once the sale is completed.

I Auctions permit the property owner to knou, that
on a certain date his property will be sold.

r Auctions create interest in the area; nearbv prop-
erties often n'ill sell once the auction sales are
completed.

! Auction attenders must provide registration infor-
mation about themselves; this provides a list of
prospects for the real estate owner and/or broker
after the auction is concluded.

t Auctions can be used as a valuation tool.
a. When propertv prices are uncertain (such as
in a new residential derelopment in an area
undergoing rehabilitation), an auction of some
properties in the development can help the
owner determine realistic prices for the remain-
ing properties.
b. Property that has remained unsold for a

long period of time can either be sold or at least
reralued by placing it at auction. This is useful
for brokers trying to convince cli€nts that their
listing price is much too high.

r Auctions create a sense of ur6;encv; buyers can-
not go home to think it o\er or iust r,',ait patiently
for the price to fall.

t Auctions freeze out nearbv properties; buvers
tend to revieiv the properties to bt auctioned be-
fore thev will make anv other buving decision.
Often, buvcrs u'ill wait until after the auction is

completed before considering any real estate
purchases.

While there are some difficulties with auctions,
their popularity continues to grow.
r Since buyers usually have to pay cash for prop-

erty purchased at auction, they must often pro-
cure financing in adrance of the auction date.

r Auction companies charge a fee. The auctioneer
also gets a typical settlement fee of 1% or 2 % if
no one reaches the minimum bid.

r The sales price is not controlled by the seller but
by the buyer.

r Auctions can harbor dishonesty. Before the auc-
tion, be sure to check the track record of the
auction company,

Psychological lii&s
At an auction, the seller has numerous advantages.
In order for the auction buyer to compete suc-
cessfully with the auctioneeL who is appointed by
the sellet, the buyer needs his own bag of auction
tricks. The kind of buyers who should not attend
auctions are those who will not take the precautions
described here. Buyers of auction property can un-
cover bargains, but in order to improve the odds for
success as an auction buyer, the follou'ing precau-
tions are strongly recommended:
t Always know the real estate value of what you

are buying.
I Never get auction fever.

a. Take a break from the auction when you re-
alize you are afraid to take a break because you
might miss something.
b. Take a break from the auction when you for-
get to look at the index card in your hand that
shows your maximum bid.
c. Take a break from the auction when you be-
gin to feel lighrheaded or when vou realize you
are staring at the auctioneer and nothing else.

! Alwavs inspect the propertv before the auction.
r Always read the conditions of sale before attend-

ing an auction.
! Never forget that an auctioneer is a salesman,

and he has something to sell you. The auctioneer
lvill use evervthing in his power for vou to make
a higher bid.

There are techniques to counteract the practiced
expertise of the auctioneer

a. Counter the auctioneer's enthusiasm.
b. Make a few verv low bids. It throws off the
auctioneer's timing and slows down the auction.

c. Set vour limit. Write vour limit down and do
not bid past it.

Be r+'arned: It is verv easv to catch auction fever.
Those people n'ho think piychological tricks are

COMMERCIAL
MORTGAGE
SECURITIZATION-
AN OVERVIEW

by Harold W. "Skip" Perry, Jr., CRE

Ffl he securihzation of residential mortgages dur-
I ing the late 1970s and 1980s has been very
I successfuland lucrative for the entire industry.

Securitization allowed lenders to maximize loan ac-
tivity by effectively and quickly recycling funds
available to loan. Collateralized residential mort-
gages became one of Wall Street's shining stars of
the 1980s and continue to be an important vehicle in
the 1990s. Non, it appears the era has begun for
commercial mortgage securitization.

Although the general concepts between resi-
dential and commercial mortgage securitization are
somewhat similaq, there are several key structural
differences that have caused commercial securitiza-
tion to stumble for over a decade, while residential
securitization has been incredibly successful.

Residential vs. Commercial Securitization
Table t highlights the differences between commer-
cial and residential securitization. First, the U.S.
government established programs to promote and
encourate home ownership through guarantees
and special loan programs. Guaranteed repayment
of principal and interest by governmental and
quasi-governmental agencies like Fannie Mae, Fred-
die Mac and Ginnie Mae is a verv attractite attrib-
ute of residential mortgages in the secondary
mortgage market. There is no equivalent for com-
mercial mortgages.

Second, most residential mortgages are written
ushg standard underwriting and documentation.
This facilitates packaging into securitized structures
and also eases the ability to forecast performance
based on past performance of similar assets. Sim-
ilarlv home mortgages tend to be in a relatively
small dollar range, $25,000 to $500,000, while com-
mercial mortgages can range from under $100,000
for a small commercial building to several hundred
million dollars for a major office building. It is ob-
vious whv standardization of commercial mort-
gages would be difficult given these parameters
and whv development of generallv accepted rating
models also has been difficult. The rating models in
place during the 1980s imposed a very strict and
unwieldy process that was unworkable given the
rapid financing changes prevalent in the mid-1980s
commercial real estate boom. During the 1980s,
there vr,as no reason to struggle with commercial
securitization since so many other capital sources
were readilv available. These other sources were

Hfiold "Skip" Perry Ir., CRE is o ltinirql ol Keflneth lzvn-
thal & Compny's Chkago fficc- Hc l]6s teet im'oh,cd irr
KLt Co\ aclitilil\ h the securit.ation area. Perry has been
inol?ld it lu,o mator goLd bankltad ba,rk structures u'hich
uvre lo bc ral?d lransaclions. He also haa uoiad on iumerous
olllq lrut*atlions. Perry holds lhe CRE Desigtlation fron Thc
Coutlselors of Real Estale.
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value signals that downtown continues to be a via-
ble location for office space, and the demise of
downtown is not imminent.

To the extent that the Jacksonville results are
representative - and the review here of the relevant
economic factors suggests that they should be-
there are significant implications for raluing office
buildings. Specifically, one should expect the rates
of capitalization appropriate to the various classes
of office buildings to differ significantly; large
downtown buildings would have the lowest rates,
and isolated suburban offices would hare the
highest.

The results have more general implications for
downtown development efforts of cities. Some
office-based firms need or desire a downtown pres-
ence because of either face-to-face contact needs or
as an image to the local market. Efforts to attract
those firms should be a focus of economic develop-
ment programs. To expand the number of firms
choosing downtorvn locations, cities expand the
amenities available to firms and their employees lo-
cated downtown.(rs.7) Given the social and fiscal
problems confronting cities, it is difficult to address
major needs such as improving infrastructure. But
efforts to attract health clubs, child care, restau-
rants, entertainment and shoppint services (lhlan-
feldt and Raper use the example of Underground
Atlanta), some of which are available in suburban
office parks, mav make the downtor.r,n more attrac-
tive as an office location. While further research is
required to detern.rine the potential size of the
downtown office market, it appears that down-
towns continue to have a unique role. Despite the
continuing evolution of urban form, the decisions
made by real estate inr€stors and office tenants
indicate the importance of a center to the metro-
politan area for office activity.

NOTE
I. Any differen e betH'een quoted and effecti\e rental rates should

be dominated bl,gror,\'th in the olerall levcl of rental rates. Note
that onlv lariation in the ratio of effectirc to quoted rental rates
is ol concem here, As the time intenal examined increases, this
variation is increasinglv bounded relati\e to lhe (^crall magni-
tude of change.
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unnecessary will likely be the very people who
need them the most.

Before The Auction - Buye/s Viewpoint
To ensure a successful auction experience, the
buyer must take action before the auction. Using
the psychological tricks, described here, requires
advance planning. Before the auction date the
buyer must complete a property inspection so the
property can be valued correctly and the maximum
bid determined. It is not possible to accurately
choose a maximum amount to bid without seeing
the propert,v

It is prudent to hire a certified property inspec-
tor to accurately value the properties in which you
are interested. Before hiring the property inspector,
inspect the properties yourself. Eliminate properties
which do not meet your needs; this decreases the
number of properties you pay the inspector to
review.

Examine the property at its least advantageous
times of day, e.g" when residents are home from
work. How much parking is available? Does the
neighborhood appear safe?

Observe the exterior of the property. If the exte-
rior does not meet your standards, don't waste vour
time looking at its interior.

r Is the propertv located near a toxic waste dump
polluted river or other undesirable entity?

r Review the overall noise level of the area. Is the
property too close to a freeway or main street?
How much traffic passes by the property?

r How private is the property? What are the neigh-
bors like?

r How is the property situated? Is it at the bottom
of an incline u,here flooding could occur?

Evaluate the property's proximity to local ame-
nities: shopping, public transportation, fire
stations, recreational and cultural facilities, re-
liElious institutions, schools and hospitals.

! Examine the roof. Are the shingles warped? Do
the tutters need repair?

! What is your overall impression of the property?
Would you want to live or work there? Could
reliable tenants be easily found?

Both residential and light industrial properties
should be e\aluated, as described here, but an-
swers to the questions can result in differing
values. For example, extremelv close freewav prox-
imity would be an asset to a li8ht industrial prop-
erty but a deterrent to the purchase of a residential
property. If vour review of the exterior property
produces serious doubts about the propertv Bo to
the next propertv [f the exterior revielv provides
acceptable results, proceed to revieu'the interior.

r Are the floors level? Solid? Carpeted? Carpeting
may be used to hide defects.

r Check the walls and ceilint for stains and peel-
ing. These can indicate water damage and/or
leaks. Don't forget the attic and basement.

r Check the water pressure. Tum on the shower
and sink, then flush the toilet. Does the shower
or sink water flow decrease significantly?

! Look for infestation. Termite infestation can prac-
tically destroy a property's value. Bring a flash-
light to look for signs in corners and other dark
areas.

t Make a list of needed repairs. Calculate what
these repairs will cost.

In addition to the property inspection and cor-
responding valuation, the prudent buyer has addi-
tional responsibilities.
r Find out about the property's legal status. Ten-

ants can be difficult to eiect from the property.
Some sellers are alloh€d to redeem the property
back from the buyer for up to two years after the
sale, depending upon the legal circumstances.
Know the correct dollar amounts of all
encumbrances.

r Check the time, location and date of the sale.
Check the properties that are to be sold. Keep
checking on these items right up to the morning
of the sale. There are often changes and post-
ponements up to the last minute.

r Be prepared with financing. Auctions often ex-
pect the strike price to be paid on auction dav
not weeks later w'hen you have arranged financ-
ing. Before the auction, consult with a profes-
sional regarding the best \^ay to manage auction
financing. On auction day, the high bidder will
sometimes need to pay only a down payment or
earnest money, rather than the full strike price.
Before the auction check on the specific details
regarding payment. There is no standard down
pavment at auctions.

Before The Auction - Selle/s Viewpoint
Having decided to sell a property at auction, the
seller chooses a reliable auction company. The seller
should be aware that the property to be auctioned
will be off the market for approximately six weeks:
three weeks for the auction company to plan and
prepare for the auction and three more weeks for
advertising, promotion, publicitv and inspection.
Closings take place up to eiBht n'eeks after the auc-
tion date.

Before The Auction- Realto/s Role
Auctions are another way for realtors to collect com-
missions. The realtor can register his prospect with
the auction company (only simple paperwork is re-
quired), take his registered prospect to the auction
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and encourage him to bid, and then collect a com-
mission from the auction companv whether or not
the prospect buys. Each auction companv has its
own rules regarding commission payments; realtors
should contact local auction companies for these
rules.

After The Auction
After winning the propertv at auction, the usual
practice is endorsement of the cashier's check
brought to represent the down payment, earnest
money or full strike price. The auction company
will provide instructions regarding when and
where the closing will occur It is prudent to have
your attorney work with the auction house to pre-
pare the closing paperw'ork. Never use the seller's
attornev for this purpose.

When the closing occurs on the day of the auc-
tion, bring your attorney alont to ensure that all the
paperwork is properly concluded. If you cannot
bring your attorney, sign all documents with this
conditional clause: "This document subiect to re-
view by m1'attornev" If the auction house balks at
this clause, do not buv the propert--v

Whatever the terms, expect to complete all the
usual steps for buying any kind of real estate, such
as havir.rg the site surveyed and a title insurance
policy in hand, by the closing date.

Buyers who remain attracted to a property they
did not win at the auction still can hope to e\entu-
ally purchase it. Most auctioneers keep a list of the
unsuccessful bidders for each propertv Unsuccess-
ful bidders often put a request for "Right of First
Refusal" in writing to the auctioneer the day after
the auction. If the winning bidder cannot buy the
property or utilize the buyer's remorse law to
change his mind, the individual with the right of
first refusal r,.'ill be nert in line.

Conclusion
Auctions are no longer used onlv to dispose of
distressed real estate properties. Although auctions
are not suitable for everv real estate transaction,
they have become an increasinglv popular choice
among manv real estate buvers and sellers. As long
as real estate buyers and sellers take precautions to
ensure reasonable, timelv and profitable auctions,
they should continue to gror^, in popularity, sophis-
tication and attendance throughout the coming
years.
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Comparing to the last category of building
(suburban, non-cluster), all of the other categories
should have superior rental rate Browth. Thus, in a

regression using suburban, non-cluster as the de-
fault category, all other categories should exhibit a

positive influence upon rental rate growth. The
clusters were designated after extensive field exam-
ination of the Jacksonville office market.

Basic leasing terms in 1989 (gross vs. net) could
affect rental rate growth in several wavs. First,
gross lease rates should exceed net lease rates, all
else equal. Thus, iI buildings with gross lease
terms in 1989 were net in 1978, the feature should
show a (false) positive effect on growth rates. [f
lease terms were the same in both years, there
should not be anv significant effect on growth rates
over a ten year period. Shce there appears to be no
combination of leasing data characteristics &'hich
would imply a negative effect on rental rate growth
associated with a building having gross lease terms
in 1989, such a finding would indicate that having
gross lease terms is a proxy for some unidentified,
nonJeasing characteristics.

Table I shou's the results of our regression anal-
ysis. The base (default) case is a non-cluster subur-
ban building of 1 or 2 floors, under 50,000 square
feet in size with net lease terms in 1989. For this
case the growth rate in rental rates was the constant
of .0510. For downtown buildings this was in-
creased by .0410 to a total of .0920. The downtor.r'n
effect on the growth rate is not only extremelv sig-
nificant statistically, it was extremely significant
economically. For the sample, the downtown effect
raised the growth rate by 80i/r .

The effect of being in a major suburban cluster
also is statistically signficant (5% level), although
the effect, at .0100, is distinctly smaller than the
effect of being downtown.

The effect of being in a minor suburban cluster
appears to be insignificant. The difference between
small vs. major suburban clusters favors buildings
in major suburban clusters.

Building effects are somewhat different than ex-
pected. ln building floors, only a height exceeding
5 floors had a mildly statistically significant effect
(107o level) but the effect in Jacksonville was nega-
tive, -.0137. Possible reasons for this are not ob-
vious. On the other hand, the effect of being larger
than 50,000 square feet was very significantly posi-
nve (2.5% level) and mildly significant economi-
cally at .0127.

Lease terms have a highly significant effect sta-
tistically (1% level) but in the negative direction.
This result does not appear to be interpretable as a
problem with leasing information in the data.
Rather it appears to result from leasing terms serv-
ing as a proxv for economic differences not ac-
counted for in the data.

Conclusion
The Jacksonville results indicate that downtown
high rise buildings have a greater potential for
rental growth than other buildings in the metro-
politan area. These results should be viewed as
suggestive and need to be verified in other cities.
However, the lacksonville results imply greater ap-
preciation for downtown buildings than for subur-
ban buildings. This superior growth in investment

TABLE 1

Regression Results for Jacksonville

Dependent Variable: Cornpound Growth in Rental Rate, lg78 to 19ql

Regression Output:
Adiusted R Squared: .832
Number of Observations: 27
Mean of Dependent Variable: .0477

Estimated
Variable Coefficimt
CBD
Floors (log form)
Floor Space (log form)
Cluster Size (log form)
Year Built
Rental Rate in 1973
Constant

.01099

.00574

.00183

.00413

.0004s

-.01408
-.80101

95.0%
98.0C

t
Statistic

2.205
2.732
0.911
3.374
2.879
6.326

- 2.597

*Level of
Significance

*one-tail test
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For Jacksonville, appropriate data were available
for 27 office buildings or groups of buildings.
Rental rates were available for 1978 and 1988. Al-
though the number of buildings in the sample rep-
resents onlv ab out 107 of the general business
office buildings in the Jacksonville market, they
represent over one-third of all the general business
office space, an even larger percentage of rental
office space and a much larger percentage of the
buildings that existed in 1978.

The 27 buildings excluded any known cases of
major rehabilitation or renovation, and did not in-
clude any with unusually high vacancy in 1988.
With a relatively small sample, it is important they
include the various types of buildings already iden-
tified in this article, e.g., downtown high-rise, iso-
lated suburban, small cluster suburban and large
cluster suburban. The suburban buildings included
buildings from the first major office park in Jack-
sonvillt, as well as buildings from more established
major office parks. They are distributed locationallv
as follou's: downtown, 7; major suburban cluster, 6;
small suburban cluster, 5; suburban non-cluster,9.
They range in size from 10,000 square feet to over
750,000 square feet and h floors from I to 34.

Tb txplain rariation in rental rate growth over
the test period, characteristics of the individual
buildings are used to proxv for the influences al-
ready discussed. These include:

Lttcnted in tltt CBD. The CBD is, at once, the
largest office cluster in most cities, and it may
also be the most stable point in the transporta-
tion matrix. Frequentlv its location nas origi-
nallv selected due to special topographical
features that may have made it attractive for
urban development relative to surrounding
areas. [n addition, it is surrounded bv other
derelopment usually of a different oider of
magnitude than with other office clusters. For
these reasons, we allow for a unique CBD influ-
ence through a binarv (dummy) variable; f - in
the CBD and 0 not in the CBD.

Building Spct nntl Floors. Rental 5;rowth rates
could varv positively with building scale for
two reasons. First, largtr buildings could per-
mit demand economies of scale internally by
having the volume of activity to support food
services, delivery and transportation services,
etc. Second, larger and especiallv taller build-
ings have greater potential image value.

Because scale is related to both space and
height, both are used as explanatory variables.
But one would expect increased scale to have a

diminishing incremental effect on demand for
the structure as scale increases. Therefore, log
forms of the scale variables seem appropriate.

The log of gross square footage of building area
and the log of the number of floors were used.
Year Built. If technological change is a promi-
nent aspect of office buildings, then building
vintage could affect the competitive strength of
the building over time. Newer buildings would
enjoy a stronger market position and a greater
capacitv to raise rental rates.

C/rister Si:c. An office building's attractiveness to
tenants may depend upon the size of the cluster
in which it is located. Through direct inspection,
buildhgs in the study areas were aggregated
into clusters. The size of each cluster was deter-
mined, and the cluster size was associated with
each building as a characteristic. As with scale
variables, it is probable that the effect of cluster
size diminishes as cluster size is larger. There-
fore. ue usr' the log of cluster size.

Beginnitg Rental Ratu. If variation in rental rates
depends strictlv on the investment in the space
offered, then there is no clear reason to expect
initial rental rates to affect rental growth rates.
Howevet this may not be the complete story.
Either temporary windfall rents or mispricing
may be present.

lt is not an uncommon assertion that real
estate markets are less than competitive. This
might be due to unique locational advantage
that provides some measure of monopolistic ad-
lantage, or it might be due to the cost (scarcitv
and complexity) of information in real estate
markets that increases the likelihood of mispric-
ing. Since one would not expect either monopo-
listic adrantage or mispricing to be enduring,
the presence of either phenomenon at any point
would be temporary. The implication of either
phenomenon is that the initial rental rate would
tend to be inverselv related to the long period
rental grovvth rate. As a control for this possi
bility, the initial rental rate was used.

jacksonville Statistical Tests
The growth in rental rates was computed for hdi-
vidual buildings orer a minimum of ten years fol-
lowed by use regression analysis to explain
variation in the growth rate. [n the tests, we con-
trolled locational characteristics indicated for major
building characteristics and basic lease terms. The
small sample of usable buildings howeveL limited
the number of controls we could impose. The vari-
ables were cast in binarv (category) form n,hich
facilitates interpretation of the results.

The explanatory locational characteristics in-
clude:
r Downtown vs. suburban
I Large suburban cluster
r Small suburban cluster
r Suburban, non-cluster

NEW
NEIGHBORS,
NEW TAXES?
THE
ESCALATION
OF PROPERTY
TAXES DUE TO
POPULATION
GROWTH

,rfft hose coming in and making Vast fortunes

"- ! 
'd"u"loping " thi, beautifui countryside

I should pay for it, .rnd they are not. They're
putting the burden on those already here."r So says
Mayor Kapp of Flemington, New Jersev, regarding
property owners paying higher taxes because of
growth in nearby Raritan.

Fortv vears ago the towns of Flemington and
Raritan merged their school districts, and now the
taxpavers of Flemington, whose population is sta-
ble, are helping to pay for Raritan's rapid growth.
The frustration of Flemingtont mayor typifies a

mood found across the country as long-time prop-
ertv oh'ners are being forced to share the costs of
building additional roads and schools to accommo-
date the new residents.

Thxpayers React
Proposition 13, passed by California voters in 1978,
was a response to escalating property taxes. It af-
fectively shielded pregrowth property owners from
the costs of neu, schools, roads and other public
services. Covernments now require the developers
to pay for the new infrastructure, and developers,
in turn, pass the costs on to the new home owners.
The results have been the escalation of new home
prices and often the curtailment of services.

Despite the passage of Proposition 13 in Califor-
nia, intuitive arguments still are heard on both
sides of the issue. Developers sav that additional
residents n'ill share in the costs of government and
thus reduce the per capita costs. Preservahonists
claim that increases in population density create a
demand for a wider range of services and a bur-
geoning bureaucracv This increases the burden on
the pregrowth home owner. The debate centers
around those local governmental expenditures
which have the greatest influence on property
taxes. The critical issue is the effect of population
increases on these expend itures.

Local Governmental Expenditures And Revenues:
Covernmental expenditures in New York State, ex-
cluding Nen, York Citv are $31.8 billion or 52,982
per resident.3 Table I lists school expenditures as
the largest component of governmental
exPenditures.

Governmental expenditures are financed
through a rarietv of sources with propertv taxes
being the single largest component. In New York
State, property taxes constitute 41.4% of govern-
mental revenues, a total of $]2.2 bitlion.i Of the
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1. Schools
2. Economic Assistance
3. General Government
4. Police
5. Health Services

Does a larger population require new and/or
expanded services for the broader PoPulation and
thereby increase the per caPita tax burden even as

the number of people sharing the costs increases?

To answer this, we analyzed governmental ex-
penditure data, county-by-county, for New York
State. Segmenting the data allowed for the explicit
analvsis of grow'th on school expenditures and non-
school expenditures; each regression analysis esti-
mated the impact of population growth on expendi-
tures; and lastly, a simulation table illustrated these
results.

Effect Of Increasing Population On
Govemmental Expenditures
The regression analysis illustrates that population
increases have a significant impact on expenditures.
The regression results follow:

Rrjressior Equntion'l :

Government expenditures = 5484.3 + 2.1 pop +
271.3 pden + 6.3e-07 pops

t-statistic (-0.22) (10.4) (6 5) (3 8)

ProbabilityT 17 .4% 99.9E 99.9% 99.9%
Adjusted Rr = 0.9864

pop = population; pops = population squared;
pden = population density divided by land area;
pdens = population density squared; inc. = median
incomeE

property tax revenue, 54.97c ($6.7 billion) is for
schools. Of the schools' revenues/ ProPertv taxes

account for 50.1%, with the balance coming mostlv
from state aid.6

TABLE 1

Maior Categories of Governmental Expenditures.r

$ in billions % of total

All three factors: population size, population
density and population squared, had a positive im-
pact on governmental expenditures.e As population
size and densitv increase so will total governmental
expenditures. The more interesting question is
whether per capita expenses will increase? The pos-
itive coefficient of the population squared variable
indicates that yes, p€r capita expenses $'ill increase.

Based on this regression equation, the following
simulation table illustrates the effect of both a 57c

change in population and a 10% change in popula-
tion on go\€rnmental expenditures. The basis for
comparison is an average county, constructed using
the averages for each variable in the data base.

The simulation illustrates that costs increase by
$7 per person for a 57. increase in population.lo A
10% increase in the county's population results in a
$14 increase in per capita governmental expendi-
tures. Per capita expcnditure increases because a
5% increase h population results in a 5.3% increase
in total governmental expenditures. Similarly, a

10% increase h population results in a "10.6% n-
crease in expenditures.

The Effect Of Increasing Population On School
Expenditures
To better understand the various components driv-
ing the governmental expenditures, school expendi-
tures were analvzed separately. There is
considerable debate on how population growth af-
fects school expenditures. The debate centers on
*'hether or not economies of scale exist.

Economies of scale mav occur because a larger
district can structure optimally-sized classes, fully
utilizing the teachers' time. Additionally, transPor-
tation costs per pupil may fall as the population
becomes denser Houevet, as a school district in-
creases in size, it frequently offers a broader spec-
trum of courses and activities which tend to
decrease the potential economies of scale.

The u'illingness of residents to pav also influ-
ences school expenditures. Willingness to Pay is
associated with ability to pay, therefore the regres-
sion etluation includes median income to account

different locations. By doing this, tentative conclu-
sions are drawn which can be tested in other mar-
kets concerning the viability of downtown
investment and the implications for the future of
downtowns. The hypothesis to be tested is that
downtowns have a function and a fixed location
that will make downtown office buildings outper-
form suburban buildings.

Factors Affecting Long-Ibrm Growth

Location, Location and Location
It is axiomatic to consider location as a factor in
relative growth potential. The body of research in
geography and in land economics attests to the sig-
nificance of access to transportation nodes and eco-
nomic centers as potential factors. Further, office
research specificallv emphasizes access to face-to-
face contact; this may be the most intense form of
location sensitivity. (7.15)

In addition to communication and transporta-
tion as factors determining office location, there ap-
pears to be an image or visual presence factor.
Previous analysis indicates that downtown high-
rise office buildings function as a marketing device
which accords a raluable visual presence for the
primary occupant.tr)

Beyond Location
In addition to the location factors, office buildings
may be distinguishable by their potential to offer
demand economies of scale. That is, there are
market-generated services and amenities that can
be elicited only by the presence of numerous offices
clustered in close proximity. The benefit of these
advantages is enjoyed primarily by offices n,ithin
the cluster. Second, there appears to be a potential
marketing value from being in the "right" suburban
cluster. For complex business and professional ser-
vices (because the product itself is very difficult to
evaluate by a prosp€ctive client), the image of a

firm can be important as a first step to generate
business. Selecting a favorable business environ-
ment or neighborhood appears to be an important
element in establishing a fa'r,orable image. Finallv,
employee retention may be enhanced by cluster
benefits.

Vulnerabilitrl ttt Change
Office markets have at least two special risks. First
is technological change. A cursory review of office
building historv in the 20th century reveals that
office buildings hare gone through several phases
of dramatic technical change. Certainh', during the
last 50 years the office building has experienced the
same change in materials and svstems as residen-
tial properties plus important others, such as eleva-
tor improvements; nert Iighting methods
(florescent); the communication evolution (e.g., fi-
ber optics); neu, uses of glass, steel and synthetic
materials in basic design; and the resultant changes

in size and shape. Furthermore, for office buildings
which are less reskained by tradition and conven-
tion than residential properties, the effect of such
innovations has been more extensive. As a result,
the technical vintage could be a major factor in the
competitiveness of an office building.

A second risk, especially to the suburbs, is the
changing characteristics of a given location. The
completion of new bridges, circumferential free-
ways, tollways, etc., inevitably must have an impact
on the relative accessibility of suburban locations
and downtown as well. Variation in this risk must
cause %riation in the growth potential of rental
rates as the "right" address changes. Similarly,
changes may occur in surrounding land use which
impacts the environment, image and the growth
potential of an office building.

Cortclusiou altout lnfluences on Rental Rnte Growth
The downtown high-rise appears to be the most
enduring type of building in rent and value
growth. With its location the most constant in char-
acter and its image less directly dependent upon
technical vintage (e.9. the Chrysler Building or the
Empire State Buitding), the downtown high-rise
preserves relative durability in market position.
Further, the size of many high-rises provides the
potential to create a cluster effect both in terms of
demand economies of scale and in terms of neigh-
borhood or environment.

Also, regarding market durability, demand
economies of scale and image benefits of a quality
cluster may enable the larger cluster to resist ero-
sil,e effects of changing location and technology.
Least durable are the isolated buildings. Without
the stabilizing benefits of neighborhood image and
demand economies of scale, isolated buildings are
the most vulnerable to change.

Empirical Tests Of Rental Growth
The follou,ing information is the result of examining
data from Jacksonville which tested the growth of
rental rates. The approach is to compute the
growth rate in the quoted rental rate for hdividual
office buildings (or appropriate groups of build-
ings) over the time period available, and then use
multivariate statistical regression to explain varia-
tion in the Browth rate.

Over a long period, the growth in quoted rental
rates should be a good indicator of how the market
perceives a building.r The growth rate is influenced
little over time by differences in initial costs or in
operathg expenses, since the market nill control
the rental rate through the vacancv level. Therefore,
by analvzing rental growth rates, the influence of
market perceptions upon investment returns and
value is isolated.

13.8
3.4
2.3
2.0
1.9

43.0
70.7
7.3
6.3
6.0

TABLE 2

Simulation of Population Increase on Governmental Expenditures

Total
Population

787 ,756
196,514
205,872

Population
Density

County
Expenditure

s17 I ,625 ,7 00

$499,77"1,300
952s,025,500

Expenditure
Per Capita

Land
Area

Average
County
+5%
+ 10%

823
615

823

$2,535
52,543
$2,ss0

312

227
239
250
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and sites suitable fff campus envirorunents, rather
than to poorer inner city communities.(e) Those
trends will continue due to a clustering of activities
and favorable property tax and public service bal-
ances. Traditional location theories talk more about
inter city location than about distribution of growth
between rich and poor communities in a metro-
politan area.(e)

The appropriate role of governments in ad-
dressing urban problems varies with which theory
is followed. If natural evolution dominates, then
govemments should accommodate the needs of that
evolution. For example, transport planning should
not be oriented to the CBD and it is inefficient for
economic development efforts to retain downtown
jobs and promote downtown revival.Ga,26) If social
and fiscal factors dominate, and fiscal factors are
causing distortions, then poliry should target those
issues. For example, open housing laws in the sub-
urbs would stirnulate center city housing by ending
downtown concentrations. (2r)

Another line of work examines the gentrification
or reurbanization of cities. While some argue that
the trend is toward the expansion of metropolitan
settlement through an outward movement of popu-
lation,(z2) others debate the importance of a move-
ment back to the ciry Focusing on housing, some
conclude that the extent and impact of gentrification
have been exaggerated, (3.r) while otheis arSue that
reurbanization is an important phenomenon.{2)
World cities may have a special role in which the
core will be a key node of activity in the informa-
tion and financial flows of the evolving economy.(]e)
Advances in telecommunications will have a cen-
tralizing influence in certain nodes because of op-
portunities to hteract with other sources of
information.

Therefore, two general views are advanced: one
advancing the continued growth of polycentric
cities, the other for a rebirth of downtowns. The
rebirth may only occur in world class cities; how-
evet what of the cities that are not so identified?
Have the forces leading to suburbanization, exurba-
nizafion and polycentric cities overwhelmed the tra-
ditional urban core so it no longer has a unique
function? Or does the downtown continue to have a
special role in the economv? Suburbanization of
employment has left central cities dependent on of-
fices as a source of tax revenue and employment.(rs)
The role of downtowns in the office market has
important implications for the design of strategies
to attract economic activity, mitigate the problems
of inner-city residents and address such other met-
ropolitan problems as transportation and land use
pattems.

Thesis: The Role Of Downtown In The Office
Based Economy
New office buildings in downtown Los Angeles
may be a visual symbol, but they are not an indica-
tor of downtown revival.(1a) The past two decades
have seen the suburbs with more office space than
downtowns, although downtowns also have experi-
enced expansions in space particularly in the early
to mid-1980s. Decentralization of manufacturing,
office parks and retail and wholesale activity was
more pronounced than the expansion of downtown
office buildings during the 1980s.izt Because of the
poor amenity packages in CBDs, many new firms
which provide job sources have looked to the sub-
urbs for location and $owth. New entertainment
and shopping complexes may enhance the attrac-
tiveness of CBDs as an office location.(15)

Examination of downtown versus suburban of-
fice space has tended to focus on firms renting of-
fice space.l7.8.rr.r5,16,rt 30) The results of a Toronto
study indicate that downtowns are centers for
higher order functions where face-to-face contact is
important. Based on a study of the New York met-
ropolitan area, suburban firms have a subservient
role and a need for activities found in the down-
town. (28)

Examining the locational choices of office firms
at a point in time can fail to capture the dynamic
element of change in the evolution of the urban
environment. If the current direction of change is
ongoing, it may be only a matter of time for the
demise of downtown. Advances in communication
have enabled more firms in the non-world city to
move out as they overcome the inertia which holds
them in the downtown. Altematively, downtowns
may stabilize and even grow as office centers. An
approach to more dynamic elements of change is to
determine the investment potential of downtown as
indicated by the investment value of downtown
versus suburban office buildings.t3r.i 24.2e) The be-
havior of participants in the office market, as indi-
cated by rental levels, is an indicator of their views
regarding the markett viability. If the future is de-
cline and the recent spurt of downtown office con-
struction was more tax and financing driven than
economically motivated, then this should be re-
flected in rent trends. Likewise, if downtowns have
a unique role in the mekopolitan office market,
then rent levels should reflect that assessment by
participants.

This article first identifies the market factors, as
supported by research, for general purpose office
buildings which have the potential to affect long-
term rental rate growth. Secondly, we test the expe-
rience of the market in Jacksonville, Florida, a

medium-size office market and non-world class
city, to determine the relatire rental growth rates in

TABLE 3

Simulation of Population Increase on School Expenditures

Total
Population

1,87,156
"196,514

205,872

Population
Density

227
239
250

Land
Area

School
Expenditure

$188,s04,500
9797 ,743,700
$20s,904,900

Average
County
+ 5E(

+10%

007
003
000

823
823
823

$1,
$1,
$1,

for this hfluence." The school expenditure regres-
sion results follow:

Regression Equation 2:

sch exP = -124906.7 + 0.55 Pop + 7.1e-07 Pops
-.009 pdens + 5.12 inc

t-stat (-3.6) (s s) (8.4) ( 2 3) (4 8)

Probability 99.9% 99.9% 99.gY" 97 .4vc 99 .9Vc

Adjusted R'? = 0.9834

Here again the population and the population
squared both have positive effects on total school
expenditure. However, as population grows and the
population density increases, there is a negative im-
pact on expenditures. This suggests that as popula-
tion becomes more concentrated some savings
exist, e.g., in transportation. The population's me-
dian income also positively affects school expendi-
tures; counties with higher median incomes spend
more on education.

Thus, which dominates as the population in-
creases, the saving effect or the spending effect?
The results of the simulation below illustrate that
while total school expenditures increase, the per
capita expenses decrease as population 8rows.

A 5% increase in population increases total
school expenditures by 4.58%, while a 10% increase
in population increases school expenditures by
9.23%.

The impact of decreasing expenditures per cap-
ita may not relieve the burden of property taxes.
The impact depends upon the changes in full value
assessment. If total full value assessment for the
county increases by less than 4.58%, then the tax
rate will go up

Increasing Population And Its Effect On Net
Governmental Expenditures
fb complete the analysis, we examined governmen-
tal expenditures excluding schools:

Regression Equation 3:

Net Government : 53207.6 + 1.45 pop + 290.96
pden - 3.54 inc

t-stat (0.82) (18.5) (7 9) (-1.s)
Probabilities 58.57, 99.9% 99.9% 87.1%
Adjusted R: = 0.9748

In this regression, population and population
density both had positive impacts on expenditures.
The median income had a negative effect indicating
that counties with wealthier citizens require fewer
governmental expenditures. As economic assis-
tance and health services comprise 307o of the net
expenditures, this income effect is appropriate.

This simulation illustrates that net governmen-
tal expenditures per capita increased by $14 when
population grew by 5?, . Total expenditures grew by
5.96% and 11.527., respectively, for 5% and 10%
population growth.

Discussion Of Regression Results
For total governmental expenditures, the regression
predicts that a larger population is positively corre-
Iated with an increase in total expenditures. Per
capita expenditures also increase when there is a

Iarger population. When we isolate school expendi-
tures, a maior component of gorzernmental expendi-
tures, per capita expenses decrease and economies
of scale exist. Thus, the increase in expenditure due
to development arises in the non-school categories.
These expenditures include economic assistance,
general government, police and health services.

The simulations provide a sense of the distribu-
tion expenditurcs for a given increase in popula-
tion. For example, if population increases by 5%,
per capita school expenditures decrease by M and
non-school expenditures increase by $11, for a total
change of $7. Clearly, the growing expenditures in
other categories outweigh the per capita savings in
school expenditures.

Property Tax Implications
How does the increase in governmental expendi-
ture resulting from population growth affect prop-
ertv taxes? This depends on changes in full value
assessment for the entire county. If the total full
value assessment of the county does not increase
sufficiently to accommodate the expenditure in-
crease, existing residents will face higher tax rates.

The following example illustrates this point. lf a

5% increase in population results in a 5% increase
in expenditures, then per capita expenditures are
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unchanged. Even with unchanged per capita ex-
penditure, if a county's total full value assessment
increases by less than 5%, then the residents' tax
rates must increase to pay for the newcomers.

This study shows that a 5% increase in popula-
tion causes a 5.3% increase in total expenditures,
which results in higher per capita expenses. [n or-
der for the tax rate to remain the same, the countv's
total full value assessment must increase by 5.3%.
If 5% more houses are built, the full value assess-
ment might not increase by the necessary amount
because the vacant land is already on the tax rolls.
Only the additional value added by the new house
increases the appraised value.

Although we may look for economies of scale in
the schools to offset the costs of growth, this may
not be the case. While school expenditures fall, per
capita total school expenditures rise. If the popula-
tion grows by 57c, school expenditures increase by
4.587o. If the full value assessment does not rise by
4.587o, then residents will experience a tax increase
from the school portion as well as from the non-
school portion.

Conclusion
This study makes clear that the preservationists are
correct in terms of governmental expenditures.
Even if governments do experience economies of
scale in schools, this is outweighed by the dis-
economies of scale in other government functions.
Population Browth increases the tax burden on exis-
ting residents, and new residents should expect
their taxes to be higher than current taxes.

Sug8estions For Future Research
These results motivate the consideration of a pay for
savings program. Under such a program, the gov-
ernment purchases undeveloped land and thereby
limits population Browth and preserves open
space. Frequently pay for savhg's schemes do not
appear economically viable, but the savings are for-
ever, therefore the payoff period should be similarly
long-lived. If there are other benefits to the open
land, the purchases are more easily justified. This
study projects the costs of growth and provides a

minimum on what a municipality might pay to
limit development.

NOTES
1. Robert Hanley, "Explosive Growth Jams Schools in a Jers€y

Town," Irr Nao ydrt Tim6, N@. 30, 1987, F.82.
2. The data analyzed in this study is the 'financial data for all

dasses of municipal gotemments summarized by county." It
irdudes e(penditures b), the counlv, cities, towns, villages, fire
districts and school districts. Ihe data excludes New York Ciry
,oint activities, librarv systems, community colleges and coog
erati!,e and \ocational education progiams. Oflice of the State
Comptroller, State of New York. Sperul Rcl,oll on Municiryl Af-
fairc lor Ld;al Fival yeats Etde.l in 1990, 1991, p.411. llereinalter
Spcial R4Drl.

3. Special P.f],.tt, Table 8. p.456.
4. Slxcial Wt, Table 8. pp. 45'4.455.
5. Sryial P.fPlft, Table 8. p. .152.

6. ,lecial R4ldtt, Table 8. p. {52.
7. For each t-statistic, we report the probability that ttle dven

co€fficient is si8nificant, that it is not equal to zero and is
correctly signed.

8. Variable List: pop = Fopulation; pops = lbpulation squared;
pden = Fopulation density, population divided by land area;
pdens = Population density squared; inc = Median income.

9. The model establishes population and population density as
important determinants of govemmental expenditures. The
population squared terrn enters into the equation because the
relationship between expenditures and population is not linear;
the squared term imprcves the predictive power of the model
bv taking account of the non-linearit,v

10. Another measure is tlre irrrease in expenditures F€r acre, a5 the
primarv source of rerenues is prcperty taxes and th€ Iand arca
does not change. With a 59. increas€ in population, 8o!em-
mental expenditures insease b), $47.74 per acre.

11. Median incorne data b), count_v is from th€ U.S. Department of
Cornmerce, Bureau of the Census, 19 Census d lbyulalion atd
Housinq: Summory ol Stial, E.ononic, add Housing
Characterisl ics-Ntit' York. p.245.

OFFICE
BUITDINGS
AND THE ROLE
OF DOI,VNTOVVN
IN THE
POLYCENTRIC
CITY

by Wayne Archer and
Marc T. Smith

f T rban form has evolved rapidly in the past two
I I decades from the traditional urban pattem
\rf where economic functions are found predom-
inately in the central business district. Today subur-
bia has more economic activity than downtown by
several measures.(28.23.Io) The emergence of poly-
centric citieso2,r4,18.26) and the continued expansion
of that form suggests the future role of downtown
may simply be as one node among a number in a
metropolitan area without a predominant place in
the metropolitan hierarchy. Some argue that the re-
liance of the suburbs on center cities is lessening
and the suburbs are becoming more indepen-
dent.(28) Others demonstrate that downtowns have
a unique role in key xgfiyi1ig5(o.za) and a special
function in the metropolitan economy.

The rise of edge cities has made the mono-
centric city and the exponential density function
increasingly irrelevant for explaining urban pat-
tems.i2o) There are two explanations for suburba-
nization and the growth of polycentric cities: one
is a natural evolution theory which states that de-
centralization has been driven largely by transpor-
tation advances; the second emphasizes the role of
social and fiscal problems of central cities. It is not
always clear empirically which explanation domi-
nates, and it has been concluded that both are
important.(20)

Firms may move to the suburbs instead of con-
centrating in the CBD for cost savings in land, Iabor
and transportation; if those costs dominate then a
nonmonocentric city will result.(27) CBDs cease to
grow when agglomeration benefits fail to dominate
congestion costs and greater advantage can be ob-
tained in other centers.(r3) The extent of polycentric
development in a metropolitan area is therefore de-
pendent on trade-offs among commuting costs,
congestion benefits of agglomeration and labor
costs,(r8) with these trade-offs benefiting outlying
areas at present. Siting preferences in current mar-
kets are targeted to relatively undeveloped or well-
off fringe communities with good highway access
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Total
Population

187,756
796,574
205,872

Population
Density

$283,141,200
$300,01E,300
$31s,7s5,500

Expenditure
Per Capita

$1,s13
$7,527
$1,534

Land
Area

Average
County
+57
+ 101

227
239
250

823
823
823
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Simulation of Population Increase on Net Gwernmental Expenditures

County
Expmditure



ABOUT
THE COT]NSELORS
OF REAL ESTATE

The Counselors of Real Estate, now in its 40th year, is
an international group of high profile professionals
including members of prominent real estate, financial,
legal and accounting firms as well as leaders of
govemmentand academia who provide exPert, obiective
advice on real property and land-related matters.

Membership is selective, extended by invitation only
on either a self-initiated or sponsored basis. The
organization's CRE Designation (the Counselor of Rttl
Estatt) is awarded to all members in recognition of
superior problem solving ability in various areas of
specialization such as liti8ation suPPort, asset
management, workouts, valuation, feasibility studies,
acquisitions/dispositions and general analysis.

Networking is the hallmark of The Counselor
organization. Throughout the year, educational
programs provide Counselors with opporhrnities, both
nationally and locally, to meet with fellow members and
professional colleagues to discuss the latest trends
affecting commercial real estate. A publications
program, highlighted by our award winning
professional iou rn al, Real Estale lssues, Provides a venue
for members to showcase their knowledge of such areas
as office buildings, retail centers, hotels/motels, real
estate counselin8 , etc.

Wtat is a real estate counselor?

A counselor is a real estate practitioner whose primary
business is providing expert, exPerienced advisory
services to clients for a6;reed-upon fees. Counse'linp;
denotes an activitv that is, by its nature, relational. The
client relies upon the counselor for skilled and objective
aid in the client's real estate needs, implying both trust
on the part of the client and trustworthiness on the part
of the counselor. The counselor tvpicallv has acquired
a broad range of experience in the real estate field,
possesses technical competency in more than one real
estate discipline, and place's those competencies at the
service of the client. Whilt'objective in analysis, the
counselor directs his efforts toward the client's best
interests through the development of particular
strategies, evaluating options available to the client,

advocacy of the client's interests, and - where required -
execution of strategy on the client's behalf.

Those designated as Counselors of Real Estate (CRE)

have been recognized and esteemed by their peers as

persons meeting the above definition in an exemplary
fashion. They have demonstrated knowledge,
experience, integrity and judgment in their real estate
expertise. The CRE subscribes to and is bound by The
Counselors' Code of Ethics and Standards of
Professional Practice and endeavors to generously assist
fetlow CREs who are performing client services in a

spirit of collegiality. Thus, the commitment to the
individuaI client is complemented by a commitment to
raise the standard of counseling practice for the industry
as a whole.

Users of counseling sentices

The demand increases for expert counseling in realestate
matters worldwide. Through the years, institutions,
estates, individuals, corporations and federa[, state and
local governments have recognized the necessity and
value of a Counselor's obiectiviW in providing advice.
These real estate professionals honor the confidentiality
and fiduciary responsibility of the client-counselor
relationship.

CREs service both domestic and foreign clients.
Assignments have been accepted in Africa, Asia, the
United Kingdom, the Caribbean, Central and South
America, Europe and the Middle East. The Counselor
has the benefit of proven knowledge and experience
which qualifies him for practical application and proPer
interpretation of trends affecting real estate. A maior
player in the technological revolution, the Counselor
regularlv accesses the most advanced methodologies,
techniques and com pu ter-genera ted evaluation
procedures available.

D et.nfi inant s of compens ation

The CRE is compensated bv pre-agreed fee or salary
for services, rather than by commission or contingent
fee. The counseling fee itself is assured and rendered
for advice rather than achievement or outcome of the
transaction. Overall compensation can be determined
by the complexity of the service performed, its value to
the client, the time and expense involved, the breadth
of the Counselor's knowledge and experience, and the
responsibilities assumed. Anyone involved in real
estate should consider consulting with a CRE.

For more inlormation onThe Counselors of Real Estate,
contact The Counselors' oflice, 430 North Michigan
Aaenue, Chicago, lllinois 60611; 312.329.8427; fax
3-12.329.8887. t
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The Causes of Loss in Value:
A Case Study of a Contaminated
Property
Robert W Hall, CRE

Environmental issues, particularly value
impairment from contamination, are relative
newcomers to the real estate business.
Consequentlv the literature on valuation contains
Iittle to guide the real estate counselor faced with
an unusual environmental problem. This article
presents an actual case studv which analyzes the
various forms contamination damage can take.

28
Acquiring Property at a Former
Military Base: The Process and
the Law
Richard K. Gsottschneider, CRE, Jimmy E. Hicks
and Jeffrey S. Donohoe

The article describes the unique federal laws
which gwern the planning and disposition of
military bases. These laws directly impact the real
estate community seeking to advise on the reuse
of a military base. Described are the Base Closure
and Realignment Act (BRAC, the Federal Property
and Administrative Services Act, the Surplus
Prop€rty Act and the national Environmental
Policy Act.

33
Valuing Partnership lnterests in
Real Estate Companies
S. Douglas Weil, CRE and Richard J. Hindlian

A new ruling by the IRS facilitates taking
discounts for lack of control when valuing
minority interest of real estate partnerships for
estate tax purposes. Counselors need to be aware
of this ruling when advising estates and others on
the value of such positions. [n preparing
valuations, discounts should be taken for the lack
of liquidity and other factors which make the sale
of minority interests in real propertv difficult if
not impossible.

36
Real Estate Auctions: The New
Method to Sell Real Estate
Lawrence F Sherman and Jamie Bussio

In today's troubled real estate market, govemment
agencies and the private sector are reverting to the
real estate auction to sell real property. The
authors present an inside look at why auctions,
psychological tricks, the buyels side, the seller's
side and instructions for financing.
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New Neighbors, New Thxes?
The Escalation Of Property Taxes
Due To Population Growth
Vincent S. Scerbinski, Susan C. Christoffersen
and Elizabeth H. Granitz

The article investigates the relationship between
population size and property taxes in the towns
and counties of New York State. Research findings
indicate that towns and counties with the fewest
residents have the highest per capita levies. The
levies trend down in the mid-range and trend up
again at the high end. The initial decrease is
ascribed to economies of scale, and subsequent
increases are due to the ability and necessity of
offering more services.
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Office Buildings and the Role of
Downtown in the Polycentric City
Wayne Archer and Marc T. Smiih

Urban form has evolved rapidly in the past two
decades as economic functions have become
increasingly suburban. As suburbanization
continues, the role and viability of the downtown
is unclear. Using data from Jacksonville, Florida,
office building rental rates indicate that downtown
buildings have been a better investment than
suburban building in recent years. Therefore,
according to real estate market participants, there
is a continuing viability for downtown as a unique
office center.
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Commercial Mortgage
Securitization - An Overview
Harold "Skip" Ilerry, Jr, CRE

Commercial mortgage securitization has been
around for over a decade traveling many bumpy
roads with stops and starts. Due to the current
limited access to capital, commercial securitization
is in overdrive. This article discusses securitization
from the differences between residential and
commercial, various structures, the process, credit
enhancement issues, the problems and pitfalls and
its commercial potential.
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The Intangible Business
Component of Commercial
Real Estate Investments
Jeremy G. Hall

This article identifies the operating business
component of investing in real estate, its
importance in property operations and how it is
priced at both the portfolio and property levels.
The thesis presented here is as follou's: real estate
is an operating business which renders it both an
asset class n,ithin the investment w,orld and a
distinct business area within the real economy.
The broadening scope of real estate management
has made propertv and asset managers more like
CEOs able to control and add value to individual
properties through comprehensive strategic
planning and marketing.
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THE
PRESIDENT
SPEAKS

A GARDEN
GREW

George M. Lovejoy, CRE, our president in 1982,
reflected on the 80s by highlighting 'long range
planning, a commitment of growth, service to
members, institutional and offshore memberships
and promotion of the CRE Designation.' He added
that "The Counselors have reinforced my o<peri-
ence and belief that people make the difference.-
Wayne D. Hagood, CRE, president in 1985 added,
"The CRE Designation is more than just an honoq,
it is an obligation." He wrote of respect for each
other, a commitment to improve one's level of per-
formance and a recognition of the privilege associ-
ated with being a member. l. Daryl Lippincott,
CRE, 1988 president, "visualized the opportunities
of expanding intemational activities into a world-
wide counseling network." L. Dckson Flake, CRE,
our leader in 1989, reminisced that, "lt was not the
formal organization, but rather the close association
with the most genuine, interesting gloup" that was
his most lasting memory. He called the society a
"body unique" and spoke of intellectual curiosity
combined with breadth of interest.

In recalling 1990, his year as president, James E.
Cibbons, CRE, penned these meaningful words,
"We dedicate ourselves anew and with heightened
intensity to the mission of increasing awareness of
the CRE Designation throughout our broad econ-
omy." He further described The Counselors as the
preeminent organization in real estate consulting.

As John White pointed out, 'A year is too brief
a period to achieve any recognizable improvement."
But I believe that each of our presidents and our
other leaders in their time planted the seeds that
were nurtured and cultivated by their successors in
bringing the society to its esteemed position of
prominence in the real estate profession. As we be-
gin our 41st year, we are planting again with the
hope that the harvest will be fruitful.

Franklin Hannoch, fr., CRE
Presfulent

The Counselors of Real Estate

,f s we begin our 4lst year, The Counselors of
fl Real Estate build on an unprecedented foun-

I I dation of integrity, accomplishment, excel-
lence, professional ethics, fellowship networking
and service to the users of real estate problem solr.
ing and counsel. We celebrated this tradition in
convention last November and recorded some of
our history in an anniversary iournal. As part of
that production we asked several of our distin-
guished members and past presidents to contribute
some of their memories and fond recollections of
years in which they fulfilled a leadership role.

In recalling the early years, Hunter Moss, CRE,
wrote, "fb become a Counselor a man or woman
had to be at the top not only in real estate but also
in community life... We worked hard on deciding
the criteria for becoming a real estate counselor."
John R. White, CRE, president in 1969 recalled, "l
stressed educational programming as a maior
goal." In 7970, Abel E. Berland, CRE, and Carrie
Maude ]ones, the first executive directoq, proposed
"sponsoring an educational session in an interest-
ing location which would be designated as a Hrgir
Leul Conference." During the presidential term of
Neil l. King, CRE, the society published its first
book on real estate counselinS.
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I s Counselors of Real Estate, we know that to
fl stay on top of our profession and our poten-
I I tial, we must change and progress. Sb it is
with Real Estate Issues (REI); it, too, must change
and progress in order to continue being regarded as
one of the best joumals in professional real estate.
And so with this issue we are implementing plans
for increased service to our member CREs and val-
ued subscribers by expanding and modifying the
scope of Real Estate lssues.

First, REI will be published three times per year
(up from our previous frequency of two times per
year), with issues coming out in April, August and
December. The April issue will be a "regularr' issue,
containing articles on a rariety of topics, as deter-
mined by the selections of the editorial board from
the articles we receive. Second, the August edition
will be a "Focus" issue, in which approximately
one-half of the articles will relate to a particular
topic, with the remaining articles covering a variety
of topics. Third, the December issue will continue
our practice of having a "Special Edition," with all
the articles devoted to a particular topic or theme.
Our most recent special edition, Counselors and
the Law, as well as our previous special editions on
contaminated real estate and capitalization rates
and yields, have generated a great deal of interest
within the real estate industry. They illustrate the
broad-based competencies that Counselors bring to
the community of professional real estate.

Finally, the REI Editorial Board is committed to
bringing the most meaningful, interesting, relevant
and useful information to our readership in the
pages of REI. I encourage you to write and submit
articles on topics that you believe are useful and
interesting to other members and nonmember pro-
fessionals. Your participation can help insure that
REI continues as a top-rated journal and that its
articles contain the information you want to read.

As the new editor in chief of Real Estate Issues,l
pledge to maintain and attempt to build on the
high standards and progress made by my
predecessors -Jared Shlaes, CRE, and Rocky Tar-
antello, CRE. They and Linda Magad, managing
edito(, as well as the entire editorial board, deserve
our appreciation for the fine publication REI is to-
day. I feel honored to have been asked to carry on
this work, and my goal is to be worthy of the trust
placed in me. I hope you feel proud, as I do, that
Renl Eslnte lssars is our publication.
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ManuscripUlllustrations Preparation
1. Manuscripts need to be submitted on disk (along with
hard copy): ASCII file format, Word Perfect or Word for
Windows preferred. AII submitted materials, including
abskact, text and notes, are to be double-spired on one
side only per sheet, with wide margins. Recommended
number of manuscript pages is not to exceed 25-30. Sub-
mit five copies of the manuscript accompanied by a 50-
to 100-word abstract and a brief biographical statement.

2. All notes, both citations and explanatorv are to be
numbered consecutively in the text and placed at tte end
of the manuscript.

3. Illustrations are to be considered as figures, num-
bered consecutively and submitted in a form suitable for
reproduction.

4. Number all tables consecutively- All tables are to have
titles.

5. Whenever possible, include glossy photograPhs
which enhance the manuscript.

6. Title of article should contain no more than six words
including an active verb.

7. For uniformity and accuracy consistent with our edi-
torial policy, refer to the style rules i\ The Chicdgo Manual
ol Style.

THE BATLARD AWARD

MANUSCRIPT SUBMISSION

INFORMATION

The editorial board of Rea/ Estote lssues fREI) is accePting
manuscripts in competition for the 1994 Ballard Award.
The competition is open to members of The Counselors
of Real Estate and other real estate professionals. The

$500 cash alard and plaque is presented in November
during The Counselor's annual convention to the au-
thor(s) whose manuscript best exemplifies the high stan-
dards of content maintained in the journal. The recipient
is selected bv a three person subcommittee comprised of
members of The Counselors of Real Estate. Any articles
published in REI durirg the 1994 calendar year are eliSi-
ble for consideration and must be submitted by October
1, 1991.

RICHARD D.
SIMMONS, SR.,
CRE, RECEIVES
1994LUM
AWARD

Tl ichard D Simmons, Sr., CRE, chairman of
!{ Sirn-onr Associates Limited, Saugus, Massa-
l\ chusetts, has been named the ld4 recipient
of the Louise L. and Y.T. Lum Award. In receiving
this award, Simmons is recognized for his distin-
guished contribution toward the adlancement of
knowledge and education in the real estate counsel-
ing profession. The award was established by the
late Y.T. Lum, CRE, to encourage the continuint
professional education of those engaged h real es-
tate counseling through an understanding of its
principles, theories, techniques and practices. Sim-
mons' career as a real estate counselor reflects with
honor the criteria this award sets forth.

Simmons has been a real estate Practitioner for
40 years. He was invited to membership in The
Counselors of Real Estate (American Society of Real
Estate Counselors) in 1970 havhg counseled clients
in real estate matters concerning land use, taxation,
brokerage and property management. As a mem-
ber of The Counselors, he has served as a vice Pres-
ident and as chairman and member of numerous
committees including Education, Publications and
Strategic Planning. Simmons is a Past chairman of
the New England Chapter, and he also served as its
first secretary/treasurer. Simmons has been recog-
nized by the Massachusetts Board of Real Estate
Appraisers with the Scholastic Achievement Award
in his name to recognize his many contributions to
appraisal education. Currently, he is working with
fellow CRE, J. Daryl Lippincott on the privatization
of the real estate industry in Central Europe. Sim-
mons regularly contributes articles and columns on
real estate counseling to tlrc Neu England Real Estate

lournal and lhe ktnker and Tradesman.

Previous recipients of the Louise L. and Y.T.

Lum Award include CREs Eugene G. Bowes, (1993)

John McMahan (1992), Wayne D. Hagood (1991),

Charles W. Bradshaw lr. (1990) Jared Shlaes (1989),

John R. White (1988) and Thurston H. Ross (1987).

Richard D. Sirnmons, Sr., CRE
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CONTRIBI.]'TOR INFORMATION

FOR REAI ESTATE ISSUES

The joumal is published three times annually (April,
August and December), and reaches a lucrative segment
of the real estate industry as well as an impressive cross
section of professionals in related induskies.

Subscribers to Rroi Eslate Issttrs are primarilv the owners,
chairmen, presidents and vice presidents of real estate
companies, financial corporations, property companies,
banks, management companies, libraries and Realtorc
boards throughout the country; professors and univer-
sity personnel; and professionals in S&Ls, insurance
companies and law firms.

Reol Estate Issrrcs is published for the benefit of the
CRE (Counselor of Rea[ Estate) and other real estate Pro-
fessionals, planners, architects, developers, economists,
government personnel, lau'vers and accountants. It fo-
cuses on providing up-to-date information on problems
and topics in the field of real estate. ManuscriPts are
invited and should be addressed to:

Halbert C. Smith, CRE, Editor in Chief
Redl Estllfr Iss &,s

The Counselors of Real Estate
,130 North Michigan Avenue
Chicago, IL 60611

Review Process
All manuscripts are reviewed bv three members of the
editorial board ivith the author's name(s) kept anonv-
mous. When accepted, the manuscript, lvith anv recom-
mended changes, is returned to the author for revision.
lf the manuscript is not accepted, the author is notified
by letter.

Everv effort rvill be made to notifv the author on the
acceptance or reiection of the manuscript at the earliest
possible date. Upon publication, copyright is held by The
Counselors of Real Estate (American Society of Rea[ Es-

tate Counselors). The publisher will not refuse any rea-
sonable request by the author for permission to
reproduce anl.of his contributions to the iournal.

Deadlines
All manuscripts to be corrsidered for the April edition
must be submitted by February 1; for the August edition
by Iune 1; for the December edition by October 1.
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